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Abstract 
 
Photovoltaic (PV) solar cells provide a simple and smart way for direct 
conversion of sunlight into electricity, which is a clean alternative to conventional 
fossil fuel-based energy conversion methods. As a result of ongoing research, 
photovoltaic technologies are becoming both more efficient and cheaper. Thin 
film solar cells, particularly chalcogenides, are a promising area of research as 
they offer substantial cost savings as a consequence of reduced material usage 
and cheaper atmospheric fabrication processes. 
Cu(In,Ga)(S,Se)2 (CIGS) solar cells are currently the best performing 
commercially deployed thin film PV technology. However the best performing 
CIGS devices are fabricated using sophisticated vacuum-based co-evaporation 
or co-sputtering systems requiring high capital costs and high energy budgets. 
Lower costs are achievable using alternative atmospheric deposition methods. 
These typically involve two step processes consisting of electrodeposition, 
nanoparticle or molecular solution coatings followed by high temperature 
annealing in a chalcogen containing atmosphere. A wide range of these 
methodologies have been investigated in recent years. A number of different 
precursor materials and solvents are available which offers a variety of different 
advantages. The solution-processed absorbers still lag behind the vacuum-based 
materials in terms of material quality however, due to presence of voids, 
impurities and the large number of grain boundaries. The most efficient solution-
based methodologies also involve the use of highly toxic and in some cases 
explosive reagents, reducing the potential for commercial exploitation. 
The work presented in this thesis describes development of a novel, 
environmentally-friendly and potentially scalable solution deposition method for 
fabrication of CIGS absorber layers. This method uses a molecular precursor 
solution consisting of metal chalcogenides (copper and indium sulphides, gallium 
and selenium) and alkahest binary solvents (1,2-ethylenediamine and 1,2-
ethanedithiol). Metal chalcogenides have the advantage of being free from 
detrimental impurities and the amine-thiol solvent system is able to break their 
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strong covalent bonds. This way the use of highly toxic and explosive hydrazine 
to prepare pure, single-phase CIGS absorbers can be circumvented. The 
precursor solutions are deposited onto Mo-coated substrates by a scalable 
deposition method such as spray-coating, and are subsequently converted into a 
single-phase CIGS absorber upon high temperature selenisation. 
CIGS absorbers prepared using this methodology were found to suffer from poor 
crystallinity with large numbers of voids and grain boundaries limiting solar cell 
performance. Three separate approaches were investigated in this thesis in 
order to overcome these limitations. The first approach aimed to improve the 
absorber crystallisation and increase the grain size by modifying the selenisation 
configuration and conditions. Larger grains were obtained by tuning the 
selenisation process; however full absorber recrystallisation was not achieved. A 
fine-grained CIGS layer which formed near the back contact was found to be Cu 
and In deficient relative to the large grains at the absorber surface. The second 
attempt involved adjustment of the [Cu]/[Ga+In] (CGI) ratio across the absorber 
depth, again with the aim of improving crystallinity. This was attempted by 
depositing the CIGS precursor in the form of a Cu-rich/Cu-poor bilayer rather 
than as a single-layer. This resulted in some improvement in the absorber grain 
size and smoothness, but only at the absorber surface.  
The third approach focused on the external doping of the absorber with sodium. 
Sodium is known to boost the electronic properties of CIGS solar cells, and also 
to enhance CIGS grain growth. A novel strategy for controlled grain growth 
involving thermal evaporation of a thin NaCl layer onto the as-deposited CIGS 
absorber is presented here. A significant improvement in the absorber 
crystallisation was observed after the selenisation. However the solar cell 
performance was very dependent on the NaCl layer thickness and the resulting 
amount of this impurity introduced into the absorber rather than on the grain size. 
The optimum amount of Na caused a significant increase in device open-circuit 
voltage (VOC) and fill factor (FF). Understanding the mechanism of action of Na 
on these solution-processed absorbers is complex due to very different absorber 
morphologies obtained for different doping amounts, and the presence of voids 
and rough surfaces. It would also require deeper characterisation involving more 
comprehensive study of defects and compositional quantification. 
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Other aspects of device processing examined in this work are the Mo back 
contact and the heterojunction formed with CdS. Excessive MoSe2 formation at 
the back contact is often observed in solution-processed solar cells due to 
absorber porosity providing little protection to the underlying Mo from Se vapours. 
In this work MoSe2 was effectively controlled by incorporation of a Mo-N diffusion 
barrier layer. Mo-N was inserted in between two Mo layers forming a Mo/Mo-
N/Mo structure. Control of MoSe2 layer thickness prevented delamination, 
allowed for better compositional control and improved grain growth due to 
increased Cu and Se availability for absorber recrystallisation. The importance of 
covering the CIGS absorber surface with CdS as quickly as possible after 
selenisation was demonstrated using time-resolved photoluminescence (TRPL) 
measurements. The minority carrier lifetime decayed faster in uncoated CIGS as 
compared to CIGS/CdS after exposure to air. Moreover air-annealing of the 
CIGS/CdS was shown to be beneficial for solar cell performance, reducing 
interface recombination and adjusting the field profile in the space charge region 
(SCR). 
Careful adjustment of the selenisation environment, absorber composition, alkali 
doping and improvement of both back contact and heterojunction properties 
paved the way for CIGS solar cells with efficiencies up to 12% using an amine-
thiol solution-processing approach. Simplicity, low toxicity, straightforward 
compositional control and the possibility of extrinsic doping are very promising 
attributes of this methodology, and has a significant potential for large-scale 
industrial CIGS solar cell fabrication. Further investigations of automated 
spraying, alkali treatments, gallium grading and absorber porosity reduction are 
suggested as potential routes to further efficiency improvements. 
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CHAPTER 1 
Introduction to CIGS solar cells 
 
 
1.1 Photovoltaics 
1.1.1 Solar as a renewable energy source 
Extensive dependence of the global population on fossil fuels such as coal, oil and 
gas coupled with a constantly increasing energy demand have led to considerable 
environmental concerns regarding global warming [1][2]. These conventional energy 
sources have a negative impact on the environment not only during their extraction 
and production, but also resulting from their use through the release of large 
amounts of carbon dioxide (CO2) to the atmosphere [1][2][3]. Increasing amounts of 
CO2 in the atmosphere block part of the solar radiation from being re-emitted back 
into space and instead reflect it back to the earth resulting in gradual warming of the 
planet surface [2]. Consequently it is of high interest for the modern society to raise 
public awareness and progressively replace the greenhouse gas emitting energy 
sources with climate neutral ones.  
Photovoltaic (PV) energy is a clean and environmentally sustainable alternative to 
conventional energy sources such as fossil fuels. The conversion of solar radiation 
into electricity is a simple and smart way of producing renewable energy. Solar 
radiation - free, abundant and available daily - is collected by a solar panel, which is 
simply left standing outside. Only 90 minutes of sunlight could provide enough 
energy to satisfy the energy needs of the whole planet for the entire year [4]. 
However solar energy forms only a small fraction in the current energy electricity 
production, meeting only 1.9% of the global electricity production with over 400 GW 
of installed capacity (end of 2017) [5]. 
Thanks to ongoing research, PV technology is constantly improving to achieve more 
efficient energy conversion combined with reduced cost. Therefore, thin film solar 
cells and especially the chalcogenides are a promising area of research as they 
present a potential cost saving in terms of materials and fabrication processes. The 
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PV market is dominated by silicon wafer-based technology. Approximately 92% of all 
solar panels are made from silicon [6]. Thin film technologies, which account for the 
remaining 8% of the PV market, find it very hard to compete with Si technology due 
to the abundance of silicon in the Earth’s crust, its low toxicity, high material purity 
and the maturity of the technology resulting from the microelectronics industry [7]. 
The main issues of crystalline silicon (c-Si) are the high production costs associated 
with high wafer cost (50% of the total production cost) and complicated 
manufacturing process requiring a high thermal budget (~1100°C) [8]. The c-Si 
technology is currently reaching lab cell efficiencies of 26.7% and lab module 
efficiencies of 24.4% [9]. 
1.1.2 PV operating principles 
The sun is an energy source with a radiation spectrum similar to black body near 
5800 K. The total radiant energy flux over the whole surface is approximately 3.8 x 
1026 W, but only a small fraction is intercepted by the Earth. The mean solar 
irradiance reaching the outside of the Earth’s atmosphere is 1367 W/m2, a value also 
known as the Solar Constant [10]. Absorption and reflection in the Earth’s 
atmosphere lead to further reduction of the irradiation reaching the ground to 
approximately 1 kW/m2. However this value only serves as a reference as the net 
value depends on factors such as geographical location, time of the day/year, 
weather conditions and the presence of physical obstacles [11].  
Solar cells are semiconductor devices with a suitable absorber material allowing for 
absorption of photons from the incident sunlight and creating mobile carriers, 
electrons and holes, that are effectively separated at the terminals of the device [12]. 
This interaction of light particles (photons) with the solid matter leading to ejection of 
electrons to a higher energy level is the basis for the photovoltaic effect discovered 
by French scientist Edmond Becquerel [13]. Three main conditions have to be 
fulfilled to achieve efficient PV energy conversion: 1) a suitable material to absorb as 
many photons as possible, generating electron-hole pairs; 2) existence of a p-n 
junction to effectively separate the charges before they naturally recombine; and 3) 
effective electron transport to the external circuit. 
Sunlight contains photons of wide range of energy levels 𝐸: 
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𝐸 = ℎ𝜐      [1.1] 
where ℎ  is the Planck’s constant and 𝜐  is the frequency of radiation. When the 
energy exceeds a certain threshold (the bandgap energy), a weakly bound electron 
is promoted from the semiconductor valence band (EV) to the conduction band (EC), 
where it is “free” to move and conduct electricity [12]. The bandgap (Eg) of the 
photovoltaic absorber is therefore the fundamental parameter defining how many 
charge carriers will be generated as it determines the part of the spectrum that can 
be absorbed by the semiconductor (E>Eg). The bandgap separates valence band 
states, which are full of electrons, from conduction band states, which are empty at 
equilibrium. The promoted electrons leave behind vacancies in the valence band 
called holes, which behave like virtual charge carriers. When created charge carriers 
are not separated and collected fast enough, the electrons and holes will relax back 
to their equilibrium state through the process called recombination. The excited 
electrons will quickly thermalise to the conduction band edge and then decay across 
the bandgap to the vacant space in the valence band [12]. The electron-hole pair 
generation, thermalisation and recombination are illustrated in Figure 1.1. 
 
Figure 1.1 Schematic diagram of the path of light reaching the semiconductor. Only 
some of the photons with suitable energy are absorbed, others are transmitted through 
or reflected from the surface (left). Not all absorbed photons participate in photo-
generation. Thermalisation and recombination occur when the charges are not 
effectively separated (right). 
Doping is a way of increasing the population of mobile electrons or holes in the 
semiconductor by intentionally introducing impurities. Donor atoms provide electrons 
available for conduction. These electrons are not needed for bonding and therefore 
less energy is required to promote them to the conduction band. Semiconductors 
doped with donor atoms are called n-type as they have excess negative over 
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positive carriers, whereas acceptors are atoms with fewer electrons which dope the 
semiconductor p-type. The dopants can be seen as states in the bandgap, visualised 
in the band diagram by the position of the Fermi energy (EF) in regards to EC and EV. 
In an intrinsic material, EF lies in the middle between EV and EC. When the material is 
doped n-type or p-type, EF shifts  closer to EC or EV respectively [14]. 
A p-n junction is formed by intimately joining two semiconductor regions with 
different electronic properties (doping types) together. The p-n junction provides an 
electrostatic force driving the photo-generated charges to be swept across the 
junction, away from their point of creation. The created space charge results in a 
built-in electric field blocking further migration across the junction. The region near 
the junction is called the ‘space charge region’ (SCR) or ‘depletion region’ as it 
exhibits localised carrier depletion. The regions on either side of the SCR are charge 
neutral, also called the ‘quasi-neutral region’ (QNR). The electrostatic potential 
difference created by the positive and negative space charge exposure in the SCR is 
called the ‘built-in voltage’ (Vbi). Due to the built-in electric field, the electrons within 
the diffusion length region are pushed away from the p-type absorber to the n-type 
buffer and are collected by the n-type electrode. Similarly holes are pushed away 
from the n-type buffer to the p-type layer and collected by the p-type electrode. 
Figure 1.2 a) schematically illustrates the mechanism of PV energy conversion [15]. 
A schematic representation of the CIGS band structure under zero bias conditions is 
presented in Figure 1.2 b) [16]. 
 
Figure 1.2 Diagram of the p-n junction showing the formation of a SCR (a) and band 
diagram of a CIGS solar cell under 0 V bias conditions (b). 
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1.2 Thin film PV 
The solar cell is a device carefully designed to efficiently absorb and convert sun 
light to electrical energy. A number of semiconductor materials can be used to 
fabricate a solar cell. The choice of a suitable material is based on how well its 
optical characteristics match the solar spectrum as well as its electrical capabilities. 
These characteristics include an appropriate bandgap, absorption coefficient (α), 
minority carrier lifetime (τ), diffusion length (LD) and surface recombination velocity 
(S) [17]. Anti-reflection coatings (AR) are typically used for high efficiency solar cells 
to minimise reflection from the module or cell front surface. The p-n junction is the 
heart of a solar cell. Efficient charge separation requires a high built-in voltage which 
can be achieved by sufficient doping of the n- and p-type materials. Finally, efficient 
carrier transport requires good quality material with few defects to limit non-radiative 
recombination (through localised energy states within the bandgap, caused by 
material defects) [18]. 
Unlike silicon (Eg = 1.1 eV) which is a weak optical absorber, hence requiring cell 
thicknesses of 180 µm, thin film solar cells have the advantage of a direct bandgap. 
This means that the EC minimum is directly above the EV maximum, and an absorber 
thickness of only a few microns (1-3 µm) is sufficient to achieve effective absorption 
of sunlight [12]. The benefits of thin film solar cells (TFSC) as opposed to the market 
leader silicon arise from the potential cost savings (lower thickness, higher 
throughput, scale-up production), diversity of processing and device options,  better 
control of the doping profile, and high power-to-weight ratio important for space 
applications [19][20]. Despite the many advantages and achievements of TFSC PV, 
the remaining challenge is to make them cheaper and more price competitive 
compared to c-Si. 
The main thin film PV technologies and their characteristics are summarised in Table 
1.1. Amorphous silicon (a-Si) is the most mature of the TFSC technologies. The 
drawbacks of the technology include low power conversion efficiencies (PCEs), 
performance degradation during the first hours of light exposure and seasonal 
variations of the performance [19]. Cadmium Telluride (CdTe) has the highest 
market share of thin film technologies owing to module manufacturer First Solar 
fabricating CdTe by close space sublimation (CSS) [21]. Gallium Arsenide (GaAs) is 
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the most efficient among the TFSC, however this technology is too expensive for 
large-scale terrestrial application [22]. Kesterite-based thin film Cu2ZnSn(Se,S)4 
(CZTS) has similar structure and electronic properties to CIGS, with the benefit of 
using non-toxic, earth abundant materials. Despite the similarities, the highest 
efficiencies achieved are far below those of CIGS due to losses associated with poor 
CZTS material quality [23]. 
Table 1.1 Comparison of different thin film single-junction technologies, efficiencies 
from [9][24][25][26]. Only the first three are commercialised. 
Technology Bandgap Best research cell efficiency Module efficiency 
a-Si 1.7 eV 14.0% 9.8% (Solarex) 
CdTe 1.45 eV 22.1% 18.6% (First Solar) 
CI(G)S 1.0-1.7 eV 23.35% 19.2% (Solar Frontier) 
CZTS 1.0-1.5 eV 12.6% N/A 
GaAs 1.42 eV 29.1% 25.1% (Alta Devices) 
 
1.3 CIGS solar cells 
1.3.1 General aspects of the technology 
The Cu(In,Ga)(Se,S)2 (CIGS) chalcopyrite-structured semiconductor is a promising 
material for thin film solar cells. CIGS is currently the best performing, commercially 
deployed polycrystalline thin film solar cell technology with a record efficiency of 
23.35% achieved by Solar Frontier in 2019 [26]. Historically, a CuInSe2 (CIS) 
material with a bandgap of 1.04 eV was first synthesised by Hahn et al. in 1953 [27]. 
The first CIS device with a measured efficiency was reported in 1975 by the 
evaporation of CdS onto CIS single-crystal, achieving 12% PCE [28]. Since then, the 
laboratory efficiencies and fabrication techniques have dramatically improved. Today, 
the most efficient CIGS solar cells are fabricated by vacuum processes such as co-
evaporation or co-sputtering. The three-stage co-evaporation process invented by 
the US National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL) in 1994 set the milestone of 
efficiencies beyond 20% [29]. Commercial module efficiencies of 16.1% have been 
achieved in industry [8]. The ultimate goal of this promising PV technology is to 
increase the efficiencies of the modules while reducing the costs. According to a 
model proposed by Kapur et al., the projected cost for 1000 MW/yr production with a 
module efficiency of 15% should be as low as 0.34 $/W [30]. 
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Generally, CIGS soar cells are grown in substrate configuration, which also gives the 
highest performances. In this configuration the light enters the cell through the 
transparent conductive oxide (TCO) on the top of the device, and the back contact is 
deposited on the substrate (Figure 1.3). Superstrate configuration, typically used to 
grow CdTe solar cells, is unfavourable due to undesirable inter-diffusion of Cd from 
CdS into the CIGS absorber during the high temperature processing of the absorber 
layer (often above 500°C) [31]. 
 
Figure 1.3 Schematic diagram and SEM cross-section through the CIGS stack typically 
fabricated for this thesis. 
The solar cell is typically built on soda-lime glass (SLG) substrate, but various 
alternatives such as flexible metal and polyimide foils are being explored. 
Molybdenum grown by sputtering is the most commonly used back contact. A thin 
intermediate layer of MoSe2 forms at the Mo/CIGS interface forming an ohmic 
contact. Subsequently, the CIGS absorber is deposited by a wide range of vacuum 
and non-vacuum techniques. As for CdTe, CdS grown by chemical bath deposition 
(CBD) is the most commonly used buffer layer for CIGS. For the window layer and 
top electrode, a combination of intrinsic and Al-doped ZnO (i-ZnO/AZO) is typically 
used [32][33]. 
1.3.2 Material and solar cell properties 
The absorber material is the chalcopyrite-structured semiconductor Cu(In,Ga)(S,Se)2 
(CIGS), belonging to the I-III-VI2 family of alloys. It has a direct and tunable bandgap, 
typically selected in the range of 1.0 – 1.5 eV for PV applications. Moreover a very 
high optical absorption coefficient (105 cm-1), tolerance for trace impurities and 
sufficiently passive grain boundaries make this material an excellent choice for 
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photovoltaic applications [34]. The bandgap can easily be tailored by substituting In 
atoms by smaller Ga and/or Se atoms with S and vice versa. Slightly wider bandgap 
devices are desirable as they provide a better match to the solar spectrum, resulting 
in increased voltages [8]. The optimum Ga content for minimal bulk defects was 
found to be [Ga]/[Ga+In] ~0.3 [35]. In addition, it was shown that bandgap grading 
through the absorber with higher Ga towards the back would create a back surface 
field reflecting electrons towards the front junction. This results in improved collection 
of charge carriers, especially at long wavelengths [36]. Sulphur addition acts mainly 
on the valence band maximum and partial sulphurisation leads to very high device 
efficiencies with reduced interface recombination and increased carrier collection. 
Such devices are fabricated by Solar Frontier with a S-rich surface and Ga-rich back 
[37]. However if the S content is too high ([S]/[S+Se] > 0.61), the fill factor (FF) of the 
device deteriorates severely due to increase in series resistance (RS) [38]. 
The tetragonal chalcopyrite crystal structure is a complex variant of the cubic II-VI 
zinc blende structure of ZnS with doubled periodicity along the c-axis. The Zn (II) 
cation is substituted by chalcogenide compounds Cu (I) and In (III)/Ga (III) having Se 
or S as their anion. Cu-Se and In-Se bonds are not of the same strength resulting in 
a tetragonal distortion (lattice parameter ratio c/a ≠ 2) [39]. The crystal structure of 
the tetragonal chalcopyrite CIGS unit cell is presented in Figure 1.4. 
 
Figure 1.4 Schematic diagram of the tetragonal chalcopyrite crystal structure (left) and 
the binary phase diagram along the Cu2Se and In2Se3 section of the Cu-In-Se ternary 
phase diagram, adapted from [39][40]. 
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The Cu-In-Se ternary diagram has been studied by a number of authors and their 
understanding is crucial to design a fabrication process of a single-phase absorber 
material [41][40][42]. The ternary phase CuInSe2 lies along the Cu2Se and In2Se3 
pseudobinary tie-line (line of two-phase equilibria) of the ternary diagram. A 
simplified version of this diagram is presented in Figure 1.4. The ternary CuInSe2 
phase is denoted α-CIS. Along this tie-line, other ternary phases exist, namely β-
CuIn3Se5, γ-CuIn5Se8 and δ which is a sphalerite-structured phase (high temperature 
modification of α and β phases with no cation ordering). The β-phase is often 
referred to as ordered defect compound (ODC) formed from the α-phase having 
2VCu-InCu defects. In equilibrium, the required α-CIS phase has a small existence 
range, represented by a narrow zone with x (mol% of In2Se3 in In2S3+Cu2S) ~50-
52%, corresponding to a slightly Cu-poor content of 24.0-24.5 at% (0.94 < [Cu]/[In] < 
0.97). Higher Cu contents result in the formation of a secondary phase Cu2Se in 
addition to the single-phase α-CIS. However, more Cu-deficient compositions can be 
accommodated owing to an extraordinary stability of the 2VCu-InCu defect complex. 
Increasing temperature, alloying with Ga and adding a small quantity (~ 0.1 at%) of 
Na impurity further widens the α-CIS phase window [41]. 
Grain boundaries (GBs) play an important role in the CIGS absorbers, dictating the 
current-voltage characteristics of the cell. They define an interruption of the long-
range order in the crystal. GBs adversely influence the majority carrier mobility and 
reduce minority carrier lifetime. Moreover GBs can become charged and induce 
band bending. However GBs in chalcopyrite devices have more benign effects 
compared to the other semiconductors, owing to inherently low recombination at 
GBs, beneficial effects of GBs passivation by Na or O and downshift of the EV that 
repels holes from the GB region [16]. 
Due to a number of different atoms present in this complex semiconductor, many 
types of defects can form. However many of these defects can be seen as benign or 
even beneficial [16]. This inherent stability and large tolerance for deviations from 
stoichiometric composition are one of the significant benefits of CIGS as a thin film 
technology. Defects may appear as single-defect states with energy levels within the 
bandgap or as multiple defect states or distribution with a continuous state density in 
the bandgap. In CIGS, the indium-on-copper-antisites (InCu) and the copper vacancy 
(VCu) are the dominant donor and acceptor defects respectively [16]. At Cu-poor 
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compositions, the VCu defect is the shallowest intrinsic acceptor responsible for the 
p-type doping of the absorber. Due to energetically favourable donor-acceptor 
compensation, the 2VCu + InCu defect complex has a high probability of formation. 
However this defect does not produce a significant crystal distortion and no transition 
level of this defect complex is present within the bandgap hence it does not result in 
any detrimental electronic states. The majority of donor VSe defects are bound in the 
defect complex VSe + VCu having negative binding energy. The (VSe + VCu)
- 
introduces an antibonding level at 0.85 eV above the EV [41]. 
For Cu-poor CIGS films, alkali doping was found to be essential to achieve high 
performances, leading primarily to increases in the open-circuit voltage (VOC) and fill 
factor (FF). Many studies report structural and electronic changes to the absorber 
upon Na doping, however the exact mechanism and whether the Na acts at GBs or 
in grain interiors is not yet explained with any certainty [43]. Alkali PDTs (post-
deposition treatments) were found to be the most efficient ways of intentional alkali 
doping. Whereas NaF PDT mainly modifies the bulk electronic properties, KF leads 
to significant alteration of the CIGS surface composition creating a Cu and Ga 
depleted surface [44]. 
1.3.3 Fabrication processes 
Even though the CIGS thin film technology has many beneficial features, the 
fabrication of a high-quality absorber layer is a very complex process often requiring 
expensive vacuum-based technologies. The most successful fabrication technique 
for CIGS absorber layers achieving the highest efficiencies is 3-stage co-evaporation 
of the constituent elements from multiple sources under excess Se conditions. The 
advantage of this method is the possibility to vary the Cu-flux during the deposition 
which is critical as it strongly affects the film growth. Overall Cu-poor composition is 
necessary to form CI(G)S phase, avoiding formation of highly conductive Cu2Se 
secondary phases lowering device performance. However, all electronic properties 
including defect density, bulk recombination and transport are better when CIGS is 
grown under Cu-rich conditions [8]. The process first introduced by NREL starts with 
the deposition of In, Ga in excess Se (1st stage), followed by co-deposition of Cu and 
Se (2nd stage). Finally the Cu composition is readjusted during the 3d stage to 
achieve an overall Cu-poor composition by deposition of In, Ga and Se [41]. 
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Moreover, the variation of the Ga/In flux ratio allows for bandgap grading in the 
absorber. However the precise control of the large area uniformity is challenging 
because the elemental fluxes are sensitive to very small temperature differences [32]. 
Among other fabrication methods, sequential processes consisting in deposition of 
the absorber, followed by thermal annealing in reactive or inert atmosphere are an 
alternative to the co-evaporation. This method is suitable for large area deposition 
providing good control over the film composition and thickness. Precursor materials 
of various types can be deposited by sputtering, thermal evaporation, 
electrodeposition, nanoparticle- or solution-processing. The small-grained precursor 
is converted into a polycrystalline layer of the desired composition typically via 
chalcogenide reaction using S and Se or H2S and H2Se vapours [8]. The hydride 
gasses are toxic, however they have the advantage of being more reactive and 
easier to control [45]. The largest commercial manufacturer of CIGS modules uses 
sputtering followed by ‘sulphurisation after selenisation’ (SAS) [37]. 
Recently, research attention has focused on CIGS deposition onto flexible substrates, 
where efficiencies over 20% are also achievable. To transfer the fabrication process 
onto substrates such as metal or polyimide foils, several aspects such as process 
temperatures and external alkali doping need to be addressed. EMPA has 
developed a low temperature (350°C) CIGS growth process achieving efficiencies of 
20.4% on polyimide films. At the end of the process, NaF and KF PDT provide the 
alkali doping of the absorber [46]. 
Despite the promising CIGS material properties, practicalities of the technology (low 
weight, flexibility, suitability for monolithic integration and high radiation tolerance if 
the final product is intended for space applications) and its accomplishments, CIGS 
commercial module production accounts for only 2% of the total market [6]. CIGS 
industrial production is carried out by companies such as Solar Frontier, AVANCIS, 
Solibro and Manz [33]. As opposed to lab-scale, where the efficiency is the primary 
focus, in large-area industrial production, low-cost, reproducibility, high-throughput 
and process tolerance are of much greater importance [8]. The limitations and 
current challenges in the commercialisation of CIGS can be summarised in the 
following points [8][33]: 
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 Compositional uniformity between runs (CIGS is a quaternary compound and 
the uniformity and reproducibility over large-area influences the film electrical 
and optical properties and consequently the production yield. In-situ non-
destructive detection tools are required.) 
 Standardisation of equipment (Several fabrication steps require different tools 
with different throughputs. Substrate handling in-between the processes can 
be an issue. An in-line process would be the most suitable solution.) 
 Scaling-up (Large gap between small-area cell efficiencies (~23%) and 
commercial module efficiencies (~16%).) 
 Indium supply and production (Indium is a by-product of zinc and is therefore 
dependent on zinc production. As many as 31 tons of In are required to 
produce 1 GW PV.) 
 In large-scale production, a dynamic deposition process (substrate in motion) 
will likely affect the growth kinetics as compared to the static small area 
processes typical of laboratory synthesis. Consequently the high efficiency of 
small-area devices might not be reproducible over the large area. 
Significant research is still required to transfer the processes from expensive 
vacuum-based to low-cost large-are atmospheric processes whilst keeping the 
material quality and solar cell performance at a high level. 
1.4 Non-vacuum processing of CIGS solar cells 
Non-vacuum processing of CIGS possesses significant advantages over the 
vacuum-based techniques which has led to a considerable research interest in this 
field in recent years. The general benefits of non-vacuum processing are 
summarised in few points below [32][47][48]: 
 Lower capital cost of the equipment (simplified equipment with no vacuum 
parts, chambers, pumps) 
 High throughput (no pumping-down time, fast and large-area deposition) 
 High material utilisation efficiency (Sputtering and evaporation are very 
material inefficient through unintentional deposition on the vacuum chamber 
walls. Liquid coating methods on the other hand can have nearly 100% 
precursor utilisation.) 
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 Large area uniformity and straightforward compositional control (the final film 
composition is closely related to the composition of the precursor material) 
 Lower energy budget (less energy intensive processes, depositions at lower 
temperatures followed by short heat treatment such as rapid thermal 
processing (RTP))  
Despite this significant potential and the ongoing high levels of research into 
atmospheric deposition of CIGS absorbers, some challenges still remain. The 
performance of such devices is lagging significantly behind the performance of co-
evaporated cells. This is mostly caused by the inferior material quality of 
atmospherically-processed absorbers, which typically contain more defects related to 
the presence of impurities, voids and material inhomogeneities [8]. Non-vacuum 
absorbers are usually fabricated in two-step processes, where a precursor is first 
deposited at low temperature and then converted into the CIGS phase by high 
temperature annealing in a chalcogen atmosphere. Deposition methods can be 
divided into several categories depending on the precursor material used. These 
include [47]: 
 Coating or printing of molecular precursor solutions 
 Coating or printing of nanoparticle-based inks (suspensions) 
 Electrochemical and chemical bath-based techniques such as 
electrodeposition 
Electrodeposition (ED) is a well-established electrochemical technique widely used 
in the electronics industry. This technique is however difficult to apply to CIGS 
technology, as different constituent elements have different redox potentials and 
reduction kinetics. This results in limited control over the stoichiometry and phase 
homogeneity. Moreover, the electrochemical behaviour of Se is very complex, 
exhibiting several oxidation states (+6, +4, 0, -2). To overcome the associated 
thermodynamic and chemical difficulties, strategies such as co-electrodeposition or 
electrodeposition of stacked layers have been adopted [49]. However the deposited 
precursor layers have to be subjected to high temperature annealing steps often in 
the presence of chalcogen vapours. The most successful ED technique up to date 
was developed by Nexcis, using successive ED of elemental Cu, In and Ga, and 
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which was further annealed in Se/S atmosphere to form a 17.3% efficient 
Cu(In,Ga)(S,Se)2 solar cell [50]. 
The following sub-sections will focus on the direct-coating methods of molecular 
solution and nanoparticle-based inks discussing the strong and weak points of each 
method and the particular device performances achieved. The choice of the 
precursor, deposition route and conditions used are crucial as they greatly influence 
the reaction kinetics, resulting in different absorber morphologies and phases formed. 
Unwanted elements from solvents, additives or precursors such as carbon and 
oxygen can remain in the film after imperfect removal during annealing and impede 
grain growth or cause film deterioration. The molecular or nanoparticle precursors 
can be coated or printed onto the substrate by various deposition techniques 
including spin-coating, spray pyrolysis, blade-coating and inkjet printing. 
Spin-coating consists of flooding the substrate surface with the precursor solution 
and spinning off the excess. It is currently one of the most important research 
techniques due to high reproducibility, uniformity and suitability over wide viscosity 
range of solutions. However this technique is not applicable for large area 
depositions. The principle of blade-coating is to distribute the solution by moving a 
sharp blade parallel to the substrate surface. The coating thickness is controlled by 
the distance between the blade and the substrate. It is a simple, low-cost, large-area 
compatible technique with high material utilisation. However this method requires a 
relatively viscous ink formulation. Inkjet printing, sometimes defined as high definition 
spray-coating is a direct coating or patterning of the ink at low temperatures and 
atmospheric conditions. The requirement is to develop an ink with suitable viscosity 
and long-term air stability. Dip-coating involves substrate immersion and withdrawal 
in the solution at a constant speed. Spray-coating consists of forming an aerosol of 
the precursor solution and delivering it onto a heated substrate. The aerosol 
formation can be achieved by means of pressurised gas or by forcing a liquid 
through an ultrasonic nozzle. During spraying, solvent evaporation upon contact with 
the hot surface and film growth are taking place. This technique can achieve high-
uniformity, high throughput, large-area coatings with high material utilisation 
efficiency and is compatible with roll-to-roll processing [32]. 
1.4.1 Nanoparticle route  
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The advantage of the nanoparticle (NP) inks over the molecular solutions lies in the 
properties of the pre-formed nanoparticles, including well-defined structure, high 
phase purity and stoichiometry, offering a range of tunable optical and electrical 
properties [51]. In this approach, the nanoparticles are first synthesised, then 
dispersed in common solvents to form a stable colloid and finally deposited onto the 
substrate to form a uniform coating. To synthesise the chalcopyrite NPs, methods 
such as hot-injection, solvothermal reaction or chemical welding are most commonly 
used [23][48]. The stable NP ink can be then coated onto the substrate at ambient 
conditions by any of the above described deposition techniques. A selenisation 
treatment of the as-deposited nanocrystals provides nanoparticle sintering and 
consequent densification of the absorber film. The drawback of the method is the 
use of organic ligands to control the kinetics, inter-particle sintering and nucleation 
growth and avoid agglomeration and consequent stoichiometry deviations [47]. The 
fluxing agents typically used are long-chain alkyl ligands (trioctylphosphite or 
oleylamine). Having insulating properties, these ligands impede the efficient 
transport between the NPs whilst their bulkiness causes the formation of cracks 
upon their removal from the film. Their removal can also leave undesired carbon 
impurities. Additional actions, such as heat, chemical treatment or ligand-exchange 
are often necessary to overcome these issues [51]. Moreover, nanoparticle synthesis 
methods are generally complicated low yield procedures requiring particular 
conditions (pressure, temperature, inertness) and tedious purification steps [48]. 
Direct use of single-phase ternary or quaternary NPs (CIS, CISe, CIGS and CIGSe) 
is very limited due to higher melting point compared to their binary phase particles, 
hindering effective NP sintering [51]. The most successful attempt involved a 
quaternary CIGS NPs suspended in a hexanedithiol ink developed by Guo et al., 
which was doctor-bladed onto the substrate. After the NaCl treatment and 
selenisation, this approach yielded 12% efficient CIGSSe solar cell [52]. Lower 
melting point and higher reactivity of particles containing phases other than the 
desired absorber phase offer the advantage of easier phase transformation and film 
densification. Currently the most successful multi-phase NP technique uses selenide 
NPs and a single-stage annealing process. This method was developed by 
Nanosolar reporting efficiency of 17.1% [53]. 
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An alternative approach involving a hybrid nanoparticle/solution-based ink was found 
to present a promising compromise, keeping the benefits of NPs whilst reducing the 
drawbacks of the method. The molecular solution would act as a medium to improve 
binding between NPs whilst the NPs would act as nucleation sites and consequently 
improve the grain growth. Using this approach, the addition of CuS and In2S3 NPs to 
a molecular solution of metal chlorides resulted in improved grain growth and an 
increase of efficiency by 85% to 6.2% as compared to the NP-free solution [54]. 
1.4.2 Molecular solution-based methods 
 
Figure 1.5 Schematic diagram comparing the nanoparticle (a) and molecular solution (b) 
CIGS deposition approach [48]. 
Unlike the nanoparticle approaches described above, true solution techniques 
involve micron to nanometre-scaled entities (precursors) mixed at molecular level in 
a solvent. This approach allows deposition of films with the desired stoichiometry, 
high crystallinity and good uniformity. The stoichiometry of the solution is reflected in 
the film composition. A stable solution is then directly coated on the substrate using 
an appropriate technique and subsequently annealed to convert the precursors into 
a chalcopyrite phase. True solutions overcome the need for particle preparation and 
stabilisation and therefore present a more up-scalable and straight-forward option 
[55]. Moreover, the precursor homogeneity at the molecular scale may result in 
superior film uniformity. Widely used precursor materials for the solution-deposition 
of CIGS include metal oxides, metal salts, organometallics, metals and metal 
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chalcogenides. Both nanoparticle and molecular solution routes are illustrated in 
Figure 1.5. Table 1.2 summarises the advantages and drawbacks of different 
precursor materials for direct liquid coating. 
Table 1.2 Comparison of precursor materials for direct liquid coating methods [32] 
Material Advantages Disadvantages Reported 
efficiency 
Oxides Air-anneal to burn out 
residual carbon 
Difficulty to remove oxygen 
from the final film 
10.1% [56] 
Salts Off-the-shelf chemicals, high 
solubility and multiple options 
Impurities from salts, 
difficulties of crystallisation 
14.7% [57] 
Organometallics Formation of metallic layers 
or reactive amorphous 
oxides 
Carbon or oxygen 
contamination in the final film, 
low thickness 
13.3% [58] 
Metals Ideal precursor, no impurities Tendency to alloy and 
aggregate, phase segregation 
9.5% [59] 
Chalcogenides Readily reactive, 
contamination free 
Strong covalent bonds, solvent 
toxicity 
17.3% [60] 
 
1.4.2.1 Metal salts, oxides and organometallic precursors 
Metal salts (chlorides, nitrates), oxides and metal-organics are the most convenient 
precursors to use because of their good solubility in wide range of solvents (including 
water and alcohol) which allows for safe and simple processing. Moreover they are 
cheap, readily available and can be stored long-term. The main problem limiting the 
efficiencies achieved by this route is the incorporation of unwanted impurities from 
the salts and the atmosphere (i.e. C, Cl, O) that remain in the film in unacceptably 
high quantities when deposition is performed below 300°C. Above 400°C a loss of S 
and Se results in the formation of oxide phases. A residual carbon layer is often 
found between the Mo back contact layer and the CIGS absorber causing poor 
adhesion and creating high series resistance. The use of binders to stabilise the 
solution and enhance its viscosity, thereby reducing the required number of coating 
cycles, is the major source of impurities. Moreover the bulkiness of the sacrificial 
ligands may cause cracks and film disruption upon their removal from the film 
[32][47]. 
In terms of efficiencies, Pan et al. formed metal-organic solutions of metal oxides in a 
combination of butyldithiocarbamic (BDCA) acid and ethanol. The BDCA was 
synthesised from butylamine with carbon disulphide. After spin-coating this stable 
and non-toxic solution followed by selenisation, over 10% efficient CIGSe solar cells 
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were achieved [56]. Uhl et al. reported 13.0% efficient CuIn(S,Se)2 and 14.7% 
Cu(In,Ga)(S,Se)2 by spin-coating and subsequent selenisation of a dimethyl 
sulfoxide (DMSO)- and thiourea (TU)-based ink containing metal chlorides. The 
absorber layers appeared to be free of both binary phases and a carbon rich layer. 
TU and DMSO were shown to coordinate with Cu(I) and In(III) oxidation states 
respectively, resulting in stable molecular inks [57]. From the scalable deposition 
techniques, 10.5% efficient CIGSSe was achieved by spray-coating of halide-based 
aqueous solutions, while 10.7% Se-rich CIGSSe was reported from a nitrate-based 
aqueous precursor solution [61][62]. Berner et al. prepared a Cu-In-Ga solution by 
dissolving metal carboxylates in a nitrogen containing base. Blade-coating of the 
precursor solution resulted in CIGSe devices with 11% efficiency, which was further 
improved to 13.3% after intentional Na doping [58]. The inkjet printing route was 
taken by Lin et al. dissolving Cu, In and Ga nitrates in alcohol-based solvents, 
yielding over 11% efficient CIGSSe devices after annealing in Se/H2S atmosphere 
[63]. 
1.4.2.2 Metal chalcogenides in hydrazine 
Metal chalcogenides form the ideal precursor materials as they only contain the 
required elements (Cu, In, Se, S). Consequently no undesired impurities will be 
introduced into the solution by the precursor materials. However, the solubility of 
metal chalcogenides is very poor in most common solvents due to strong covalent 
bonds, hence limiting their use as precursors for CIGS solar cells. Mitzi et al. 
demonstrated that using hydrazine as a solvent helps to overcome this problem. In 
the reaction referred to as ‘dimensional reduction’, the metal-chalcogenide 
framework is broken and chalcogenide anions are separated by small hydrazinium 
cations (N2H5
+). Upon annealing, the small, weakly coordinating hydrazine species 
leave the film without affecting its properties and without leaving any undesired 
impurities behind. CIGS precursor solutions are prepared by separately dissolving 
In2Se3 with additional Se, Cu2S with additional S and Ga with added Se, followed by 
mixing, spin-coating and crystallisation on a hot plate at 540°C. This approach 
developed at IBM’s T.J.Watson Research Centre, yielded CIGS efficiencies of 15.2% 
with a grain size close to the film thickness [64]. Since then, the efficiencies using the 
hydrazine method were further increased to 17.3% [60]. This method is so far the 
most successful solution-based approach. Despite efficiencies getting closer to those 
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of vacuum-based devices, the cells still suffer from a larger open-circuit voltage 
deficit. 
The benefits hydrazine offers as a weakly coordinating, strongly reducing, polar and 
clean solvent are clear. However, the drawback of this method is the toxic, highly 
reactive and carcinogenic nature of hydrazine. This raises a number of safety and 
environmental concerns. Consequently the hydrazine-based approach is unsuitable 
for the large-scale industrial application [23]. An alternative method using Cu-In 
hydrazinium precursors in non-hydrazine solvents (ethanolamine/DMSO) was 
developed by Yang Yang et al. [65]. They found that DMSO coordinates with metal 
cores, Cu and In, breaking Cu-S and In-Se bonds of Cu2S and In2Se3 pre-prepared 
in hydrazine. Ethanolamine provides strong intramolecular interaction and reducing 
capability, and stabilises the obtained metal chalcogenide. Uniform and controllable 
CIGS films were obtained, however low film thickness due to non-optimised solution 
viscosity for spin-coating resulted in a device efficiency of only 3.8%. This efficiency 
is however comparable to the hydrazine method with CIGS solar cells of a similar 
thickness (300 nm) [65]. Despite the potential of this method, the use of hydrazine is 
not eliminated completely; therefore other less-hazardous methods have to be 
considered for industrial application. 
1.4.2.3 Amine-thiol solvent system to dissolve metal chalcogenides 
To avoid the use of hydrazine, while keeping the benefits of metal chalcogenide 
precursors, more environmentally-friendly solvents were explored to dissolve indium 
and copper species. Webber et al. came with a novel, relatively non-hazardous 
binary solvent mixture of 1,2-ethanedithiol (EDT) and 1,2-ethylenediamine (EDA) 
that can readily dissolve a series of nine bulk V2VI3 (V = As, Sb, Bi; VI = S, Se, Te) 
chalcogenides at room temperature (RT) and atmospheric pressure leading to good 
quality, highly crystalline semiconductor films with negligible organic content. The 
mechanism of this reaction is not yet fully understood but the hypothesis suggests 
the formation of EDA-ligated thiolatochalcogenometallate anions stabilised by EDA-
H+ cations [66]. 
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Table 1.3 Solar cell parameters of devices produced by various deposition methods  
Method PCE 
% 
VOC 
mV 
JSC 
mA/cm2 
FF 
% 
Deposition Post-
treatment 
Ref 
Vacuum-based techniques 
3-stage 
co-evaporation 
22.6 741 37.8 80.6 3-stage co-
evaporation 
PDT ZSW 
[67] 
Co-sputtering 22.9* 746 38.5 79.7 Sputtering 
from metallic 
targets 
Sulfurisation 
after 
selenisation 
(SAS) 
Solar 
Frontier 
[37] 
Non-vacuum techniques 
Electrodeposition 17.3 621 37.3 74.7 ED of metallic 
precursors 
Annealed in 
Se/S 
Nexcis 
[50] 
Nanoparticles 17.1 651 34.6 75.9 Printing of a 
slurry 
containing 
selenides and 
metal oxides 
Single-stage 
annealing 
Nanosolar 
[53] 
Molecular solution 17.3 660 35.8 73.4 Metal 
chalcogenides 
in hydrazine, 
spin-coating 
Annealing at 
500-600°C 
Suzhou 
Raysoll 
Nanotech 
[60] 
Molecular solution approach 
Metal 
chalcogenides in 
hydrazine 
17.3 660 35.8 73.4 Spin-coating Annealing at 
500-600°C 
[60] 
Metal 
chalcogenides in 
amine/thiol 
12.0 622 28.7 67.5 Spray-coating Selenisation 
at 540°C 
This work 
[68] 
Metals in 
amine/thiol 
9.5 528 26.6 67.5 Spin-coating of 
pure metals 
Selenisation 
at 550°C 
[59] 
Metal salts in 
DMSO/TU 
14.7 661 31.2 71.5 Spin-coating Selenisation 
<550°C 
[57] 
Metal oxides in 
BDCA and 
ethanol 
10.1 561 27.6 65.0 Spin-coating Selenization 
at 540°C 
[56] 
Metal 
carboxylates in 
methanol and N-
containing base 
13.3 532 36.5 68.5 Blade-coating Selenisation 
at 600°C 
[58] 
*This efficiency record was recently broken and the new record is now 23.35% still held by Solar 
Frontier. Details about this cell are not yet published. 
 
Since then, several groups have used this amine-thiol solvent system for application 
in CIGS solar cells. Among them, one of the first was our CREST laboratory, where 
Arnou et al. developed the CIGS solution-processing approach using metal 
chalcogenides and progressively reached stable efficiencies of up to 10% [69][70]. 
Wu et al. successfully dissolved pure metals (Cu, In, Ga) in EDA/EDT forming a 
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molecular solution. After spin-coating several layers, intermediate annealing on a hot 
plate at 350°C and selenisation at 550°C, solar cells with an efficiency of 9.5% were 
achieved [59]. Agrawal et al. use a similar solvent structure, monoamine-dithiol, 
resulting in pure selenide 12.2% efficient CIGSSe. This was achieved in the 
controlled environment of a nitrogen-filled glovebox and using spin-coating [71]. 
In this work, a diamine-dithiol solvent mixture is used to dissolve Cu2S, In2S3 and Ga 
with additional Se at room temperature and without the need for an inert atmosphere 
in a glovebox. A single-phase Cu(InGa)(S,Se)2 with efficiencies up to 12.0% can be 
obtained after deposition and selenisation. The devices are fabricated by spray-
coating of the precursor solution and subsequent selenisation in the tube furnace or 
RTP. Similar efficiencies to the two previous groups can be achieved with the 
advantage of a scalable deposition technique and atmospheric conditions employed 
here. A brief summary of different CIGS fabrication processes and research 
efficiencies achieved are summarised in Table 1.3. 
1.5 Scope of the thesis 
1.5.1 Motivation for this work 
Development of a scalable, non-toxic, reproducible and relatively low-cost deposition 
method for fabrication of efficient CIGS solar cells is the motivation behind this thesis. 
The loss mechanisms in the solution-processed CIGS are related to smaller grain 
sizes, impurities from the precursors and imperfect phase transformation. They are 
specific for each precursor/deposition/post-treatment strategy and differ from the loss 
mechanisms in the conventional vacuum-based techniques. There have been limited 
studies providing deep understanding of the properties and loss mechanisms in 
solution-based chalcopyrite-structured solar cells. 
The objectives of this thesis are: 
 Further develop the amine-thiol based molecular solution approach involving 
dissolution of metal chalcogenides and precursor deposition by spray-coating. 
 Reduction of MoSe2 interface layer thickness at the back contact and 
improvement of the heterojunction quality. 
 Identification of the absorber layer limitations and formation of a large-grained 
absorber with suitable thickness, composition and doping properties. 
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 Ultimately achieving improved device efficiencies. 
1.5.2 Structure of the thesis 
After the introduction of this thesis providing a broad context and state-of-art of the 
solution-processing of CIGS solar cells, the experimental Chapter 2 will follow. This 
chapter will describe the deposition procedures involved in fabrication of each 
constituting layer of the solar cell and the characterisation tools employed to study 
the electronic and morphological properties. Four result chapters will follow. Chapter 
3 focuses on the CIGS back contact engineering and necessity of the MoSe2 
thickness control in solution-processed CIGS solar cells. Chapter 4 studies the 
properties of the CIGS/CdS interface through experiments with air-annealing of the 
junction. The two remaining chapters deal with the CIGS absorber quality, more 
specifically looking at the paths for improvement of absorber crystallinity. Chapter 5 
describes a development and optimisation of a suitable selenisation process to 
produce crystalline CIGS absorber films and the effects of varying Cu content 
through the absorber depth. Chapter 6 develops an efficient way of intentional Na-
doping of the absorber, in theory producing improved grain growth and GBs 
passivation enhancing electronic properties of the device. The last chapter provides 
concluding remarks and an outlook. 
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CHAPTER 2 
Vacuum-free CIGS thin films: solar 
cell fabrication and 
characterisation 
 
 
2.1 Scope 
The first part of this chapter outlines the solution-based CIGS solar cell fabrication 
process, from substrate to front contacts. The CIGS solar cells presented here are 
prepared in substrate configuration, starting with Mo deposition onto the glass 
substrate, followed by the light-absorbing layer, buffer layer and front contact. The 
light is coming to the absorber through the front contact TCO.  
Table 2.1 Chemicals involved in the CIGS solar cell fabrication process 
 
Much of this work is dedicated to the structural, compositional and electrical 
characterisation of CIGS absorbers and solar cells. A combination of various 
Chemicals State Purity 
(%) 
Supplier Purpose 
In2S3 powder 99.98 Alfa Aesar CIGS precursor 
Cu2S powder 99.5 Alfa Aesar CIGS precursor 
Ga metal pieces 99.9999 Acros Organics CIGS precursor 
Se powder 99.999 Alfa Aesar CIGS precursor 
1,2-ethanedithiol liquid ≥ 98.0 Sigma-Aldrich CIGS precursor 
1,2-ethylenediamine liquid ≥ 99.5 Sigma-Aldrich CIGS precursor 
Ethyl acetate liquid ≥ 99.5 Alfa Aesar CIGS diluent 
Se pellets 99.999 Alfa Aesar Selenisation 
NaCl powder ≥ 99.5 Fisher Scientific Dopant 
Thiourea powder ≥ 99.0 Sigma-Aldrich CdS buffer layer 
CdSO4 powder ≥ 99.0 Sigma-Aldrich CdS buffer layer 
NH4OH liquid 28-30% Acros Organics CdS buffer layer 
Mo sputtering target 99.95 Testboune Back contact 
ZnO sputtering target 99.99 Plasmaterials Window layer 
AZO 98 wt% sputtering target 99.99 Plasmaterials Window layer 
Ag pellets 99.99 Kurt Lesker Front contact grid 
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measurement techniques provides valuable insight into the material morphology and 
electronic properties. This can be used to better understand the solar cell 
performance. The characterisation techniques employed in this work are presented 
in the second part of this chapter. Table 2.1 summarises the chemicals used in the 
CIGS solar cell fabrication. 
2.2 CIGS solar cell processing steps 
2.2.1 Mo back contact and Mo-N diffusion barrier 
CIGS solar cells were fabricated in substrate configuration on 1 mm thick SLG or 
Corning Eagle XG glass substrates. SLG is the most commonly used substrate for 
CIGS thanks to its low-cost, microscopically smooth surface, stability at elevated 
processing temperatures and high sodium content which provides beneficial doping 
to the CIGS absorber [32]. For the purpose of studying intentional alkali doping of the 
CIGS absorber, alternative alkali-free Corning Eagle XG glass substrates were used 
[72]. 
Mo as an electrical back contact is a typical choice for CIGS solar cells and offers 
relatively low sheet resistance, chemical and thermal inertness and mechanical 
hardness necessary for cell scribing [32][48]. For this work, Mo was deposited by DC 
sputtering using a Nordiko magnetron sputtering system. Two separate layers were 
deposited to encourage good adhesion and conductivity with a final combined 
thickness of ~900 nm and sheet resistance of ~0.4 Ω/sq. The sputtering setup 
consisted of a Mo target (30 cm x 10 cm) placed at a working distance of 
approximately 10 cm from a rotating drum carrying 5 cm x 5 cm glass substrates. 
The deposition parameters are described in detail in Chapter 3. As an alternative for 
certain experiments, Mo-coated SLG substrates of ~600 nm with a sheet resistance 
of ~0.2 Ω/sq provided by M-Solv Ltd. were employed. 
The reaction of Mo and Se during thermal processes involved in CIGS absorber 
preparation results in the formation of a MoSe2 interlayer between Mo and CIGS. 
The MoSe2 creates an adequate ohmic contact to the p-type absorber if sufficiently 
thin [73][74]. However solution-processed CIGS absorbers often suffer from 
excessively thick MoSe2 layer formation which causes adhesion problems and high 
series resistances [75][76]. Various diffusion barriers including metal oxides and 
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nitrides have been studied in order to prevent Se diffusion to the device back contact 
[77][78][79]. In this work, a Mo-N/Mo bilayer was deposited by DC sputtering on top 
of the initial Mo layer to effectively control the MoSe2 thickness. In this bilayer, Mo-N 
acts as a barrier against Se diffusion whilst the overlying Mo is converted into MoSe2 
to ensure an ohmic contact to the absorber. This is discussed in greater detail in 
Chapter 3. 
2.2.2 CIGS absorber layer 
The CIGS solution-based absorber formation involves three steps: molecular 
precursor solution preparation, deposition via spray-coating and precursor film 
annealing in selenium atmosphere (selenisation). The entire precursor film 
preparation is carried out in air inside a fume hood. Selenisation is subsequently 
performed in an enclosed furnace using nitrogen as a carrier gas. The general 
processing steps are schematically illustrated in Figure 2.1. 
 
Figure 2.1 Schematic diagram of CIGS absorber fabrication consisting of three stages: 
(a) CIGS molecular precursor solution preparation from individual chalcogenide 
precursors, (b) CIGS solution deposition onto Mo-coated substrates via spray-coating 
on a hot plate preheated at 310°C and (c) post-deposition precursor film annealing in 
selenium atmosphere using tube furnace or RTP at 550°C. 
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2.2.2.1 Molecular precursor solution preparation 
CIGS precursor solution was prepared using the relatively non-hazardous binary 
solvent mixture of 1,2-ethanedithiol (EDT) and 1,2-ethylenediamine (EDA). As 
previously shown by Webber et al., this ‘alkahest’ solvent mixture in volume ratio of 
1:10 EDT:EDA readily dissolves a number of chalcogenides at room temperature 
(RT) and atmospheric pressure and can be used for preparation of solution-
processed solar cell absorbers [66][80]. Metal chalcogenides are used as a starting 
material as they are free of detrimental impurities such as carbon, oxygen and 
halogens, which can cause deterioration of device electronic properties or impede 
grain growth [81][82]. Their low solubility in common benign solvents makes them a 
rare choice of a starting material however. They are typically used in combination 
with hydrazine as a solvent, which provides a highly effective but also extremely 
hazardous approach [83]. In this work, the EDA/EDT solvent system was employed 
to dissolve metal chalcogenide precursor powders of In2S3, Cu2S and metallic Ga 
with excess Se to form precursor solutions with a target concentration of 0.2 M.  
Prior to the material dissolution step, the vials were purged with nitrogen using 
nitrogen-filled balloons and the solvents were introduced through a septum in the lid 
using syringes to minimise the solution’s exposure to air. Mild heating (~50°C) of the 
Ga precursor solution in an ultrasonic bath was required for several minutes in order 
to melt the Ga metal pieces to allow its dissolution in presence of excess chalcogen. 
The solutions were left stirring overnight at RT. The coloured suspensions formed 
initially are converted over time into clear, optically transparent solutions. The three 
individual precursor solutions were then combined in predetermined ratios to achieve 
the desired film composition. In this work, Cu0.9In0.7Ga0.3(S,Se)2 was selected as the 
‘base-line’ composition. [Cu]/[Ga+In] (CGI) and [Ga]/[Ga+In] (GGI) ratios of 0.88-
0.95 and ~0.3 respectively were found to lead to best performing CIGS solar cells 
with bandgaps in the range of 1.1-1.3 eV [42].  
4.5 mL of Cu2S, 3.5 mL of In2S3 and 3 mL of Ga+Se solutions were taken from each 
respective 0.2 M stock solution and combined in an empty vial. The resulting CIGS 
solution was then left stirring for approximately 3 hours prior the deposition. The 
stirring time of individual or mixed precursor solutions was not found to have a 
significant effect on the deposition or film properties so long as the solutions were 
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fully dissolved and optically transparent. It should be noted that the approach is 
identical to prepare CIS precursor solutions. In2S3 and Cu2S stock solutions are 
combined targeting Cu-poor composition (Cu/In = 0.8) in order to avoid formation of 
undesired secondary CuxSe phases [42]. Unlike the hydrazine method, excess 
chalcogen is only required for dissolution of the Ga precursor. For 1 mmol of Ga, 
adding 2 mmol of Se led to complete dissolution when assisted by mild heating [64]. 
Figure 2.2 shows a photograph of the individual and mixed precursor solutions. 
 
Figure 2.2 Photograph of the dissolved individual precursor solutions (Cu2S, In2S3 and 
Ga+Se) with concentration of 0.2 M. The CIGS solution on the right-hand side of the 
picture was prepared mixing the three stock solutions with the ratio to target a 
Cu0.9In0.7Ga0.3(S,Se)2 composition. 
2.2.2.2 Precursor solution deposition via spray-coating 
Prior to deposition, the mixed CIGS precursor solution was further diluted with ethyl 
acetate (EA) (CIGS: EA 2:1 v/v). The dilution was found to be beneficial for the 
precursor film smoothness and appropriate thickness. A number of common solvents 
including acetone, methyl ethyl ketone (MEK) and DMSO were also tested as 
potential diluents. These solvents were selected based on their physical properties 
such as boiling point, viscosity, polarity, dielectric constant and surface tension. 
Among the studied solvents, ethyl acetate was found to be the most suitable choice, 
causing no interaction with the complexes already formed, with suitable wetting 
properties on the substrate and creating a densely packed, smooth absorber layers. 
Further details about the diluting solvent optimisation can be found in [84]. Figure 2.3 
shows SEM surface images of selenised CIS films prepared with and without dilution. 
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The final absorber film from non-diluted precursor solution was thicker and its 
surface was significantly rougher, containing a number of cracks. Such a rough 
absorber surface may cause problems at the interfaces with buffer and window 
layers as their thicknesses might not be sufficient to provide full surface coverage 
[85]. 
 
Figure 2.3 SEM surface images of selenised CIS thin films deposited via spray-coating 
of precursor solution without any dilution (a) and CIS solution being diluted using ethyl 
acetate (2:1 CIGS:EA v/v) (b). 
After combining ethyl acetate with the CIGS solution, the mixture was initially 
immiscible, but became clear after stirring for approximately 30 min at RT. At this 
point, the solution was filtered (0.45 µm PTFE) and transferred into an enclosed test-
tube using a syringe. Finally, the septum stopper covering the test-tube was replaced 
with a glass chromatography atomiser. Spraying was carried out in ambient air inside 
a fume cupboard. To atomise the solution, a rubber bulb connected to the atomiser 
is compressed. The incoming air forces the liquid to rise from the test-tube reservoir 
through the capillary. At the top, the solution meets the stream of air where it forms 
an aerosol and is carried to the substrate. The spraying procedure was performed 
manually, while keeping the spraying distance and angle roughly the same (~15 cm 
and ~45° respectively). 
Prior to spraying, the Mo-coated substrates were placed on a hot plate preheated at 
310°C. Up to three 5 cm x 5 cm substrates were sprayed at time. To achieve a 
suitable absorber thickness, spraying was repeated several times. Typically, six 
layers form a suitable CIGS absorber thickness (1.5-2 μm) after selenisation. 
Between individual spray steps, the film was dried for 150 s to evaporate residual 
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solvents from the film. The deposition and drying temperature of 310°C was selected 
based on thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) of CIS precursor solutions [69]. Low 
drying temperature results in solvent trapped in the film and its evaporation during 
selenisation creates extensive pinholes. Too elevated drying temperature causes Mo 
oxidation and the rapid evaporation of the solvent leaves voids and cracks in the film. 
After the final layer was deposited, the precursor film was dried for 240 s, then 
allowed to cool naturally. The as-deposited precursor films were stored in ambient air 
inside a dessicator between the deposition and selenisation stages. When properly 
stored, the as-deposited films were found to be stable for several months. 
2.2.2.3 Post-deposition annealing in Se atmosphere: selenisation 
In the final absorber preparation step, the precursor films were annealed at high 
temperature in the presence of selenium vapour to form a crystalline CIGS phase. 
Selenisation is a critical step in the absorber formation and defines the properties of 
the final thin film (phase purity, compositional uniformity, film density and surface 
roughness). It therefore needs precise optimisation in order to obtain acceptable film 
morphology, and to prevent delamination, cracks and voids resulting in reduced 
device performance [86][87][88]. The obtained film depends strongly on the 
selenisation reactor design and conditions used (temperatures, pressures and 
duration) [75][86].  
Various selenisation approaches were employed during the course of this work to 
achieve acceptable absorber morphology and electronic properties. Chapter 5 is 
devoted to optimisation of the selenisation process and processing conditions for 
alkahest-based CIGS solar cells. For most of the experiments described in this work, 
selenisation was performed using either a two-temperature-zone tube furnace or an 
RTP oven. The sample (2.5 cm x 5 cm) was placed inside a graphite box filled with 
Se pellets (typically 300-800 mg). The selenisation tube containing the graphite box 
was first purged with nitrogen several times to remove all the air. The tube was then 
sealed creating a closed system favourable to obtain a high Se partial pressure. The 
starting pressure was chosen depending on the reactor type and size. Too low a 
pressure causes the Se to evaporate too early in the process resulting in poorly 
crystalline absorber. Higher pressure delays the Se evaporation; however the 
increase in pressure with temperature ramping has to be taken into account so that 
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the final pressure in the tube does not exceed atmospheric pressure. The dwell 
temperature was set to 540-550°C for up to 90 min. Temperatures above 500°C are 
often necessary to transform the deposited elements into the crystalline CIGS phase 
and the higher the temperature, the greater the degree of crystallinity of the resulting 
film [87]. During selenisation, the Se pellets melt and evaporate, creating a high 
partial pressure over the sample. Since the graphite box is not hermetically sealed, 
some Se vapour escapes from the box. The overpressure inside the box raises the 
lid and some Se vapour flows out to establish an equilibrium between internal and 
external gas pressure [86]. 
2.2.3 CdS buffer layer 
CdS is the most appropriate buffer layer choice used in the highest efficiency CIGS 
solar cells. Its beneficial effects include increased carrier lifetime, optimum band 
alignment, and improved lattice matching at the heterojunction interface. Moreover, 
the CdS layer provides a protection of the junction against sputter damage during the 
window layer TCO deposition steps [89]. CdS deposition by chemical bath (CBD) 
has been shown to provide good coverage of a rough CIGS surface while having 
benign or even beneficial effects with respect to the absorber surface [90]. CBD 
helps to remove surface metal oxides and acts as a medium for Cd incorporation to 
the CIGS surface [91][92]. Cd incorporation during a partial electrolyte (PE) pre-
treatment, most likely into VCu surface defects led to surface n-type doping and was 
shown to improve device VOC and FF [93]. 
In the devices fabricated for this work, CdS buffer layers with an approximate 
thickness of 80 nm were grown on the top of the CIGS absorbers using CBD. The 
CdS CBD recipe was based on the optimisation study for high efficiency CIGS solar 
cells carried out by Contreras et al. [89]. The chemical bath, held at a temperature of 
70°C consisted of 183 mL of DI water, 25 mL of CdSO4 (0.015 M), 12.5 mL of 
thiourea (1.5 M) and 32.6 mL of NH4OH (28-30%). CdSO4 and thiourea provide Cd 
and S precursors and NH4OH acts as a complexing agent. The process started with 
a 5 min Cd2+ and NH3
+ PE treatment of the immersed samples using all the bath 
constituents except thiourea. Thiourea was then added and CdS deposition was 
allowed to proceed for ten minutes under constant stirring of the bath using a 
magnetic stirrer. At the end of the process, samples were taken out, immediately 
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rinsed with DI water, and dried under compressed air. Air-annealing of the junction 
subsequent to the CBD was found to be beneficial for the solar cell performance 
increasing the VOC of the device by promoting the Cd interdiffusion into the absorber 
surface [94]. The conditions used and the effects of air-annealing are presented in 
detail in Chapter 4.  
2.2.4 Window layer and metal grid 
The window layer is formed of a bilayer consisting of a thin (~50 nm) high-resistivity 
intrinsic zinc oxide (i-ZnO) layer followed by a thick (~500 nm) highly conductive Al-
doped ZnO (AZO) layer. Both layers were deposited directly onto the CdS layer by 
RF magnetron sputtering from single ceramic targets.  
The incorporation of an i-ZnO layer between CdS and AZO has been routinely used 
in combination with CBD CdS to produce high efficiency CIGS solar cells. The i-ZnO 
layer is thought to protect the underlying CdS from sputter damage from highly 
energetic particles during AZO deposition and serves as a seed layer to enhance the 
grain growth of the AZO [95]. Moreover, it was shown by Rau et al. that the i-ZnO’s 
beneficial role also consists in preventing spatial inhomogeneities (local 
recombination sites) from dominating the device VOC [96]. Finally, it is generally 
recognised that i-ZnO can supress leakage currents between the absorber and the 
TCO due to its high resistivity. Its presence is therefore especially important for 
devices with rough absorber surfaces [85][97]. 
TCOs are wide-bandgap degenerately-doped n-type metal oxide semiconductors. 
The purpose of the TCO layer is to admit as much sunlight to the junction region and 
absorber layer as possible while forming a low-resistive contact to the device. A 
suitable TCO should exhibit both, high transmission (> 80% in the visible range) and 
low resistivity (< 1x10-3 Ω.cm.) [98]. AZO provides a suitable trade-off between 
conductivity and transparency for application in CIGS solar cells and therefore it is 
also the most common choice for this technology. In this work, AZO was RF 
sputtered at RT from a 2 wt% Al2O3-doped ZnO target. Prior the deposition, the 
chamber base pressure is in the 10-7 Torr range and the sputtering was carried out 
at working pressure of 1 mTorr in presence of 7 sccm of Ar. The typical sheet 
resistance of the AZO thin film after 1h of deposition is approximately 15 Ω/sq. 
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Finally, a metallic grid was deposited on top of the window layer to effectively collect 
the current from the entire active area of the cell. Approximately 500 nm of silver was 
thermally evaporated through a shadow mask onto the TCO. Individual cells of an 
area of 0.25 cm2 were mechanically scribed. No AR-coating was performed on any 
of the presented devices. Figure 2.4 shows a photograph of the various thin films 
which make up the finished device. 
 
Figure 2.4 Photograph showing visual aspect of the Mo, as-deposited and selenised 
CIGS, CdS and AZO thin films with Ag grid. 
2.3 Material characterisation techniques 
2.3.1 Electron microscopy (SEM, TEM) and Energy dispersive X-ray 
spectroscopy (EDX) 
Use of a scanning electron microscope (SEM) allows for detailed film imaging and 
identification of structural features and defects at the nanometre length scale. The 
technique provides information about film thickness and allows for qualitative 
assessment of film morphology, crystallinity and surface roughness. To form the 
image, an emitted beam of accelerated electrons interacts with the studied specimen. 
Secondary electrons (electrons ejected from the sample after collision with higher 
energy beam electrons) and backscattered electrons (beam electrons reflected from 
atomic nuclei) are collected by the detector [99]. Prior to imaging, the samples were 
coated with a thin (~10 nm), conductive layer of Au/Pd to reduce the dielectric 
charging effects of the glass substrate. SEM surface and cross-section images of the 
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CIGS solar cells were acquired using JEOL 7800F field emission gun scanning 
electron microscope (FEG-SEM) with acceleration voltage of 5 kV and electron-
beam current of 8 A. 
Transmission electron microscopes (TEM) use a similar principle except that 
electrons are transmitted through much thinner samples prior to collection rather 
than being reflected from the sample surface. As a result, TEM images have even 
higher magnification than those from other electron microscopes, and can provide 
detail down to angstrom scales. Consequently very small features, thin layers, 
interfaces and grain boundaries often invisible by SEM can be studied in greater 
depth using TEM [100]. To prepare TEM cross-section samples through the device 
and into the glass substrate, a standard in-situ lift out method was performed by 
Focused Ion Beam (FIB) milling using a dual beam FEI Nova 600 Nanolab [101]. 
The prepared specimen was coated with a thin Au/Pd alloy layer prior to analysis 
using an FEI Tecnai F20 scanning TEM (STEM) in bright or dark field imaging mode 
as well as in high angle annular dark field (HAADF) mode as appropriate. The 
system is equipped with a silicon drift detector (SDD) and has an operating voltage 
of 200 kV. 
Both types of microscopes are equipped with an Oxford Instruments EDX detector 
for elemental quantification of the films. Along with the secondary and backscattered 
electrons, X-rays are also emitted from the specimen upon bombardment with 
electron beam during SEM/TEM imaging. These are captured by the EDX detector 
which identifies different elements based on their X-ray energy. EDX elemental 
mapping is more accurate in combination with TEM however, due to lower sample 
thickness and consequent lower interaction volume [102]. The interaction volume is 
visualised in Figure 2.5 a) [103]. When analysing the elemental spectrum of the 
MoSe2 layer using EDX/SEM (Spectrum 3 in Figure 2.5 b)) acquired with a 20 kV 
acceleration voltage, elements from other layers are detected along with Mo and Se. 
Consequently the evaluation of impurities in this layer is inaccurate. Moreover, for 
non-homogeneous, bulk samples, the poor detection limit for light elements such as 
C and Na and peak overlapping of some elements of interest, such as Mo and S is a 
significant drawback (Figure 2.5 c)) [104]. Hence in this work EDX in combination 
with SEM was used solely for relative comparison of similar samples. 
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Figure 2.5 Interaction volume visualised by Monte Carlo simulation of Al sample at 15 
kV (left) and 5 kV (right) interpreted from [103] (a), SEM image at 20 kV with EDX 
mapping of CIGS cross-section (b) and elemental spectra of the MoSe2 layer (Spectrum 
3) showing detection of elements from all layers (c). 
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2.3.2 X-ray diffraction (XRD) 
XRD analysis was used to identify the crystal structure and provide an indicative 
assessment of the crystal quality of the following materials: Mo, Mo-N, CIGS and 
NaCl. XRD patterns were collected using Bruker D2 Phaser benchtop diffractometer. 
The system is equipped with Cu-Kα radiation source (λ = 1.5418°) and Lynexeye
TM 
detector. The divergence slit and antiscatter plate were set to 1 and 3 mm 
respectively. During the acquisition, the sample was rotating at 15 rpm. The data 
were recorded between 2θ = 20-90° with step size of 0.02°. 
In this measurement technique, the incident X-ray beam interacts with the crystal 
lattice of the studied material. Constructive interference resulting in peak formation 
happens when conditions satisfy Bragg’s law [105]: 
nλ = 2dsinθ     [2.1] 
where λ is the incident wavelength, d is the atomic layer spacing in crystal lattice and 
θ is the diffraction angle. The obtained XRD pattern can then be compared with 
those in the standard crystallographic databases, such as the International Centre 
for Diffraction Data (ICDD). 
2.3.3 Raman spectroscopy 
Raman spectroscopy is a non-destructive optical technique allowing for identification 
of peaks and bands characteristic of different phases and structural defects such as 
secondary phases and defective chalcopyrite layer often referred to as an order 
defect compound phase (ODC), which are not detectable using XRD. The Raman 
technique comprises inelastic scattering of laser-excited radiation with molecular 
vibrations in the material. The inelastically scattered photon loses part of its energy. 
The Raman scattering signal shows a frequency shift relative to the frequency of the 
excitation light, providing information about which atoms vibrate in the crystalline 
lattice [102]. 
Micro-Raman spectra were measured using a Jobin-Yvon LabRam HR system 
equipped with an x50 objective lens and an He-Ne laser (λ = 632.817 nm) in 
backscattering configuration. The estimated laser spot size is 1.5 μm. All spectra 
were calibrated with respect to the silicon Raman mode at 520.7 cm−1. The 
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crystalline structure and chemical composition of the sample determines the shape, 
frequency and intensity of Raman peaks and bands. 
2.3.4 X-ray fluorescence (XRF) 
XRF is a non-destructive and relatively fast analysis method allowing the evaluation 
of thickness and composition of multi-layered structures. The technique uses Rh-L 
X-rays to irradiate the sample and excite the electrons within the material. An 
electron is ejected from a lower electron shell of a given atom leaving a vacancy 
behind. An electron from a higher shell then drops to fill the vacancy, emitting an X-
ray photon. These photons are collected by the detector and used to characterise 
the elements within the sample. Due to lower attenuation of X-rays than electrons, 
XRF has larger penetration depth than techniques such as XPS. It cannot however 
detect light-weight elements below Na due to increased likelihood of ejecting an 
auger electron from the outer shell of the atom [106]. 
The XRF measurements were performed by Bruker Nano in Berlin, using a benchtop 
M1 Mistral micro XRF. The device was calibrated using a homogeneous reference 
ZSW co-evaporated CIGS sample with a known composition. The samples were 
measured using a 10 x 10 point pattern across the whole sample area. The dwell 
time for each spot was 30 s. The measurement was performed at 50 kV using a 0.7 
mm collimator. 
2.3.5 X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) 
XPS was used to analyse the elemental composition of both the surface and bulk of 
the material. The technique consists in illuminating the surface with monochromated 
X-rays. This causes emission of electrons from the surface which then pass through 
the analyser characterising their kinetic energies, to the detection plate. The binding 
energy of the electrons is obtained by subtracting the kinetic energy of the emitted 
electrons and the detector work function from the energy of the incident X-rays. 
Using the binding energies, emission spectra of peaks corresponding to energy 
levels within the atomic structure of the material are obtained. Binding energy shifts 
give an indication of oxidation states or shared electrons in covalent bonds. The XPS 
is often equipped with an Ar ion source to etch off the surface material, which is used 
for tracking the elemental composition and molecular bonding through different 
layers of the material [107]. 
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To perform the analysis, a Thermo Scientific K-AlphaTM XPS surface analysis tool 
with Snapshot acquisition for depth profiling was used. An electron flood gun was 
employed to reduce charging to avoid peak shifting. The charge was corrected to the 
reference C1s peak at a binding energy of 284.8 eV. The machine was equipped 
with an EX06 ion source, a 180° double focusing hemispherical 128 channel 
analyser and an Al-Kα X-ray source with an X-ray photon energy of 1.48 keV and a 
beam width of 400 µm. The survey scan range was between -10 and 1350 eV with 
step size of 1 eV and dwell time of 0.1 ns/step. For high resolution scans the step 
size was reduced to 0.1 eV. For depth profile acquisitions an Ar+ ion etch at 3 keV for 
30 s was used for each measurement step. Peak fitting was carried out with the 
Thermo Advantage analysis suite, using Smart (a Shirley variant) background 
subtraction. 
2.3.6 Secondary ion mass spectrometry (SIMS) 
SIMS is typically used to analyse the material’s elemental composition by sputtering 
the specimen surface with a focused primary ion beam, whilst detecting positive 
secondary ions. The mass/charge ratios of these secondary ions are analysed with a 
mass spectrometer. Unlike any other composition detection technique, this method 
has a good sensitivity to group 1-13 elements and detection limits are extremely low 
(below ppm). Due to a large variation in ionisation probabilities, SIMS is a qualitative 
measurement technique; however quantification is possible with a reference sample 
[108][109]. 
In this work, the analysis of CIGS absorbers was performed at Loughborough 
Surface Analysis (LSA) Ltd in order to determine the presence of sodium in the 
absorber. A Cameca IMS 3f SIMS instrument was used, with a 150 µm transfer lens, 
175 µm raster size and mass resolution (m/Δm) of 300. To eliminate potential 
charging effects, the samples were coated with a thin layer of gold. No quantification 
of the data was performed as no appropriate reference sample was available. 
2.4 Device characterisation techniques 
2.4.1 Current density-voltage (J-V)  
The measurement of J-V curves under dark and light conditions is one of the key 
characterisation methods for determining the efficiency of the opto-electrical energy 
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conversion process taking place within the device. The solar cell being tested is held 
under standard test conditions (25°C and AM1.5G) and its current is measured as a 
function of applied voltage. The primary performance indicators, open-circuit voltage 
(VOC), short-circuit current density (JSC), fill factor (FF) and power conversion 
efficiency (PCE), can be extracted from the J-V curve (Figure 2.6). 
 
Figure 2.6 Light and dark J-V curves of a CIGS device. The light J-V curve allows 
extraction of the main performance indicators such as VOC, JSC, FF and PCE. 
The VOC is the voltage at zero current density, whilst the JSC is the current density at 
zero voltage. The FF can be calculated as a ratio between the rectangular area 
determined by voltage and current density at the maximum power point (MPP) and 
that determined by JSC and VOC (blue and green rectangles in Figure 2.6 
respectively). The PCE is calculated using the formula: 
PCE (%) =  
FF x VOC x JSC
Pin
     [2.2] 
where Pin is the power of the incident light. Finally, the series resistance (RS) of the 
solar cell can be obtained from the slope of the quasi-vertical part of the J-V curve 
and the shunt resistance (RSH) from the slope of the quasi-horizontal part [15]. 
J-V characterisation of the majority of solar cells presented in this work was carried 
out using an ABET solar simulator under standard test conditions (STC). Illumination 
of 1000 W/m2 was achieved with a Xe light source calibrated using a reference Si 
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diode. A substrate temperature of 25°C was maintained by a heating-cooling 
measurement stage equipped with a PID controller. Finally the AM1.5G spectrum 
was matched using a series of filters inside the simulator. All devices had an area of 
0.25 cm2 and were contacted using a Keithley in 4-wire configuration. Electrical 
contacts were maintained on the top Ag grid and uncovered Mo back layer 
respectively using probes. 
2.4.2 External Quantum Efficiency (EQE) 
EQE can be defined as the number of electrons collected by the external circuit per 
photon incident on the solar cell. Whilst measurement of J-V gives an absolute value 
for the JSC, EQE enables monitoring solar cell photocurrent behaviour at different 
wavelengths, thus giving information about the origin of the losses (i.e. optical, 
recombination). To perform the measurement, light from a halogen bulb is chopped 
using a filter wheel and passes through a monochromator before being used to 
illuminate the cell. EQE is a localised measurement, with an illumination spot size 
typically in the millimetre range. The photocurrent spectrum is detected and 
compared to spectra from calibrated reference cells. The solar cell bandgap can be 
extrapolated from the long wavelength cut-off of the EQE curve [102]. 
EQE spectra were collected using a Bentham PVE300 QE system with a chopped 
xenon/halogen dual light source. Calibration was performed using Si and Ge 
reference diodes. For CIGS solar cells, the measurements were performed at 0 V 
bias in the 300 - 1200 nm wavelength range with 5 nm step size. 
2.4.3 Capacitance-voltage (C-V), Drive-level capacitance profiling (DLCP) and 
Admittance spectroscopy (AS) 
Capacitance profiling measurement techniques such as C-V, DLCP and AS provide 
useful information about the bulk and interface properties of solar cells through 
examination of the sub-bandgap electronic states associated with defects and 
impurities. The capacitance signal is defined as a function of charge response to a 
small change in voltage, C = δQ/δV, and is sensitive to carrier capture and emission 
from trap states. The electronic states are divided into ‘shallow’ and ‘deep’ states. 
The techniques discussed here detect non-radiative transitions associated with deep 
states which act as recombination centres, reducing the minority carrier mobility and 
in some cases causing Fermi energy pinning [102]. 
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C-V measurement can provide a profile of the doping density of the absorber as a 
function of distance from the junction. The relatively large density of deep states in 
thin film devices such as CIGS may not give very accurate results, but can be useful 
for sample comparison. Arguably, the method assumes that the depletion region is 
precisely defined, ends abruptly and is fully depleted of free carriers. The depletion 
width is assumed to vary with applied voltage and the charge density within the 
depletion region remains constant, while the remainder of the bulk is neutral. The 
capacitance response originates from the depletion edge only, measured as a 
function of voltage using the following equation [110]: 
C−2 =
2(Vbi−Vdc)
qεε0NAA2
     [2.3] 
where C is the capacitance, Vbi is the built in voltage, Vdc is the DC bias voltage, q is 
the charge of an electron, ε0 is the permittivity of the free space, ε is the relative 
permittivity of the absorber material, A  is the cell area and NA  is the doping 
concentration on the lightly doped side of the junction. By plotting C−2 vs. Vdc, the 
gradient yields the C-V density NCV and the intercept gives Vbi: 
NCV = −
C3
qεε0A2
 (
dC
dVdc
)−1    [2.4] 
DLCP is used to determine the density of states which respond dynamically to an AC 
excitation bias. This is large enough so that the capacitance is no longer constant 
with voltage. DLCP yields the density of states within the bandgap analogue to C-V, 
without requiring knowledge of material parameters other than its dielectric constant. 
High-frequency DLCP can therefore give a more accurate estimation of the free 
carrier density in the samples with deep traps. This technique is relatively insensitive 
to the presence of interface or near-interface states, hence a comparison with C-V 
profile can separate interface from bulk defects [111]. 
AS measures the sample capacitance as a function of small-signal AC frequency 
and temperature. This technique is used to determine the defect energy levels and 
density of states. As in DLCP, trap states in the device respond to the applied AC 
bias, adding to the capacitance. Applied bias shifts the Fermi level such that trap 
levels at different depth in the bandgap can be measured. At low temperature or high 
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frequency, the trap states freeze-out as the conductivity is too low to respond fast 
enough to the excitation. The capacitance response will be limited to that of a bulk 
dielectric. Increasing the temperature or decreasing the frequency will be 
accompanied with a characteristic step in the capacitance curves at a particular 
transition frequency where the traps start to respond. The frequency ( fi ) and 
temperature (Ti) of the inflection point of the step are used to calculate the energy of 
the trap level ET: 
ln (
2πfi
Ti
2 ) = −
ET
kTi
+ ln (σγ)    [2.5] 
where k is Boltzmann’s constant, σ is the capture cross-section for the trap and γ is a 
constant associated with the effective band edge density of states [112]. 
C-V and DLCP measurements were performed using a Keysight E4990A impedance 
analyser. The voltage was swept from -1 V to 1 V at a frequency of 100 kHz at RT. 
Temperature dependent electrical measurements such as AS were conducted using 
an evacuated closed-cycle helium cryostat. The temperature was controlled in the 
range from 105 – 315 K using a LakeShore 335 temperature controller. Prior to the 
measurements, the samples were kept in the dark for 1 h to ensure a relaxed state. 
AS data were acquired using the Keysight E4990A impedance analyser operating at 
frequencies from 100 Hz to 1 MHz at zero bias conditions. In addition to these 
techniques, temperature dependent current density-voltage (J-V-T) measurements 
were performed using the cryostat, a Keysight B2902A measurement unit and a 
halogen light source. 
2.4.4 Photoluminescence (PL) 
Photoluminescence is the emission of light from a material resulting from its 
excitation through absorption of light of sufficient energy. PL radiation is a result of a 
transition of electrons from higher occupied states to lower vacant states. PL 
measurements provide information about material bandgaps and minority carrier 
lifetimes [102]. 
Spectrally-resolved PL and time-resolved PL (TRPL) measurements were conducted 
using an in-house constructed measurement system equipped with a single 
excitation laser source [113]. In the measurement setup, a selection of carefully 
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arranged optics was used to focus a pulsed picosecond laser with a wavelength of 
640 nm on the sample. The luminescence emitted by the laser-excited sample was 
collected, collimated and sent through a monochromator prior being passed to the 
detectors. The detector for PL measurements is an amplified InGaAs photodiode 
with an extended wavelength range (500-1700 nm). For TRPL, a photomultiplier tube 
in the NIR (950-1700 nm) allows measurement of CIGS cells. 
To conduct the measurements of CIGS solar cells, the laser excitation was pulsed at 
40 MHz to measure a detectable PL signal. The wavelength was scanned from 900 
to 1200 nm with a 1 nm step size. CIGS PL spectra have one main broad emission 
peak corresponding to the material bandgap, which is the primary source of radiative 
band-to-band recombination. TRPL was conducted on the same measurement spot, 
with the wavelength selected based on the material bandgap (~1055 nm) with a laser 
pulse frequency of 20 MHz. TRPL measures minority carrier lifetime through 
luminescence decay caused by radiative recombination. 
2.4.5 Electroluminescence (EL) imaging 
EL describes a reciprocal action to the normal operating of a solar cell as a light 
absorbing diode converting incident light into electricity. Electroluminescent emission 
of light is a consequence of the application of a forward electric bias to the diode. 
This leads to radiative recombination and consequent emission of photons with 
energies close to the material bandgap. EL emission is recorded using a charge-
coupled device (CCD) camera. The signal reflects recombination, optical and 
resistive losses in the device [102]. 
EL device mapping was carried out using an Apogee Alta F800 camera equipped 
with a Quioptiq Inspec X IR lens with an aperture f-stop of 2.8. Each cell was placed 
in forward bias, with a current injection approximately equal to the JSC. Image 
acquisition time was 10 minutes. 
2.5 Preliminary analysis of the as-deposited and selenised absorber 
films and conclusions 
Typical morphologies of the as-deposited and selenised CIGS absorbers fabricated 
using the experimental procedures described above are shown in SEM cross-
sections (Figure 2.7). The absorber was prepared using the base-line (CGI = 0.9, 
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GGI = 0.3) composition and on an alkali-free glass substrate. No intentional doping 
of the absorber was performed. 
 
Figure 2.7 SEM cross-sections of the as-deposited (left) and selenised (right) absorbers 
with intended base-line composition (Cu0.9In0.7Ga0.3Se2). 
The images in Figure 2.7 clearly show the porous nature of the sprayed absorbers. 
The selenisation process failed to fully crystallise the absorber, resulting in relatively 
porous CIGS with a bilayer morphology consisting of larger surface grains overlying 
poorly crystalline material. The compositional and thickness variation across the 
entire device was investigated using XRF (Figure 2.8).  
XRF clearly shows a significant variation in absorber layer thickness across the 
device, thought to be a consequence of the deposition method employed. The 
absorber thickness estimated using XRF is typically lower than the thickness 
obtained from the SEM images in Figure 2.7. On average XRF gave a thickness of 
0.78 µm for the as-deposited absorber (averaged area: top right corner) as opposed 
to 2.3 µm obtained from the SEM image for the same sample region. The selenised 
sample gave similar results, with XRF showing an average of 1.83 µm absorber layer 
thickness as opposed to 1.95 µm obtained from the SEM cross-section. This large 
deviation in thickness estimation, especially in the as-deposited sample, may be a 
consequence of the scale of the sample porosity. Moreover, the measurement was 
calibrated using a reference ZSW co-evaporated CIGS solar cell with known 
composition and thickness. Due to the fundamentally different absorber morphology 
of co-evaporated and solution-processed absorbers, this calibration sample was 
arguably not the ideal choice for thickness evaluation.  
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Figure 2.8 XRF thickness and compositional analysis across the sample area after 
manual spraying (left) and selenisation (right) of the precursor film using base-line 
CIGS precursor solution. The cross-section SEM images in Figure 2.7 were taken from 
the missing corner of the samples. 
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Regarding the film composition measured by XRF, this is close to the intended 
composition from the precursor solutions with GGI and CGI values of 0.3 and 0.9 
respectively. The observed spatial compositional deviations can also relate to the 
thickness variations, as thinner areas are often the furthest from the intended CGI 
and GGI values. Thinner films may end up with slightly different overall composition 
from the thicker films due to different reaction kinetics during selenisation and 
different thickness ratio between the large- and fine-grained layers. Absorber film 
composition and morphology will be studied in the following chapters. It will be 
shown that absorber composition and doping have a significant effect on the 
absorber morphology and consequently on the device performance. 
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CHAPTER 3 
Substrate and back contact for 
CIGS solar cells 
 
 
3.1 Scope 
Prior to introducing the content of this chapter, it is important to highlight how 
significant a role the glass substrate and Mo back contact play in solution-processed 
CIGS solar cells. The amount of sodium supplied and a quality ohmic contact to the 
absorber are the obvious requirements. In atmospheric processing physical 
delamination can be a serious issue. Variation of the glass substrates from batch to 
batch, fast oxidation of Mo during absorber deposition in air and the very porous 
nature of the absorber material providing little protection to the underlying Mo against 
Se vapour are the primary factors responsible for delamination observed during this 
work. Consequently it is particularly important for the development of solution-
processed CIGS to fully understand the behaviour of the glass and back contact to 
achieve good quality solar cells. 
This chapter describes the choice of an appropriate substrate and the optimisation of 
the Mo back contact for solution-processed CIGS solar cells. Glass substrates differ 
from each other in chemical composition and thermal expansion. Some glass 
substrates, namely the most frequently used soda-lime glass, contain alkaline 
elements such as sodium or potassium which are beneficial for CIGS solar cell 
absorbers [67]. During the fabrication process, CIGS solar cells undergo various 
annealing stages with temperatures reaching as high as 550°C. Thermal and 
chemical stability and inertness of the glass and Mo back contact during these 
processes are crucial for achieving efficient devices. Mo deposition conditions have 
to be carefully optimised for good adhesion and conductivity of the back contact. 
Delamination due to excessive MoSe2 formation at the Mo/CIGS interface during 
selenisation is often seen in solution processed CIGS and CZTS solar cells and 
regularly proved problematic in this work [73]. The application of the back contact 
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diffusion barrier provided control over the MoSe2 growth and allowed for improved 
CIGS back contact properties and adhesion. 
3.2 Glass substrate 
All the glass substrates employed in this work were 1 mm thick, cut into 5 cm x 5 cm 
squares. They were cleaned in three successive ultrasonic baths at temperature of 
~50°C for 15 min each. The first bath consisted of de-ionised (DI) water with soap, 
the second bath contained acetone and the third isopropanol. The residual solvent 
was removed using a compressed air gun. Three different types of glass were 
considered for the use as substrates in the solution-based CIGS solar cells studied 
in this thesis: soda-lime glass (SLG), Schott borofloat glass (BF33) and Corning 
Eagle XG glass (Eagle). The choice of substrate was found to have an effect on the 
degree of delamination and overall device efficiency. In order to understand these 
effects, chemical and thermal assessment of the different substrates was performed. 
3.2.1 Chemical composition 
Chemical composition of the three glass substrates was measured on both sides of 
the glass slide using XPS surface analysis and the results are summarised in Table 
3.1. Prior to the XPS measurement, the surface was ion etched for 30 s to remove 
any surface contaminants such as carbon related to the sample preparation and 
handling. 
Table 3.1 Chemical composition of the glass substrate surface (front and back) 
measured using XPS 
At% SLG BF33 Eagle 
Front Back Front Back Front Back 
Si 33.0 31.8 31.8 33.2 26.5 27.6 
O 57.9 56.9 58.8 57.8 56.9 57.4 
Sn - - 0.6 - - - 
Na 2.8 2.5 - 0.7 - - 
K - - 0.5 - - - 
Mg 3.4 3.1   0.3 0.5 
Al - 1.0 1.4 1.2 8.1 7.4 
B - - 5.5 5.6 5.7 4.4 
Ca 2.9 2.7 0.6 - 2.5 2.7 
C - 2.0 0.8 1.5 - - 
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The most important compositional difference between the three glass substrates is 
their alkaline element content, such as sodium and potassium. From this study SLG, 
the conventional substrate for CIGS solar cells, has over 2.5 at% of Na. In contrast, 
the Eagle glass shows no presence of alkaline elements at all. This is in agreement 
with the manufacturer specification sheet reporting a typical alkali content lower than 
0.05 wt% [72]. The BF33 substrate has low but measurable content in alkaline 
elements and is the only substrate containing potassium. There are a large number 
of studies discussing the beneficial effects of alkali elements on CIGS absorber opto-
electronic and morphological properties and hence device performance [43][44] 
[114][115]. It is widely accepted that at temperatures close to the strain point of SLG 
alkali elements become mobile enough to diffuse into the Mo and CIGS layers. The 
mechanism proposed is Na+/H+ ion exchange where H+ is stored in Mo during air-
exposure and Na source is Na2O from the glass [116]. The Na diffusion proceeds 
through oxygenated columnar Mo GBs and it was also shown that oxidised Mo 
supplies higher amounts of Na to the absorber [117][118]. Using SLG does not allow 
for a precise control over the Na diffusion however, as substrates are never identical, 
the out-diffusion process is rather complex and it depends strongly on the oxidation 
state and properties of the Mo film [118][119]. For this reason alkali barrier layers 
such as SiO2 and Al2O3 are often deposited between the SLG substrate and the Mo 
layer and the alkali doping is supplied externally [120][121]. In this work an alkali-free 
substrate (Corning Eagle XG) was used to study Na doping of solution-processed 
CIGS solar cells (Chapter 6). 
3.2.2 Thermal expansion 
A glass substrate with a suitable thermal coefficient is necessary in order to avoid 
any delamination caused by the stress at the interface between glass and Mo during 
high temperature annealing. Thermal expansion is caused by the asymmetry of the 
amplitude of thermal vibrations related to the chemical bonding and composition in 
the glass and the thermal history of the glass [122][123][124]. The thermal expansion 
coefficient of the three glass substrates was measured using a TA Instruments 
Thermomechanical Analyzer (TMA Q400EM). A flat-tipped standard expansion 
probe was placed in contact with the sample positioned on a flat stage and a small 
static force of 0.01 N was applied. In order to simulate the selenisation conditions 
where temperatures as high as 550°C are applied for up to one hour, an equivalent 
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heating regime was used. The programme consisted of first bringing the temperature 
to a constant 50°C, ramping the temperature at 5°C/min to 550°C followed by a 60 
min dwell time, and finally naturally cooling down to 50°C. The probe movement 
recorded sample expansion or contraction. Generally, it is difficult to obtain quality 
expansion data from the first run due to stress relaxation or change of morphology of 
the sample [125]. The push rod or the sample can also change their position slightly 
during the first heating cycle. Therefore three cycles of heating (5°C /min ramp rate) 
and cooling the sample were performed without touching the dilatometer or the 
sample. The thermal expansion profile of the three glass substrates at a heat rate of 
5°C/min is shown in Figure 3.1. 
 
Figure 3.1 Thermal expansion profile of SLG, BF33 and Eagle glass with heat rate of 
5°C/min. 
The coefficient of linear thermal expansion (CTE) is the mean slope of the ΔL/L0 = 
f(T) curve within the temperature interval ΔT [126]. The ΔL/L0 = f(T) curve for the 
heating part of the thermal cycles shown in Figure 3.1 is plotted in Figure 3.2 a). 
Most glass expansion data in literature state the CTE for temperature ranges up to 
300°C. In order to compare the CTE obtained experimentally with the values for 
glass expansion found in the literature, the curves were replotted in Figure 3.2 b) 
with shortened temperature range. The linear extrapolation of the part of the ΔL/L0 
curves corresponding to the temperature range of 100-300°C was performed in order 
to obtain the experimental values for CTEs. The experimental and theoretical CTEs 
are summarised in Table 3.2. 
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Figure 3.2 CTE extrapolation by linear regression of the slope of ΔL/L0 = f(T) curve for 
full temperature range T = 50-550°C (a) and T = 100-300°C (b). 
Table 3.2 CTEs for SLG, BF33 and Eagle glass obtained experimentally (CTEexp) and 
from literature (CTEth) 
(°C-1) SLG BF33 Eagle 
CTEexp (50-550°C) 8.39x10
-6 4.06x10-6 1.02x10-6 
CTEexp (100-300°C) 7.46x10
-6 4.63x10-6 1.16x10-6 
CTEth ~8.3x10
-6 [127] 3.25x10-6 
(20-300°C) [128] 
3.17x10-6 
(0-300°C) [72] 
 
The expansion coefficients measured experimentally (CTEexp) differ slightly from 
those found in the literature (CTEth). The possible source of error or deviation from 
the theoretical values may result from different sample sizes, heating rates, 
measurement setup and the experimental procedure. The sample size and heating 
rate have an influence on the CTE values. The heating rate of 5°C/min and sample 
size of 10 x 10 x 1 mm were in agreement with the specification of the TA instrument 
and the ISO 7991 standard [126]. The CTE was obtained from the heating profile as 
controlled cooling would require a supply of liquid nitrogen. The glass manufacturer 
most likely used slightly different experimental methods and instruments, causing the 
variation between the experimental and theoretical values compared in Table 3.2. 
Most importantly, the samples are internally comparable as identical temperature 
cycles were applied to all samples and the measurement instrument has good 
temperature and measurement precisions (+/- 1°C and +/- 0.1% respectively). 
Experimentally and from the literature, the Na-free Eagle glass substrate has the 
lowest expansion coefficient among the studied substrates, followed by the low-Na 
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BF33 glass with an experimental CTE approximately four times greater. Finally the 
SLG was found to be the most thermally expansive glass substrate, with a CTEth 
nearly three times the CTEth of the BF33 and CTEexp nearly twice that of the BF33. 
This difference in the thermal expansion of various glass substrates as well as their 
different content in alkali elements may have an effect on the adhesion properties of 
the subsequent Mo and CIGS layers. This is studied in the following section. 
3.3 Molybdenum deposition and adhesion properties 
3.3.1 Mo deposition conditions 
Mo is the most common choice for CIGS back contact due to its low resistivity, 
thermal and mechanical stability and typically good adhesion between the glass and 
the Mo thin film [42]. However the Mo properties which are closely related to the 
deposition parameters affect the characteristics of CIGS absorbers and the resulting 
device performance. Specifically, the Mo layer directly influences the Na out-diffusion 
from the substrate and the formation of MoSe2 during the selenisation stage 
[74][129]. Mo is typically deposited by magnetron sputtering as this approach 
provides benefits of high deposition rate and uniformity over large area deposition 
[130]. However it is important to find the optimum sputtering conditions in order to 
obtain Mo thin films with suitable characteristics for the application in solution-
processed CIGS solar cells. 
In this work, Mo thin film deposition was carried out using a Nordiko DC magnetron 
sputtering system with a 30 cm x 10 cm Mo target, positioned vertically at a distance 
of approximately 10 cm from the substrate. The 5 cm x 5 cm cleaned glass 
substrates were mounted in a sample holder and rotated during deposition at a 
constant rate of 3 rpm. Argon was used as the working gas and the flow rate was 
controlled using a mass flow controller with a flow range of 2-100 sccm. Prior to 
deposition, the vacuum chamber was evacuated to a base pressure of less than 3.0 
x 10-6 Torr and the target was pre-cleaned by sputtering for 5 min. The deposition 
could only be performed at room temperature, however for longer depositions using 
high powers the temperature inside the chamber rose progressively. 
Good adherence and low resistivity of the Mo layer are essential for high efficiency 
CIGS solar cells [131]. When Mo is deposited by DC sputtering, the electrical and 
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structural properties of the film are strongly influenced by the deposition parameters 
such as working gas pressure and power supplied by the sputtering system [130]. 
Each sputtering system is different and the scale for high and low pressures/powers 
is determined by the particular sputtering chamber design, mass flow controller and 
target geometry. The Mo thin film deposition conditions used in this work, in 
particular working pressure and power density, were optimised for the particular 
sputtering system used. The optimisation consisted first in varying the sputtering 
power from 0.6 - 2.4 kW, corresponding to a power density of 2-8 W/cm2, while 
keeping the Ar gas flow constant. Subsequently, the working pressure was varied by 
gradually increasing the Ar flow rate from 2 – 100 sccm. For both experiments, the 
deposition was 10 min long and film thickness and sheet resistance were measured 
using an Ambios XP2 stylus profilometer and a four-point probe respectively. Mo thin 
film deposition parameters and measured characteristics are summarised in Table 
3.3. 
Table 3.3 Deposition and characterisation of Mo thin films deposited with varying 
sputtering power density and pressure 
Power 
density 
(W/cm2) 
Ar flow 
rate 
(sccm) 
Pressure 
 
(mTorr) 
Deposition 
time 
(min) 
Thickness 
 
(nm) 
Sheet 
resistance 
(Ω/sq) 
4 2 1.2 10 190 2.1 
4 10 2.3 10 230 2.3 
4 30 3.6 10 240 4.2 
4 50 4.9 10 250 5.3 
4 80 14.0 10 290 18.5 
4 100 30.0 10 300 44.8 
2 2 1.2 10 130 3.9 
4 2 1.2 10 190 2.1 
6 2 1.2 10 270 1.3 
8 2 1.2 10 360 1.2 
 
Figure 3.3 shows the deposition rate as a function of sputtering power density and 
pressure. The deposition rate increased linearly with increasing power density. This 
is caused by increased kinetic energy of the Ar ions bombarding the Mo target and 
transferring that kinetic energy to the Mo particles [130]. With a higher sputtering 
pressure controlled by increasing the Ar flow rate, the deposition rate increased 
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slightly. At higher pressures, the number of Ar ions increased as well, however the 
increased scattering of Mo atoms compensates for the deposition rate [132]. 
 
Figure 3.3 Mo deposition rate as a function of sputtering power density (a) and Ar flow 
rate which is directly related to the sputtering pressure (b). 
 
Figure 3.4 Mo film resistivity as a function of sputtering power density (a) and Ar flow 
rate (b). 
Figure 3.4 shows Mo thin film resistivity as a function of sputtering power density and 
Ar flow rate. The resistivity is a product of thin film sheet resistance and its thickness. 
The resistivity of the Mo film is strongly influenced by the sputtering pressure, which 
is controlled by Ar flow rate. The sputtering power has much less influence. The 
resistivity increased exponentially with the increase in Ar flow rate. On the other 
hand, the resistivity is inversely proportional to the sputtering power density, up to 6 
W/cm2. At low pressures, the scattering of sputtered particles decreases resulting in 
more densely packed, well crystallised and less resistive films [133][134]. At low 
power density, the Mo particles have little energy to recrystallise on the surface of 
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the substrate resulting in more resistive films [130]. For a power density of 8 W/cm2, 
the thickness increased dramatically whereas the sheet resistance reduced only 
slightly, causing a higher overall resistivity.  
Mo film morphology as a function of deposition power density and pressure was 
studied by SEM. Figure 3.5 shows the SEM images of the Mo surface deposited at 
various Ar flow rates and sputtering power densities. At low sputtering pressures (≤ 5 
mTorr, corresponding to an Ar flow rate ≤ 50 sccm) the Mo film morphology consists 
of long, fish-like grains. The lower the deposition pressure (Ar flow rate), the more 
densely packed the film morphology. As the deposition pressure increased (≥ 13 
mTorr, Ar flow rate ≥ 80 sccm), the film grain structure changed. The grains became 
smaller and more spherical, and more voids were observed around their edges. This 
change in film morphology might explain the dramatic increase in film resistivity 
measured at higher Ar flow rates (≥ 80 sccm) observed in Figure 3.4 b). With 
increased sputtering power density, more energy was transferred to Mo particles 
resulting in more crystalline films with well-defined grain structures. 
 
Figure 3.5 SEM surface images of Mo films deposited with increased Ar flow rates at 
power density of 4 W/cm
2
 (top) and increased sputtering power densities at Ar flow rate 
of 2 sccm (bottom). 
Mo SEM cross-sections are shown in Figure 3.6. Mo grains look identical from this 
observation direction for all the deposition pressures and power densities (not shown 
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here). The only difference is in the film thickness. Mo grows on the substrate in 
columnar grains perpendicular to the plane of the surface. For all the deposition 
conditions, Mo has the same preferential growth direction, which is typically 
observed for sputtered films [135]. 
 
Figure 3.6 SEM cross-section images for Mo films deposited with different Ar flow rates. 
The preferential growth orientation and crystal quality of the Mo films prepared using 
different sputtering conditions were studied using XRD. Figure 3.7 shows XRD 
patterns of Mo films deposited at different Ar flow rates and sputtering power 
densities. For all deposition conditions, the most intense XRD peak is observed at 
diffraction angles of 2θ = 40.5° corresponding to the (110) preferred orientation in the 
Mo cubic crystal structure (JCPDS 3-065-7442). In addition, Mo peaks at 2θ ~ 73° 
and 87° were observed which correspond to the (211) and (220) planes of the cubic 
Mo phase respectively. Hence, the crystallographic orientation is not influenced by 
the deposition conditions. A single preferred growth direction is typically observed in 
sputtered films and is also consistent with the similar-looking SEM cross-sections in 
Figure 3.6. Table 3.4 summarises the full width half maximum (FWHM) obtained by a 
Gaussian peak fitting routine of the XRD spectra and the intensity of the dominant 
(110) Mo peak. 
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Figure 3.7 XRD spectra of Mo films deposited with varying Ar flow rates (a) and 
sputtering power densities (b). 
Table 3.4 FWHM and intensity of the dominant Mo (110) peak extracted from the XRD 
patterns 
Conditions FWHM 
(°) 
Peak intensity 
(arb. units) 
2 sccm 0.371 4100.5 
10 sccm 0.435 4520.1 
30 sccm 0.512 5097.4 
50 sccm 0.564 5274.8 
80 sccm 1.173 2293.2 
100 sccm 1.410 1008.9 
2 W/cm2 0.456 1862.4 
4 W/cm2 0.371 4100.5 
6 W/cm2 0.355 8925.5 
8 W/cm2 0.299 12091.7 
 
The FWHM of the dominant Mo peak decreased (i.e. the peak became sharper) with 
the increase in sputtering power. The peak intensity also increased dramatically. 
Both of these indicate an improved crystal structure quality with increased sputtering 
power. This is in agreement with the decrease in sheet resistance and apparent 
improved crystallinity observed for these films. Small and broad Mo (110) peaks 
were obtained at Ar flow rates ≥ 80 sccm indicating a poor crystal quality of these 
films. Although the peak intensity increased for Ar flows from 2 to 50 sccm, the 
FWHM is the lowest for 2 sccm. Therefore a better crystal quality and more densely 
packed microstructures are obtained with the lowest sputtering pressures introducing 
2 sccm of Ar into the chamber. This film was also the most conductive. 
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3.3.2 Mo bilayer for CIGS application 
Delamination is a common issue observed during CIGS solar cell fabrication, 
especially for solution-processed material. The high temperature selenisation causes 
various layers to expand differently, introducing internal stresses. Delamination due 
to different expansion coefficients, Na out-diffusion from the glass and excessive 
MoSe2 formation have been reported in the literature [136][114][76]. Figure 3.8 
shows photographs depicting the film delamination from the glass substrate 
observed in this work. It typically occurs after the selenisation of Mo/CIGS films using 
a graphite box. 
 
Figure 3.8 Delamination of the Mo/CIGS from the glass substrate after selenisation. 
Good Mo adhesion was reported for Mo films deposited at high Ar pressures and low 
powers when the film is subjected to tensile stress. These films have high resistivity 
however. Conductive, but poorly adhesive films were obtained at low Ar pressures, 
when the film is under compressive stress [131][133][137]. Consequently, a film 
sputtered at a single pressure does not fulfil the requirements for a good quality back 
contact Mo for CIGS solar cells: highly conductive and well adhesive at the same 
time. To cope with this problem, Schofield et al. suggested depositing a Mo bilayer 
consisting of a thin first layer deposited at high Ar pressure to assure good film 
adhesion on the substrate, followed by a thicker conductive second layer deposited 
at low Ar pressure for a good quality contact to the CIGS absorber [133]. The bilayer 
approach was generally accepted as a standard procedure for Mo back contact 
deposition in CIGS solar cells [138][139][140]. 
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The Mo bilayer approach was implemented in this work. The conductive top layer 
was deposited at the lowest Ar flow rate of 2 sccm and power density of 6 W/cm2 
which previously showed the lowest film resistivity and good crystal quality. However 
the choice of sputtering conditions for the underlying Mo layer for good adhesion was 
less straightforward. To determine the optimum conditions, several Mo bilayers were 
deposited whilst varying the deposition pressure by varying the Ar flow rate of the 1st 
Mo layer from 30 to 100 sccm while keeping the sputtering power density at 4 W/cm2. 
A 5 min deposition of this layer resulted in a thickness of ~100 nm. The subsequent 
conductive layer using an Ar flow rate of 2 sccm was sputtered for 30 min, resulting 
in layer thickness of ~800 nm. In order to avoid any delamination caused due to 
excessive MoSe2 formation, a Mo-N diffusion barrier layer followed by a ‘sacrificial’ 
Mo layer were deposited on top of the Mo adhesive/conductive bilayer. The sheet 
resistance of the final multilayer was ~0.4 Ω/sq., regardless of the conditions used to 
deposit the 1st Mo layer. The resistivity of the final film was therefore largely 
dominated by the thick conductive layer. 
Immediately after the Mo deposition, the films did not show any signs of delamination. 
However, different behaviour was observed after their selenisation. Mo/Mo-N/Mo 
multilayers were selenised at 540°C for 90 min inside a graphite box. After the 
selenisation, films on three different glass substrates (SLG, BF33 and Eagle glass) 
with varied conditions for the 1st Mo layer were visually inspected for any signs of 
delamination. Table 3.5 summarises the conclusions on the adhesion of these Mo 
films post-selenisation. Figure 3.9 shows photographs of the films with various 
degrees of delamination. 
Table 3.5 Adhesion properties of Mo after selenisation with 1
st
 Mo layer deposited using 
power density of 4 W/cm
2
 and varied Ar flow rate onto three different glass substrates 
Conditions 1st 
layer 
30 sccm,  
3.6 mTorr 
50 sccm, 
4.9 mTorr 
80 sccm, 
14 mTorr 
100 sccm, 
30 mTorr 
Conditions 2nd 
layer 
2 sccm, 1.2 mTorr 
Peeling
? 
SLG yes yes partially partially 
BF33 partially partially no no 
Eagle no no no no 
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Figure 3.9 Delamination of the Mo films after being subjected to selenisation. Film 
peeling of the substrate was observed for SLG substrates with Mo 1
st
 layer deposited at 
lower pressures (a). Partial peeling was seen for SLG at high pressures and BF33 at low 
pressures for the 1
st
 Mo layer (b). No delamination was observed for Eagle glass at all 
Mo 1
st
 layer pressures and BF33 with Mo at high pressures (c). 
Delamination from SLG substrates was the most severe and persisted even at the 
highest pressures for the 1st Mo layer. The Mo on BF33 substrate delaminated 
partially at Ar flow rates of 30 and 50 sccm for the Mo 1st layer, but remained intact 
for higher Ar flow rates. The Mo film on Eagle glass was unaffected for all Mo 
deposition conditions. These observations are most likely related to the considerable 
difference in the expansion coefficient between these three glass substrates as well 
as their chemical compositions. Eagle glass, with the lowest CTE among the 
substrates, shows the best adhesion properties. However, it also contains no alkali 
elements. The delamination induced by sodium will be discussed in greater depth in 
Chapter 6. Additionally, higher Ar pressure (≥ 14 mTorr) during the deposition of the 
bottom Mo layer also improves the adhesion properties on the Mo/glass interface. 
However, with the sputtering system and mass flow controller used in this work, it 
remained challenging if not impossible to deposit a suitable Mo bilayer that would 
withstand the selenisation conditions necessary to crystallise the solution-processed 
absorber on SLG substrates. Consequently, in the following sections, Eagle glass 
substrates were used when the Mo back contact was deposited using this sputtering 
setup. In addition, commercial Mo-coated SLG substrates were purchased from M-
Solv Ltd. 
3.4 Mo-N back contact diffusion barrier layer 
3.4.1 MoSe2 formation 
During selenisation, selenium reacts with Mo to form MoSe2 at the CIGS/Mo 
interface. A thin MoSe2 layer contributes to the formation of a quasi-ohmic contact, 
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and due to a wider bandgap than CIGS (1.4 eV) MoSe2 forms a back surface field 
reducing back contact recombination [141]. However too thick a MoSe2 layer plays a 
detrimental role in device performance due to its high resistivity (101-104 Ω.cm) 
limiting current collection at the back electrode and occasionally causing 
delamination [75][142]. Therefore control of the MoSe2 layer formation is vital for the 
CIGS solar cell formation and performance. Figure 3.10 shows delamination due to 
excessively thick MoSe2 formed after selenisation of the solution-processed CIGS 
absorber. 
 
Figure 3.10 Delamination from the Mo due to excessively thick MoSe2. 
The hexagonal structure of MoSe2 grains consists of Se-Mo-Se sheets perpendicular 
to the c-axis connected between each other by weak van der Waals (vdW) forces. 
The force within each sheet is of a strong, covalent type. The adhesion of MoSe2 is 
much stronger and less resistive if its c-axis is parallel to the Mo surface. Moreover, 
the growth rate of the MoSe2 layer is larger due to increased diffusion of Se vapor 
through the natural channels between the sheets [73]. The MoSe2 c-axis orientation 
depends on selenisation conditions such as temperature, the amount of Se supplied 
and the state of the Mo prior to selenisation [73][142][143]. It was observed that with 
increased selenisation temperature, the orientation of the MoSe2 c-axis changed to 
become parallel to the Mo surface due to different thermal expansion coefficients 
between Mo and MoSe2 [73]. Additionally, the higher amount of Se supplied induced 
formation of a thicker MoSe2 layer [75]. Other parameters such as CIGS growth 
recipe, the deposition technique, Mo properties and the presence of Na, Ga, Cu and 
O also play a role in the MoSe2 formation. Witte et al. observed that Ga content in 
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the CIGS absorber affects the MoSe2 formation [144]. Wada et al. demonstrated that 
MoSe2 does not form under Cu-rich conditions [74]. Zhu et al. found that the physical 
properties of Mo such as density, stress and orientation can greatly influence MoSe2 
formation [145]. Na diffusion from SLG is regarded as a catalyst for MoSe2 growth 
[141]. In another report, the oxygen content in the Mo was found to have an effect on 
the MoSe2 layer thickness [146]. Excessive MoSe2 layer formation is often an issue 
in solution-processed CIGS/CZTS solar cells. This is attributed to the porous as-
deposited absorber microstructure providing little protection to the underlying Mo 
layer which is directly exposed to Se vapours. 
To cope with the delamination and high resistivity of the back contact caused by 
excessive MoSe2 formation, various back contact diffusion barriers, including metal 
oxides and nitrides, have been studied in order to prevent Se diffusion to the back 
contact of the CIGS/CZTS solar cell. These include ZnO, Ag, TiN, TiB4, Mo-N and 
MoO2 [77][78][79][147][148][149]. Suitable barrier layer candidates in addition to 
preventing Se diffusion should also be sufficiently conductive to allow low resistivity 
back contacts and be mechanically and chemically stable. Among previously studied 
layers, ZnO and Ag could diffuse to the absorber and have secondary effects 
[147][148][149]. TiN is stable but its deposition would require an additional step and 
material cost [79][149]. MoO2 and Mo-N have the advantage of deposition using the 
same sputtering chamber and Mo target as for Mo deposition, with simply tuning the 
sputtering gas ratio. It was suggested however, that Mo oxides might also act as 
diffusion barrier for alkali metals diffusing from soda-lime glass (SLG) [150]. 
Mo/MoNx/Mo multilayers employed by Jeon et al. were shown to effectively control 
the MoSe2 thickness [77]. However, resulting CZTS devices had significantly lower 
performance than devices without the barrier layer, presenting a roll-over behaviour 
in the J-V curve [151]. In this work, a Mo-N barrier layer was successfully applied at 
the back contact of the CIGS devices and allowed for longer selenisation times and 
hence better absorber crystallinity and overall device performance. 
3.4.2 Mo-N barrier layer deposition and optimisation 
Mo-N/Mo bilayers were deposited by DC magnetron sputtering in the same 
sputtering system as described for the Mo deposition. To optimise the Mo-N 
deposition conditions, films were first prepared by introducing different Ar/N2 gas 
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proportions while keeping the deposition pressure constant at 2.3 mTorr (total gas 
flow rate of 15 sccm). Subsequently, the pressure was varied by introducing more 
gas into the chamber (10, 15, 30 and 60 sccm) with fixed Ar/N2 ratio (67% N2). The 
deposition was conducted for 4 min (Mo-N) and 2 min (Mo) using a power density of 
6 W/cm2 with the substrate rotating at 3 rpm. The top Mo layer deposited at Ar flow 
rate of 2 sccm is also called ‘sacrificial’ as this Mo layer only will be converted into 
MoSe2 after selenisation. Table 3.6 summarises the deposition conditions and 
properties of Mo-N thin films deposited on SLG substrate with varied Ar/N2 ratio (no. 
1-4) and sputtering pressure (no. 5-8). 
Table 3.6 Mo-N deposition parameters and film properties. The sheet resistance was 
measured on a Mo-N/Mo bilayer 
 N2 content 
(%) 
Dep. pressure 
(mTorr) 
Flow rate 
(sccm) 
Sheet resistance 
(Ω/sq) 
1 33 2.3 15 9.2 
2 50 2.3 15 8.5 
3 67 2.3 15 9.5 
4 83 2.3 15 8.9 
5 67 2.0 10 7.2 
6=3 67 2.3 15 9.5 
7 67 3.6 30 11 
8 67 5.7 60 14 
 
For all deposition conditions, the Mo-N and sacrificial Mo layer thickness was 
approximately 100 nm and 50 nm respectively. Therefore the deposition rate is 
estimated to be ~25 nm/min. The sheet resistance of the bilayer increased with 
increasing the sputtering pressure, while it remained relatively constant with varying 
nitrogen content of the Mo-N layer. The sheet resistance of the sputtered Mo is 
highly dependent on the sputtering pressure, as shown in Table 3.3.  
The chemical bonds formed between Mo and N atoms and the nitrogen content of 
the film with varied deposition conditions were analysed using XPS depth profiles. 
Figures 3.11 a-b) show at% of N1s and Mo3d5 peaks found in the XPS analysis of 
the Mo-N/Mo bilayers prepared using various N2 contents and gas flow rates. The 
first ~400 s of etch time correspond to the Mo layer. Approximately 95% of this layer 
consists of metallic Mo quantified from the Mo3d5 double peak found at binding 
energy of 228.2 eV (main peak). Reaching the Mo-N layer at etch time > 400 s, the 
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Mo3d5 peak shifts from 228.2 eV to slightly higher binding energies. This peak shift 
is clearly visible on a colour map representing the Mo3d5 double peak for one of the 
Mo-N/Mo samples in Figure 3.11 e). It corresponds to the change in chemical 
bonding from metallic Mo to a Mo-N phase. 
 
Figure 3.11 XPS analysis of the Mo-N/Mo: depth profile showing at% of Mo and N 
through the bilayer with Mo-N at varied Ar/N2 ratio at 15 sccm (a) at varied gas 
flow/pressure with N2 = 67% (b) Mo3d5 peak at etch time of 990 s for Mo-N films with 
varied Ar/N2 ratio (c) and at varied gas flow/pressure (d) colour map of Mo3d5 (e) and 
N1s peak (f) at all etching levels for Mo-N at 15 sccm, 67% N2. The colour scale 
represents peak intensity with arbitrary units. 
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The N1s peak was observed at binding energy of 398 eV as shown in Figure 3.11 f). 
As expected, with decreased Ar/N2 gas proportions during the deposition, the actual 
N2 content in the film increased from 17 to 30% (Figure 3.11 a)). Interestingly, with 
increasing sputtering pressure (by increasing the total gas flow), the N2 content in 
the Mo-N layer also increased from 20 to 37% (Figure 3.11 b)). At higher pressures 
more Ar and N ions are available and scattering of sputtered particles increased. 
Both of these contribute to the formation of a Mo-N film richer in nitrogen. A small, 
constant amount of oxygen (5 at%) is present throughout the bilayer. It is uncertain 
whether the oxygen contamination comes from the measurement or deposition. 
It can be observed that the etching rate through the Mo-N layer with lower nitrogen 
content decreased (longer etching time). This can be caused by a slight change in 
the Mo-N layer thickness or hardness. With high Ar/N2 ratio, more Ar ions are 
available to bombard the Mo target which would result in a higher deposition rate 
and thickness of a Mo-N film with low N2 content. Films deposited at lower N2 partial 
pressures have higher hardness [152]. A combination of the thicker films and high 
hardness for Mo-N with increasing Ar/N2 gas ratio during sputtering would explain 
the longer XPS etching time seen in Figure 3.11 a). However, for the films deposited 
at higher gas flows/pressures, the effects of higher deposition rate and consequently 
film thickness (from increased sputtering gas ionisation), and lower hardness 
(increase in N2 partial pressure) might compensate each other resulting in similar 
XPS etch time (Figure 3.11 b)). These small thickness variations could not be 
detected by the profilometer.  
Finally, Figures 3.11 c-d) show the Mo3d5 peak intensity collected at etch time of 
990 s (Mo-N layer) for samples with different N2 content and sputter gas 
flow/pressure. There is a clear peak shift with varied nitrogen content suggesting a 
possible change in Mo-N chemical state. In reactive sputtering of Mo-N, different 
phases including MoN and Mo2N can be observed depending on the sputtering 
pressure [77][152]. The XPS main Mo3d5 peak positions together with the XRD peak 
positions for all Mo-N films are summarised in Table 3.7. XRD analysis was 
performed on all of these samples to investigate changes in crystal structure and 
chemical bonds of Mo-N phases with the deposition parameters. Figure 3.12 shows 
the XRD patterns of Mo-N/Mo bilayers with varied Ar/N2 gas ratio and gas flow. 
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Table 3.7 XPS Mo3d5 peak positions and XRD peak positions corresponding to Mo-N 
 XPS 
Binding energy 
(eV) 
XRD 2θ 
(°) 
1 228.3 37.7 
2 228.5 37.3 
3 228.6 37.1 
4 228.7 36.8 
5 228.4 37.1 
6=3 228.6 37.1 
7 228.9 36.9 
8 229.0 36.8 
 
 
Figure 3.12 XRD patterns of Mo-N/Mo bilayer with Mo-N deposited with different 
Ar/N2 ratios at 15 sccm (a) and sputtering pressures/gas flows with 67% N2 (b). The 
dotted lines are showing the Mo-N peak shift from 2θ = 36.8° to 37.7° (a) and from 2θ = 
36.8° to 37.1° (b). 
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The main peak observed at 2θ equal to 40.5° corresponds to the cubic phase of Mo 
(110) (JCPDS 42-1120). The second most pronounced peak is observed at 2θ 
ranging from 36.8° to 37.7°. This peak corresponds to the Mo-N phase and its exact 
position depends on the deposition conditions (Table 3.7). The peak is shifted to 
lower diffraction angles with increased sputtering pressure (gas flow) and to higher 
diffraction angles with increased Ar/N2 ratio. This observation together with the small 
shift in the Mo3d5 peak position seen in the XPS implies that the crystallographic 
structure of the Mo-N layer might have been affected by the reactive sputtering 
conditions. With decreasing Ar/N2 gas proportions during sputtering, the Mo-N 
becomes richer in N2 and the crystal structure changes from tetragonal Mo2N (112) 
for N2 = 33% (JCPDS 25-1368) to cubic Mo2N (111) or cubic Mo3N2 (111) for N2 = 50% 
(JCPDS 25-1366 and 65-4278) to hexagonal MoN (102) for N2 = 83% (JCPDS 74-
4266), all performed at 15 sccm. When the gas flow was increased keeping the N2 
content to 67% the peak shift was smaller. From all the available crystallographic 
data, these films are closest to the hexagonal MoN phase. XRD analysis confirms 
the Mo-N phase change with varied N2 content of the film presumed from the XPS 
and identifies the Mo-N crystallographic structure of each film. 
3.4.3 Mo-N functionality as a diffusion barrier 
In this section, Mo-N/Mo bilayer was deposited onto bare Mo-coated SLG using the 
following conditions: total gas flow of 15 sccm with 67% N2, 2.3 mTorr sputtering 
pressure. These conditions were chosen based on the analysis above as a 
compromise between a sufficient film hardness and N2 content. The sheet resistance 
of the bare Mo measured by four-point probe was found to be 0.28 Ω/sq and 
remained almost unchanged with the introduction of Mo-N/Mo bilayer, 0.27 Ω/sq. In 
order to test the barrier layer function as a diffusion barrier against selenium, the 
stack of Mo/Mo-N/Mo was selenised at 540°C for 50 min. After selenisation, TEM 
cross-section of the multilayer was performed and EDX mapping was used to identify 
the composition of each layer observed. Figure 3.13 shows the TEM/EDX analysis of 
the selenised Mo/Mo-N/Mo multilayer.  
Columnar grains perpendicular to the substrate corresponding to Mo and MoSe2 can 
be identified. The Mo-N layer is not clearly visible in the high angle annular dark field 
scanning TEM (HAADF-STEM) image, perhaps due to growing epitaxially onto the 
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Mo layer, as well as little change in Z-contrast and morphology between the layers. 
Its effect as a diffusion barrier against selenium is evident however. After 
selenisation, almost the entire initial Mo layer stays intact. Some channels along the 
columnar Mo grains where Se could penetrate under the Mo-N barrier can be 
observed. Only the top sacrificial Mo, deposited as a Mo-N/Mo bilayer was converted 
into approximately 340 nm thick MoSe2. The MoSe2 formation is therefore 
controllable by adjusting the thickness of the sacrificial Mo layer. 
 
Figure 3.13 TEM/EDX analysis of selenised Mo/Mo-N/Mo multilayer. Areas 1-4 are 
quantified in Table 3.8. 
Table 3.8 Elemental composition of the 4 areas from Figure 3.13 through the depth of 
the selenised back contact multilayer 
 Mo 
(at%) 
Se 
(at%) 
Area 1 29.7 70.3 
Area 2 98.3 1.7 
Area 3 100 0.0 
Area 4 100 0.0 
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Table 3.8 quantifies the composition of 4 areas at different depths through the 
selenised multilayer using EDX. These areas are indicated by a red rectangle in 
Figure 3.13. Area 4 corresponds to the thin, adhesive Mo layer deposited at Ar flow 
rate of 50 sccm. Areas 2 and 3 belong to the conductive Mo layer deposited at low 
working pressure achieved with 2 sccm of Ar. Area 1 corresponds to the MoSe2 layer 
formed on top of the Mo-N barrier. 1.7 at% of Se diffused through the barrier layer 
into Area 2, just below the Mo-N. Hence, the Mo-N effectively worked as a Se 
diffusion barrier protecting the underlying Mo layer from being converted into MoSe2. 
In the following step, the Mo-N barrier layer was applied into complete CIGS devices. 
The Mo-N barrier layer thickness effect was investigated by varying the deposition 
time from 2 to 10 min, corresponding to a thickness range of 50 - 250 nm. Figure 
3.14 shows the SEM cross-sections of selenised Mo/Mo-N/Mo/CIGS layers with 
varied Mo-N layer thickness. It can be observed that performing only 2 min long 
deposition, the Mo-N layer thickness was insufficient to prevent the selenium 
diffusion completely. Most of the underlying Mo layer was converted into MoSe2, but 
no delamination occurred. However, 4 min deposition time (corresponding to ~100 
nm) is already sufficient to provide full coverage of the Mo layer and prevent it from 
being converted into MoSe2. Increasing the Mo-N deposition time does not increase 
the back contact resistivity (back contact sheet resistance remained the same) or 
affect the absorber crystallisation. 
 
Figure 3.14 SEM cross-sections of Mo/Mo-N/Mo/CIGS layers after selenisation for 90 
min. Mo-N layer thickness was varied by varying the deposition time from 10 to 2 min. 
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Figure 3.15 shows the XRD patterns of the selenised absorbers on Mo/Mo-N/Mo for 
varied Mo-N deposition time. A dominant Mo peak is observed at 2θ = 40.5° 
corresponding to the cubic molybdenum (110) phase (JCPDS 42-1120) and MoSe2 
(100) peak at 2θ ~ 31.8° (JCPDS 29-0914). Table 3.9 summarises the 
Mo(110)/MoSe2(100) peak intensity ratio. This ratio increased with increased Mo-N 
deposition time. The other XRD peaks correspond to the chalcopyrite structure of the 
CuIn0.5Ga0.5Se2 (JCPDS 40-1488). The dominant CIGS (112) peak is found at 2θ ~ 
27.0° and smaller peaks corresponding to (220)/(204) and (312)/(116) planes of 
tetragonal CIGS phase are found at 2θ ~ 45.0° and 54.0° respectively. The Mo-N 
peak seen at 2θ ~ 37.0° in Figure 3.12 would overlap with the low intensity CIGS 
(211) peak. 
 
Figure 3.15 XRD patterns of the Mo/Mo-N/Mo/CIGS films for different Mo-N barrier 
deposition durations. 
Table 3.9 XRD peak intensity ratio for selenised Mo/Mo-N/Mo/CIGS films with varied 
Mo-N layer deposition duration 
Deposition time 
(min) 
Approx. Mo-N thickness 
(µm) 
Mo/MoSe2 intensity ratio 
0 0 1.73 
2 0.05 55.25 
4 0.1 64.03 
6 0.15 70.89 
8 0.2 76.49 
10 0.25 126.83 
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Alkali dopants such as Na, were found to promote grain growth of CIGS and CZTS 
absorber layers [153][154]. It is reported that incorporation of Na involves a formation 
of liquid Na-Se phases during selenisation. The reactive selenium provided via Na-
Se phases reacts with the metal containing precursors resulting in greatly enhanced 
grain growth [154]. The most common source of Na for CIGS is SLG from which Na 
migrates to the CIGS absorber during high temperature selenisation. However some 
back contact barrier layers, such as MoO2 can also block Na diffusion from SLG to 
the absorber [150]. In order to study the presence of a small quantity (order of few 
at%) of light elements (such as Na) in the CIGS absorber, SIMS measurements were 
performed. The two SIMS depth profiles shown in Figure 3.16 compare relative 
quantities of Cu, In, Ga, Se, Mo and Na in CIGS and Mo layers for samples with and 
without Mo-N barrier layers at the back contact. For this experiment, the Mo-N 
barrier layer was deposited for 10 min and the absorber was selenised for 90 min. 
This is an uncalibrated measurement and therefore the data is only relative and not 
absolute. The inset of Figure 3.16 shows the SEM cross-section of the Mo/CIGS 
layers analysed. From these it is clear that rough and porous films were measured 
resulting in profiles with broader interfaces. Moreover any partial delamination of the 
layers in the measurement area would exacerbate this effect and potentially explain 
the different slope in the Mo signal for both samples.  
The profiles of Ga and In are very closely matching within the two samples. The 
barrier-free sample contains a considerable amount of cracked and partially 
delaminated MoSe2. Se is present and constant through the absorber and back 
contact in the barrier-free sample indicating an even distribution of Se through CIGS 
and MoSe2. The sputtering through the MoSe2 layer was not finished at the end of 
the 3000 s of analysis time. In comparison, in the Mo-N containing sample Se started 
to decrease from 2000 s along with In, Ga and Cu profiles implying that the CIGS/Mo 
interface was reached. Interestingly, in the barrier-free sample, the Cu signal does 
not decrease along with In and Ga profiles in the MoSe2 layer. The Cu signal is 
reduced but constantly present in the MoSe2 layer. Copper is a fast diffusing element 
and has migrated and segregated in the back contact MoSe2 layer, consequently 
reducing the CGI ratio in the CIGS absorber. Cu diffusion into MoS2 and MoSe2 has 
been previously reported in several studies [119][155][156]. 
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Figure 3.16 SIMS depth profiles showing the elemental line scans through the absorber 
deposited on Mo/Mo-N/Mo back contact (top) and on bare Mo (bottom). Inset: SEM 
cross-section through the analysed samples. 
High Cu content is essential for good CIGS crystal growth [157]. The lower apparent 
Cu quantity throughout the absorber of the barrier-free sample relative to the barrier 
containing sample could cause reduced grain growth and lower JSC. Sodium is 
present in the bulk of both CIGS absorbers. The surface of the absorber appears to 
be Na-deficient relative to the bulk however, and similar trends can be observed for 
both samples. In the barrier-free device, the Na signal shows smaller local minimum 
near the surface relative to Na signal in the Mo-N sample. This might be related to 
the grain size of the crystallised top absorber layer. The grain size is much smaller in 
the barrier-free absorber. Na is known to passivate grain boundaries and there are 
more GBs present in the less crystallised barrier-free absorber. Similar SIMS Na 
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signal shapes are common in the literature [43]. SIMS analysis showed that Na 
diffusion from the SLG was not hindered by the presence of Mo-N barrier layer at the 
back contact. Moreover, owing to the barrier layer, Cu diffusion from the absorber to 
the MoSe2 back contact was significantly reduced. 
3.4.4 Mo-N barrier layer application in CIGS devices 
To study the effect of the Mo-N barrier layer on the device performance, two types of 
devices were prepared: on a bare Mo-coated substrate and on a Mo/Mo-N/Mo 
multilayer-coated substrate. Figure 3.17 shows a cross-section of CIGS absorbers 
and back contacts with (highlighted ‘B’ in images) and without Mo-N barrier after 
selenisation for 50 and 90 min.  
 
Figure 3.17 SEM cross-sections through the CIGS absorber and back contact for 50 and 
90 min selenised samples with (B) and without Mo-N barrier. 
Without using the barrier layer, over 1 µm thick MoSe2 forms at the Mo/CIGS 
interface after a 50 min selenisation. After a 90 min selenisation, the Mo almost 
completely reacts with Se vapour to form MoSe2 and delamination is observed. 
Additionally, since more selenium is incorporated into the back contact, the absorber 
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remains poorly crystallised. On the other hand, when a barrier layer acts as Se 
diffusion barrier, there is more Se available for the absorber recrystallisation. High 
Cu content and high Se partial pressure are two of the main conditions to achieve a 
good CIGS crystal growth. Higher Cu content in the absorber on modified Mo/Mo-
N/Mo back contact was evidenced by SIMS analysis of the absorbers (Figure 3.16). 
In addition, more Se was available for the whole annealing time to create higher Se 
partial pressure owing to the lower reaction with Mo to form MoSe2 (Figure 3.17). As 
a result, significantly larger grains are formed at the surface of the absorber, with the 
largest grains observed after longer selenisation. 
The four types of samples were completed into CIGS devices. Figure 3.18 shows 
box plots of PV performance parameters such as VOC, JSC, FF and PCE measured 
on more than 14 cells for each selenisation (50 and 90 min) and back contact (B: 
barrier, or bare Mo) configuration.  
 
Figure 3.18 Box plots showing the distribution of PV parameters measured from more 
than 14 solar cells obtained from minimum two distinct devices for each sample. 
As expected from the cross-section SEM image (Figure 3.17), the 
performance of the delaminated (90 min selenised) device on bare Mo is poor 
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with all parameters significantly lower than for the other samples. Its low FF 
results from the highly resistive and delaminated back contact. Lower JSC and 
VOC can be attributed to the poor crystallinity of the CIGS absorber containing 
more GBs. Introducing the back contact barrier (B), the solar cell performance 
increased from an average 6.5 to 8% with mainly a gain in JSC by an average 
of over 3 mA/cm2 after 50 min selenisation. A non-negligible gain in VOC is also 
observed. After a longer (90 min) selenisation, the device performance was 
further increased from an average of 8 to 10%, with an additional gain in VOC 
(an average of 40 mV) and in FF which increased (in average) from 55 to 
63%. The JSC was also increased; however the distribution of the values is 
much larger implying lateral inhomogeneity of the grain crystallisation. 
It is anticipated that the improved crystallinity is largely responsible for the 
remarkable performance improvement. The modified back contact containing 
only a thin MoSe2 layer likely caused the reduction in the device series 
resistance (RS) resulting in higher FF, as the MoSe2 is very resistive. The 
improved device characteristics when the Mo-N barrier was applied, is also 
reflected in lower diode ideality factor (n) and dark saturation current density 
(J0). These values along with the typical PV performance parameters are 
reported in Table 3.10 for a representative device from each configuration. 
Table 3.10 PV characteristics of a representative solar cell for the four selenisation/back 
contact configurations. These cells were measured using a different solar simulator 
(Wacom, Japan) following the accredited measurement procedure at CREST 
Photovoltaic Measurement and Calibration Laboratory (CPVMCL). 
 PCE 
(%) 
VOC 
(V) 
JSC 
(mA/cm2) 
FF 
(%) 
RS 
(Ω.cm2) 
RSH 
(Ω.cm2) 
n 
 
J0 
(mA/cm2) 
90 min B 12.05 0.622 28.67 67.53 0.967 331.0 1.79 3.94x10
-5 
50 min B 8.26 0.591 23.08 60.64 0.365 305.6 2.71 4.61x10
-3 
50 min 6.54 0.553 19.85 59.68 1.116 350.9 2.52 3.76x10
-3 
90 min 4.23 0.510 21.39 38.79 7.202 119.74 3.28 4.58x10
-2 
 
3.5 Conclusions 
This chapter presented the choice, deposition and optimisation of the substrate and 
back contact for CIGS solar cells. Various glass substrates differ in their thermal 
expansion and content of alkali elements which were found to have an effect on film 
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delamination after selenisation. When SLG was used as substrate, the delamination 
was severe. SLG has the highest expansion coefficient among the studied glass 
substrates and contains a non-negligible amount of Na, which becomes mobile at 
elevated temperatures and its presence in CIGS absorber is widely recognised as 
beneficial for device performance.  
Mo was deposited onto glass substrates in form of an adhesive/conductive bilayer. 
The adhesive layer was deposited at high sputtering pressure controlled by Ar flow 
rate and low power as opposed to the conductive layer at low pressure, high power. 
The adhesion improved with increasing the pressure for the 1st Mo layer up to 30 
mTorr. The conductivity of the entire Mo stack wasn’t affected as this layer was very 
thin compared to the 2nd, conductive Mo layer. 
Delamination due to excessively thick MoSe2 formation at the Mo/CIGS interface 
was effectively prevented by introducing Mo-N diffusion barrier layer at the back 
contact. A relatively simple deposition process performed in the same sputtering 
chamber as Mo and tunability of the Mo-N thin film characteristics (N2 content and 
crystallographic phase) were demonstrated. The functionality as a barrier layer 
against Se diffusion was shown and resulted in controllable MoSe2 layer thickness. 
The Mo-N application at the back contact of CIGS solar cells resulted in devices with 
considerably improved performance. FF was improved due to lower RS as the 
resistive MoSe2 layer thickness was significantly reduced. The increase in device JSC 
and VOC resulted from the improved CIGS crystal quality as more Se and Cu were 
available during selenisation of the absorber containing the barrier layer. Finally, the 
Mo-N application and consequent improvement of the back contact quality allows 
focusing on the improvement of the solution-processed absorbers without being 
limited by the back contact resistivity and delamination.  
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CHAPTER 4 
CIGS/CdS junction properties 
 
 
4.1 Scope 
It was experimentally observed that device performance was often variable with 
limited degree of reproducibility despite no change was made in the fabrication 
process. Process conditions including temperature, pressure and duration of each 
CIGS solar cell fabrication step are typically well controlled except for the last 
fabrication step: the thermal evaporation of the metal grid. The metal evaporator is 
an in-house bell-jar vacuum system with a power supply delivering current to a 
tungsten evaporation boat containing silver pellets. Evaporated thickness is 
measured using a quartz crystal microbalance and a thermocouple gives an 
indication of substrate temperature during the process. Despite performing the 
evaporation using repeatedly the same conditions (base pressure and current), the 
evaporation process was typically very variable with deposition durations and final 
temperatures changing from run to run. This behaviour is most likely influenced by 
the state of the tungsten boat and the terminals of the system, which are prone to 
oxidise and be less conductive. 
Device performance and in particular the VOC, was remarkably increased when 
finished devices were subjected to higher temperatures during the evaporation. An 
often mentioned in the literature, but rarely explicitly described step in CIGS device 
fabrication, is the air-annealing of the heterojunction. This is typically performed at 
temperatures above 100°C directly after the CdS CBD [158][159][160][161][162]. 
The effects of air-annealing on the electronic properties of the solution-processed 
CIGS devices were studied in order to achieve a stable and reproducible process 
yielding higher efficiencies. The importance of the CdS layer deposition directly after 
the absorber selenisation was evidenced by a TRPL study of the minority carrier 
lifetime decay with air-exposure.  
4.2 Buffer layer 
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4.2.1 CdS properties, deposition and alternatives 
CdS is the most commonly used buffer layer for CIGS solar cells satisfying most of 
the requirements for a suitable n-type layer for the p-type CIGS absorber. It has a 
suitable conduction band alignment to the CIGS and i-ZnO, beneficial interface 
defect chemistry and suitable bandgap of 2.4 eV [41] The major drawback is the 
presence of Cd, which is an issue for the commercial production of CIGS modules 
and their decommissioning [8]. Hence, an extensive research has been carried out to 
find a suitable Cd-free alternative with similar beneficial properties that CdS has. 
Solar Frontier is currently producing modules with CBD grown Zn(S,O,OH) [26]. It 
has even larger bandgap (tunable by varying S/O ratio) limiting the parasitic 
absorption losses in the buffer layer, but it has a stronger light soaking metastability 
than the CdS [41].  
Chemical bath deposition (CBD) gives currently the best performing and most 
reliable solar cells. The chemical bath is typically made of an alkaline aqueous 
solution (pH ~11) containing ammonium hydroxide (NH4OH), thiourea as sulfur 
source and Cd salts as cadmium precursors. Ammonia in the bath serves as a 
complexing agent, however it also etches the CIGS surface removing Na- and O-
containing impurities from the surface prior to the CdS nucleation. The recipe and 
experimental procedures of the CdS CBD used in this work were described in 
Chapter 2. The general chemical reaction of the process is [41]: 
𝐶𝑑(𝑁𝐻3)4
2+ + 𝑆𝐶(𝑁𝐻2)2 + 2𝑂𝐻
−  → 𝐶𝑑𝑆 +  𝐶𝑁2𝐻2 + 4𝑁𝐻3 + 2𝐻2𝑂  [4.1] 
The actual reaction scheme behind the Equation [4.1] is still debated however; in 
particular whether the growth is preferentially homogeneous (through formation of 
surface intermediate products such as Cd(OH)2) or heterogeneous (precipitation of 
CdS particles formed in the solution) [41]. The deposition rate is controlled via the 
concentration of thiourea in the bath. To avoid rough and porous films, the deposition 
should be terminated before reaching the saturation point where the solution is 
depleted from non-reacted Cd-species. During the CBD Cd2+ diffusion into the 
absorber close-to-surface region filling Cu vacancies was observed to take place 
[163].The presence of a buffer layer in CIGS device is attenuating the difference in 
refractive index of the window and absorber layers, thus causing an optical gain due 
to reduced window reflection. However large buffer layer thickness causes collection 
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losses due to absorption of photons in this layer. An optimum buffer layer thickness 
up to which the optical gain compensates for the collection loss has to be found. This 
is dependent on the specific optical parameters of the absorber, buffer and window 
layers. The optimum CdS thickness for the high-efficiency co-evaporated CIGS 
devices is ~50 nm.  
4.2.2 Interface recombination and junction passivation by air-annealing 
CdS has been shown to electronically passivate the absorber surface and preserve 
high carrier lifetime in the absorber measurable by the TRPL decay. CIGS films 
capped with the CdS buffer layer are stable and can be stored for weeks, as 
opposed to bare absorbers [41]. The absorber material degrades with time from the 
point of being exposed to air and this degradation is strongly visible on the rapid 
reduction of the minority carrier lifetime, already within minutes from the film 
preparation [164].  
Charge carrier recombination at the interfaces is a limiting factor of the 
heterojunction solar cells such as CIGS and becomes even more significant as the 
bulk material properties improve. Recombination is triggered by the presence of 
interface defects acting as recombination centres for electron-hole pairs, which arise 
from the lattice mismatch between the two junction partners or were introduced 
during the junction fabrication process. Devices with severe interface recombination 
suffer mainly from poor VOC which is a consequence of increased dark saturation 
current density (J0). An approach to mitigate the interface recombination is to 
carefully engineer the device parameters that affect it, such as band alignment at the 
CIGS/CdS interface and CdS doping and thickness. In addition the energetic location 
and defect type of the interface states have also an effect on the recombination rate 
[165]. A small, positive conduction band offset (0.1 eV ≤ ΔEC ≤ 0.3 eV), also called a 
‘spike’ introduces greater band bending and consequently a larger hole barrier 
adjacent to the interface that supresses the interface recombination. High doping 
ratio between CdS and absorber creates a strong absorber surface inversion and 
consequently the p-n junction is located within the absorber (buried junction). 
Minority carriers in the bulk become majority carriers at the interface, thus reducing 
the interface recombination [41]. In addition, an increase in CdS thickness reduces 
the band bending of the absorber surface, increasing the hole density. As a result 
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cells with thin and highly doped CdS and a spike offset can maintain high conversion 
efficiency despite the presence of interface defects (high interface recombination 
velocity). Finally, the acceptor-type interface defects located near the mid-gap cause 
more severe performance loss than donor-type defects with energies near a band 
edge [165]. 
The post-deposition air-annealing of the heterojunction interface, its underlying 
physics and effect on the device performance have been previously studied 
[94][96][161]. A generally accepted conclusion is that the air-annealing step is 
important in order to achieve high efficiency CIGS devices with increased VOC due to 
reduced recombination, however its duration is critical [166]. Rau et al. observed a 
decrease in device capacitance with air-annealing of Cd-free devices and attributed 
it to the Cu diffusion deep into the bulk and acting as compensating donors. This 
resulted in significantly reduced bulk doping density and an increase in absorber 
SCR width [94]. Hence the Cu-diffusion is limiting the effective air-annealing duration. 
No effect of the air-annealing on the bare absorbers observed suggests that the 
build-in electrical field in presence of the junction is the driving force to the migration 
of the positively charged Cu ions into the bulk [96].  
The use of CdS as a buffer has an additional benefit: it allows Cd diffusion into the 
close-to-surface region of the CIGS absorber, where it forms a positively charged 
substitutional defect CdCu. Carefully designed Cd diffusion can help to optimise the 
junction and device properties by contributing to the absorber surface inversion and 
adjusting the field profile in the SCR [163]. According to the model of Cahen and 
Noufi, the beneficial effects of air-annealing consist in the passivation of the surface 
dangling bonds related to the Se vacancies (VSe) at GBs and absorber surface by 
oxygen atoms [167]. The positively charges VSe donor defects are detrimental to the 
device performance as they act as recombination centres for photo-generated 
electrons. Moreover the positive GB surface charge creates a depletion region within 
each grain and forms a potential barrier reducing the effective p-type doping and 
impeding the inter-grain transport of photo-generated electrons [94]. The oxygen 
filling VSe creates a charge neutral OSe, which is thought to cancel both of these 
detrimental effects. Removing the positive charge form the heterojunction interface 
would reduce the band bending and enhance interface recombination, however. 
Hence, an important but not always recognised role of the CdS buffer is to restore 
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the interface band bending by reintroduction of positively charged defect states at 
the interface, likely through Cd occupying empty Cu sites [94]. 
4.3 Air-annealing of the junction 
The positive effects of oxygenation on the CIGS/CdS junction properties and their 
origin have been discussed. Considering diverse and often confusing trends 
obtained after the evaporation of silver grids, the annealing in presence of oxygen 
was thought to have an effect on the performance of the solution-processed 
absorbers studied in this work. Although the evaporation is carried out under vacuum, 
a small amount of oxygen may have remained in the relatively porous 
atmospherically-processed absorber or come from the front contact TCO. Various 
annealing conditions as well as diverse effects on the device electronic properties 
have been reported in the literature. The air-annealing experiments conducted in this 
work were performed on the CIGS samples with base-line Cu0.9In0.7Ga0.3Se2 
composition prepared by spray-coating onto Mo/Mo-N/Mo-coated SLG substrates 
followed by selenisation at 540°C. The CdS was deposited by CBD onto the 
selenised absorbers. An air-annealing step was performed at three different stages 
of the cell fabrication: directly after selenisation, after CdS CBD and after TCO and 
grid deposition (finished device). The air-circulating furnace was preheated at 180°C 
and the samples were annealed for various durations from 5 to 60 min. A non-
annealed sample was used as a reference. The metal grid evaporation was 
performed at higher current ultimately reaching lower temperatures (< 60°C) to avoid 
cumulative annealing of the sample. 
4.3.1 Annealing after selenisation 
The devices presented in this section were prepared from CIGS absorbers subjected 
to air-annealing for various durations. PV performance parameters including VOC, JSC, 
FF and PCE extracted from the J-V measurements of approximately 15 cells for 
each annealing duration are summarised in the form of box plots in Figure 4.1. 
Device performance became gradually worse with longer annealing durations. The 
progressive decrease in efficiency with annealing time is primarily caused by the 
progressive decay of the device FF. In addition, the VOC dropped by more than 100 
mV on average after the first 15 min of air-annealing. On the other hand, the JSC 
shows the opposite trend with the highest value reached for 30 min long annealing. 
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Figure 4.1 Box plots of PV indicators of CIGS cells when air-annealing was performed 
after selenisation of the bare absorber.  
Figure 4.2 J-V (left) and EQE (right) graphs of a representative device for each 
annealing. 
J-V and EQE measurements were performed on a representative device for each 
annealing duration. The J-V and EQE curves are presented in Figure 4.2. A 
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significant improvement in the EQE signal at all wavelengths is observed with air-
annealing up to 30 min. The VOC loss after annealing is observed from the J-V 
curves. The deterioration of the device performance with annealing of the absorber 
surface prior to CdS CBD indicates that the oxygenation of the bare absorber 
surface is detrimental. The air-annealing of the uncoated CIGS surface is most likely 
accelerating the absorber degradation with air-exposure studied using TRPL in 
section 4.4 and reported in various other studies [164][168]. It was suggested that 
CIGS surface degradation may be caused by the reaction of Na with O2 or H2O in air 
[169]. Shin et al. found however that compositional changes (Cu decrease and Ga 
increase) associated with the air-annealing of the free CIGS surface resulted in the 
increase of VOC and FF [166]. In the experiments conducted here, device 
performance decreased with air-annealing and as a result no further study to analyse 
the origin of the performance degradation was performed. 
4.3.2 Annealing after CdS CBD 
To confirm the importance of the junction presence during the air-annealing, the 
annealing was performed this time directly after the CdS CBD. The box plots of the 
PV performance indicators for each type of device are shown in Figure 4.3. An 
increase in PCE was achieved with increasing the annealing time up to 30 min. 
Longer annealing (60 min) resulted in more scattered PCEs with no overall 
improvement from the 30 min annealing. A small decrease in device FF was 
observed however, indicating the beginning performance degradation.  
Figure 4.4 compares J-V curves of the champion cells for each annealing duration. 
All key performance indicators corresponding to the curves in Figure 4.4 are 
summarised in Table 4.1. It is observed that air-annealing for as short as 5 min starts 
to improve all device parameters and after 15 min a significant improvement in the 
device performance can be seen with PCE escalating from an initial 5.4% to above 
9%. This remarkable improvement in the device performance originates primarily 
from a remarkable increase in VOC by over 130 mV from 0 to 30 min of air-annealing. 
Improvements in JSC are also non-negligible; however FF starts to decrease slowly 
after 15 min of air-annealing.  
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Figure 4.3 Box plots of PV indicators of CIGS cells when air-annealing was performed 
after CdS CBD for various durations. 
 
 
Figure 4.4 Light and dark J-V curves of the champion cell for each air-annealing 
duration. 
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Table 4.1 PV parameters of the champion cell for each CIGS/CdS air-annealing 
duration 
 VOC 
(V) 
JSC 
(mA/cm2) 
FF 
(%) 
PCE 
(%) 
0 min 429.0 22.2 57.1 5.4 
5 min 455.8 24.4 58.6 6.5 
15 min 523.1 26.0 65.6 8.9 
30 min 559.4 27.2 63.9 9.7 
60 min 553.5 28.0 63.5 9.8 
 
To study the material quality across the entire cell area, EL images of the champion 
cell for each type of device were performed under a current load of ~JSC with 
acquisition time of 10 min. The EL images (Figure 4.5) map the electronic quality of 
the absorber across the entire active area of the solar cell.  
 
Figure 4.5 EL images of devices with air-annealed CIGS/CdS for 0 min (A), 5 min (B), 
15 min (C), 30 min (D) and 60 min (E). The colour scale is in arbitrary units. 
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The uneven signal over the cell area can originate from the non-identical PV 
properties of all CIGS grains amplified by their solution-based nature and presence 
of local shunts and grain boundary (GB) recombination. It can be seen that the signal 
is significantly stronger in cells annealed for longer than 15 min and is the highest for 
the 30 min long anneal, which is consistent with the VOC values of these cells 
reported in Table 4.1. The voltage improvement can most likely be attributed to 
oxygen passivation of the surface and GB defects such as Se vacancies, as well as 
Cd incorporation and consequent n-type doping of the absorber close-to-surface 
region reducing both GB and interface recombination. After 60 min of air-annealing 
the EL signal weakened. During air-annealing, Cd diffusion from the buffer layer to 
the absorber surface is beneficial to adjust field profile in the SCR. Further migration 
damages junction stability and reduces carrier density of the CIGS material however 
[92][163]. In addition, oxygen was found to promote Cu liberation from the near-
surface region and migration towards the back, where it acts as compensating donor, 
decreasing the net doping density and increasing the absorber SCR width [94]. This 
results in an increase in RS and consequently a drop in FF, which was observed 
experimentally. 
 
Figure 4.6 Carrier density profiles extracted from C-V measurements at RT for various 
air-annealing durations of CIGS/CdS films. 
To evaluate the doping density of the CIGS absorber, carrier density profiles 
displayed in Figure 4.6 were extracted from the C-V measurements at room 
temperature. Longer annealing times resulted in a drop in the apparent carrier 
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density. The absorber acceptor density decreased by almost one order of magnitude 
from 2.5x1016 cm-3 (non-annealed) to 3.6x1015 cm-3 (60 min annealed). Interface 
states may contribute to the capacitance signal and therefore C-V measurement can 
give ambiguous values. Although not performed here, DLCP would be a better 
method of estimating the free carrier concentration due to its insensitivity to the 
response from interface or near-interface states [170]. Additionally, the depletion 
region width (W) at 0V bias increased with the annealing duration (Table 4.2). This is 
consistent with the findings in the literature suggesting Cu+ release from the surface 
and migration deeper into the bulk decreasing the absorber doping density either by 
direct compensation or by eliminating the negatively charged Cu vacancies [94]. 
 
Figure 4.7 EQE spectra with inset: plot of ln((1-EQE)*E)
2
 vs. E used to extract the 
material bandgap (a) and normalised PL spectra with the inset showing PL intensity of 
each signal (b) for the different annealing durations. 
From the EQE spectra in Figure 4.7 a), an increase in carrier collection from 0 to 60 
min annealing is observed at all wavelengths, agreeing with the gradual increase in 
JSC. The increase in carrier collection with annealing can result from elimination of 
interface defects or from larger depletion width. Moreover the increase of the optical 
transition through the CdS can also add to the value of JSC, as the EQE signal at low 
wavelengths (~400 nm) is progressively shifted towards higher values with the 
increase of annealing time. An increase in CIGS solar cell efficiency, mainly due to 
an increase in the device JSC was observed in the literature and was attributed to the 
elimination of the recombination centres at the p-n junction and increase of the 
optical transmittance of the CdS [171]. All the EQE curves show a lack of long 
wavelength response however. This can be attributed to a porous and poorly 
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crystallised absorber near the back contact resulting in a weak minority carrier-
collection and low carrier lifetimes in this part of the absorber. EQE spectra were 
used to determine the bandgap (Eg) of the absorber material by fitting a plot of [ln(1-
EQE)*E]2 vs. E, as displayed in the inset of Figure 4.7 a). 
Table 4.2 Summary of the bandgap, activation energy of the dominant recombination 
mechanism (EA), voltage deficit, doping density, depletion width (W) and activation 
energy of shallow defects (EA-AS) 
 Eg 
(eV) 
EA 
(eV) 
Eg/q - VOC 
(V) 
NC-V 
(x1015 cm-3) 
W at 0V 
(nm) 
EA-AS 
(meV) 
0 min 1.189 1.092 0.76 24.5 161 70 
5 min 1.185 1.240 0.73 6.49 275 222 
15 min 1.182 1.282 0.66 4.16 340 244 
30 min 1.182 1.278 0.62 4.49 341 298 
60 min 1.182 1.259 0.63 3.63 368 273 
 
The bandgaps for all air-annealing durations are summarised in Table 4.2, along with 
the calculated open-circuit voltage deficit (Eg/q - VOC) where q is the electron charge. 
A slight decrease in Eg from 1.189 eV to 1.185 eV after 5 min annealing and to 1.182 
eV above 15 min annealing is observed. This relatively small Eg reduction upon 
annealing could originate from compositional variation through the depth of the 
absorber due to atom migration and redistribution. No shift in the PL peak position 
was observed for any anneal duration however. PL spectra shown in Figure 4.7 b), 
exhibited a dominant peak at 1.21 eV. All PL peaks are shifted to higher energies 
with respect to their bandgap energy Eg (~20 meV). This shift can be caused by 
using a fixed laser wavelength (640 nm) for the measurement as a result of which 
the PL spectra would not show any compositional variation through the absorber 
depth. The laser light would be totally absorbed in the first few hundred nanometers 
of the absorber thickness. Alternatively, the shift in the PL peak relative to the Eg 
obtained from the EQE plots could also suggest that the absorber surface is slightly 
richer in Ga compared to the bulk. The inset of Figure 4.7 b) shows that PL intensity 
was enhanced with annealing duration up to 30 min and decreased for 60 min of 
annealing.  
The voltage difference between VOC and Eg/q, also called voltage deficit, is nominally 
close to 0.5 V for high quality CIGS solar cells [172]. The voltage deficit is larger than 
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0.6 V for all the devices presented here, and this difference becomes even larger 
with shorter annealing times. To examine the cause of the VOC deficiency, 
temperature-dependent measurements were performed to find the dominant 
recombination mechanism and defect energy levels. Admittance and J-V-T 
measurements were performed within a temperature range of 315-105 K. The 
activation energy for the dominant recombination mechanism (EA) can be extracted 
from the J-V-T by plotting a graph of VOC vs. temperature (Figure 4.8 a)). 
 
Figure 4.8 VOC vs. temperature from J-V-T measurement (a). The intercept of the linear 
extrapolation at T = 0 K is equal to EA/q. Arrhenius plot of the admittance spectroscopy 
data (b). The slope of the curves gives the activation energies of these transitions, EA-AS.  
Extrapolation of the linear part of the curves to T = 0 K gives an intercept equal to 
EA/q. EA values for each annealing duration are summarised and compared to the 
respective bandgaps in Table 4.2. The activation energy is equal to or close to the 
bandgap for all annealed samples, indicating that the Shockley-Read-Hall (SRH) 
recombination in the bulk is the dominant recombination mechanism in the annealed 
samples. EA is lower than the bandgap for the non-annealed CIGS cell however, 
suggesting that recombination is primarily occurring at the heterojunction interface 
[173]. Therefore, annealing of the CIGS/CdS is reducing recombination at this 
interface. Interface recombination in the non-annealed device can be a result of the 
presence of surface traps such as selenium vacancies, which are effectively 
passivated by oxygen during annealing. 
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Figure 4.9 Admittance spectra in the dark at 0 V bias (a) and J-V-T curves (b) of CIGS 
devices with junction annealed in air for various durations. 
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To analyse the energetic position of the defects within the p-n junction, admittance 
spectroscopy was conducted in equilibrium conditions (no bias applied). This 
involved measuring capacitance as a function of frequency and temperature. 
Capacitance-frequency (C(f)) curves (Figure 4.9 a)) feature a capacitance step from 
low to high frequencies. At low temperatures (105 – 165 K) the curve of the non-
annealed device features a capacitance step which is often associated with a 
discrete shallow interface state N1, with the activation energy typically in the range of 
50-200 meV. There is no capacitance step observed at low temperatures for any 
annealed sample. A step is present in the mid to high temperature range (165 – 315 
K) for all annealed samples however. A high temperature capacitance step is 
generally identified as a bulk acceptor defect N2 with the activation energy of about 
300 meV [174]. To calculate activation energies associated with these transitions, 
ln(ω0/T
2) vs. 1000/T was plotted (Figure 4.8 b)), where ω0 = 2πf0 with f0 (transition 
frequency) corresponding to the inflection points of the C(f) curves. The inflection 
points were obtained from the peak values of the G(f) spectra, where G is the 
conductance. 
Using the Arrhenius equation, activation energies of these transitions were extracted 
from the slope of the curves in Figure 4.8 b) and are summarised in Table 4.2 under 
the abbreviation EA-AS. An admittance response with activation energy of about 70 
meV was obtained in the non-annealed sample, close to the energy level of VCu 
defect. Shifts in the positions of N1 and N2 defects as compared to the literature may 
be related to the particular precursor solution chemistry or selenisation process used 
[174]. In all annealed devices, shallow defects at low temperatures possibly 
attributed to VSe or VCu are not present. The shallow interface states observed in the 
non-annealed sample seemed to sink into deeper energy levels with annealing 
however. These transitions were found at energy levels of 222, 244, 298 and 273 
meV for annealing times of 5, 15, 30 and 60 min respectively. Once more the 
suggestions of GB passivation of Se vacancies by oxygen atoms, Cd diffusion into 
VCu at absorber surface and Cu migration deep into the absorber creating deep traps 
are plausible also from the energetic point of view of these defects [94]. 
J-V-T curves displayed in Figure 4.9 b) reveal that efficiencies collapse towards 
lower temperatures, primarily due to the collapse of the FF. This can in turn be 
related to a dramatic increase in series resistance that quenches the FF. Another 
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feature observed from the J-V-T curves is the presence of a rollover at low 
temperatures, which appears in all the annealed samples. Rollover and crossover 
between light and dark J-V can be indicative of a presence of a blocking back 
contact at the Mo/CIGS interface which perhaps becomes more severe with longer 
annealing times [174]. 
The effect of air-annealing on the electrical properties of solution-processed 
CIGS/CdS films was studied. The devices with annealed CIGS/CdS junction 
exhibited an increase in all PV indicators up to 30 min of annealing. Further 
annealing was no longer beneficial to the device performance with mainly reduction 
in device FF. It was suggested that the interface states such as Se vacancies were 
effectively passivated by oxygen atoms removing shallow defects located at or near 
the CIGS/CdS heterointerface. Driven by the junction field, mobile Cu ions diffused 
deeper into the absorber however, reducing the absorber apparent doping density 
and created deep traps. Cd diffusion to the near the junction region of the absorber 
helped to adjust the charge and the field in the SCR having beneficial effect on the 
reduction of interface recombination. The electrical performance of CIGS solar cells 
is heavily influenced by the presence of deep level defects in the bulk and at the 
heterojunction interface, which are greatly affected by the junction air-annealing. 
Defect measurement techniques such as admittance spectroscopy, capacitance 
profiling and phenomena such as rollover seen in the presented air-annealed CIGS 
devices are sensitive to specific assumptions about material properties and therefore 
very difficult to interpret. Understanding the electrical characterisation is nonetheless 
a necessary step for further improvement of these amine/thiol-based solution-
processed CIGS solar cells. 
4.3.3 Annealing of a finished device 
The beneficial effects of junction air-annealing were presented, however they do not 
explain the inconsistent performance of non-annealed devices typically observed 
after variable metal evaporation runs. Therefore an experiment of annealing of a 
finished device was conducted using the same annealing conditions (180°C for 5 - 
60 min). The box plots summarising the performance of all five devices are 
presented in Figure 4.10.  
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Figure 4.10 Box plots of PV indicators of CIGS cells when air-annealing was performed 
on a finished device (Mo/CIGS/CdS/i-ZnO/AZO/Ag). 
In first 5 min of annealing, the performance increased remarkably, from 4.5 to 8.5% 
on average. The annealing significantly improved all performance indicators. 
Annealing for 15 min improved the performance even further, but to a smaller extent, 
from 8.5% to 9% on average. Annealing the devices for longer (30 min and above) 
resulted in performance degradation, with main performance losses in the device JSC 
and FF. The reduction of JSC was not observed previously in the annealing of 
absorber surface or junction. Hence, it is probable that the air-annealing of the full 
device has negative effects on the TCO causing the JSC to decrease. Sputtered Al-
doped ZnO was deposited at RT, but depositing AZO films at slightly higher than RT 
(100°C) was shown to have beneficial effects on the conductivity and overall 
crystallinity of this TCO [175]. Annealing AZO in air can cause the resistivity to 
increase by two orders of magnitude however [176]. The exposure of the AZO to 
humidity and atmospheric species such as O2 and CO2 was shown to degrade the 
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AZO film quality. This could cause an increase in series resistance of CIGS devices 
reducing the FF as well as to reduce the JSC by formation of shunt paths [177]. 
Figure 4.11 shows the J-V and EQE curves of the best device for each annealing 
duration. Table 4.3 summarises the performance parameters. A remarkable shift in 
the J-V and EQE curves towards higher values was observed for all the annealed 
devices relative to the non-annealed reference device. There is a decrease in the 
EQE signal at wavelengths > 550 nm and an increase of the EQE signal in the 
absorption region of the CdS for the samples annealed for ≥ 30 min. This indicates 
that the transmission through the CdS improved with the annealing time, however 
the overall collection at all wavelengths corresponding to the absorption in the 
absorber layer was reduced.  
 
Figure 4.11 J-V (left) and EQE (right) curves of the best device for each annealing 
duration. 
Table 4.3 PV parameters of the champion cell for different annealing durations of the 
complete device 
 VOC 
(V) 
JSC 
(mA/cm2) 
FF 
(%) 
PCE 
(%) 
0 min 429.0 22.2 57.1 5.4 
5 min 563.3 25.6 65.0 9.4 
15 min 556.7 26.5 65.0 9.6 
30 min 545.8 25.7 64.0 9.0 
60 min 542.4 25.6 63.0 8.7 
 
Hence, annealing of a finished device is also possible and brings the advantage of 
adjusting the annealing time by measuring the device before and after annealing. On 
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the other hand, the annealing time of finished devices is limited by the stability of the 
TCO, which will start to reduce device FF and JSC fast, after only few minutes of 
annealing in air. 
4.4 TRPL study of CIGS free surface degradation by prolonged air-
exposure 
TRPL studies of the high efficiency vacuum-based CIGS solar cells discovered that 
the minority carrier lifetime can decrease by two orders of magnitude when the films 
were exposed to air for as short as several hours. However after the CdS deposition, 
lifetime did not change and the samples were more stable in air [178][179]. As 
different processing steps in the fabrication of solution-processed solar cells have 
different throughputs and the samples are handled in air between various stages, it 
is important to study the atmospherically-induced degradation of these absorbers. 
This study consisted in measuring device minority carrier lifetime decay using TRPL 
at various times of sample being exposed to ambient air. In the experiment, a 
selenised CIGS absorber was fractured in three pieces. A sample referred to as 
“CIGS” was measured directly after being removed from the selenisation furnace. 
The other two samples were coated with the CdS buffer layer and one of them was 
in addition subjected to a thermal annealing in air for 30 min at 180°C. These were 
named as “CIGS/CdS” and “CIGS/CdS+air-anneal” respectively.  
The carrier lifetime of all the samples was measured using TRPL at different times 
after being exposed to air. Figure 4.12 shows TRPL decay curves of the bare CIGS 
film several minutes, hours or even days or weeks after being removed from the 
selenisation furnace and brought to the measurement system. The TRPL decay 
curves shown in Figure 4.12 a) were measured on the same spot of the sample and 
the laser beam was blocked between the measurements. In Figure 4.12 b), the laser 
was moved to another spot on the sample. The minority carrier lifetimes were 
extracted fitting a double-exponential function: 
𝐼𝑃𝐿(𝑡) = 𝐼0 + 𝐴1𝑒
−(𝑡−𝑡0)/𝜏1 + 𝐴2𝑒
−(𝑡−𝑡0)/𝜏2   [4.2] 
where 𝐼𝑃𝐿 is the PL intensity as a function of time after a fast laser pulse excites 
carriers in the sample, 𝐼0 , 𝐴1 , 𝐴2  are coefficients and 𝜏1 , 𝜏2  are decay times 
corresponding to initial (fast) and final (slow) sections of the decay curves [164]. The 
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minority carrier lifetimes after different absorber air-exposure times are summarised 
in Table 4.4. 
 
Figure 4.12 TRPL decay curves measured at 1040 nm on the uncoated CIGS absorber: 
on the same spot (degradation accelerated by the exposure to the laser beam) (a) and on 
different spots of the sample surface after prolonged exposure to air for several days (b). 
Table 4.4 Minority carrier lifetimes as a function of the air-exposure time for the 
uncoated CIGS absorber extracted from the TRPL decay curves 
 Time exposed to air Lifetime (𝝉𝟐) 
(ns) 
On the same spot: effect of the 
high-intensity laser beam 
initial 2.80 
5 min 2.82 
30 min 2.65 
1 h 2.28 
2 h 1.95 
4h 1.90 
Different spots: effect of air-
exposure only 
1 day 1.86 
1 week 1.70 
1 month 1.42 
 
The bare absorbers were found to degrade rapidly after being exposed to ambient 
conditions. After just one day of air-exposure the lifetime decreased from 2.80 ns to 
1.86 ns. The lifetime further decreased after 1 week to 1.70 ns and after 1 month to 
1.42 ns. The TRPL signal intensity decreased spectacularly as well. The lifetime 
degradation after bare absorber air-exposure was previously observed by Metzger et 
al. and Shirakata et al. [178][179]. However the lifetime degradation is not as 
spectacular for these devices as for the high efficiency co-evaporated CIGS, where 
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the lifetime of 250 ns decreased to only 1 ns after 1 day of air-exposure [178]. Figure 
4.12 a) shows that the laser light itself accelerates the film degradation, which was 
also observed in the literature [164].  
 
Figure 4.13 TRPL decay curves measured at 1040 nm on the uncoated CIGS absorber, 
CIGS/CdS and CIGS/CdS sample treated with air-annealing for 30 min at 180°C. The 
TRPL was measured straight after the deposition, 1 day, 1 week and 1 month later. 
A method to avoid the degradation by air-exposure is to deposit the CdS buffer layer 
as fast as possible. Figure 4.13 shows the TRPL decay curves of bare absorbers 
and CIGS/CdS films with and without the junction air-annealing after being exposed 
to air for different times. Table 4.5 summarises the measured carrier lifetimes for the 
three samples. The lifetime and the TRPL signal intensity strongly decreased with 
prolonged air-exposure of the uncoated CIGS. In contrast, the CIGS/CdS samples 
were observed to be relatively stable, keeping the lifetime above 2 ns even after 1 
month of air-exposure. The lifetime measured after the CdS deposition was not 
higher than the lifetime of the uncoated CIGS initially, therefore it is thought that the 
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CdS does not passivate the absorber surface, but its role consists in protecting the 
exposed CIGS surface from the air-induced degradation.  
Table 4.5 Carrier lifetimes of uncoated CIGS film, CIGS/CdS and CIGS/CdS after air-
annealing as a function of air-exposure time 
Lifetime (𝝉𝟐) 
(ns) 
CIGS CIGS/CdS CIGS/CdS + air-annealing 
initial 2.80 2.21 2.35 
1 day 1.86 2.22 2.13 
1 week 1.70 2.01 2.24 
1 month 1.42 2.00 2.38 
 
The lifetimes of the air-annealed CIGS/CdS appear to be slightly higher than those of 
the non-annealed CIGS/CdS, and show no signs of degradation even after 1 month 
of air-exposure. The values for the measured lifetimes fluctuate between 2.1-2.4 ns 
for the four different measurements which can be interpreted by a small change in 
material properties of different points measured on the sample rather than an 
increase of the carrier lifetime with air-exposure. 
The lifetime degradation was strongly correlated with the degradation of the opto-
electronic properties of the CIGS films and consequently device performance. No 
devices were made from these films, however Metzger et al. observed a degradation 
of efficiency from 16% (lifetime of 40 ns after air-exposure of 10 min) down to 5% 
(lifetime of 0.3 ns after air-exposure of 21h) [164]. The studied solution-processed 
devices have a clearly different material quality and properties than the vacuum-
processed devices, resulting in much lower initial lifetimes and a different 
degradation rate. However the importance of coating the CIGS absorbers quickly 
with CdS was emphasised in this study. The origins of the lifetime degradation with 
air-exposure are not yet fully understood. The chemical bath would remove surface 
features such as metal oxides or selenides that would form on the surface and 
induce strong surface recombination [180]. Consequently these are not directly 
responsible for the observed lifetime degradation [164]. A possibility of Na reaction 
with O2 and H2O from air was also suggested [169]. 
4.5 Conclusions 
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The air-annealing experiments were performed at various stages of device 
fabrication: after absorber selenisation, after CdS junction formation and annealing of 
a finished device. It was concluded that the air-annealing has beneficial effects on 
device performance, however the junction has to be formed first. The annealing of 
the bare absorber accelerated the absorber degradation associated with rapid drop 
of the minority carrier lifetime when exposed to air. The absorber degradation was 
related to the affinity between Na with the ambient species such as H2O and O2 
rather than formation of oxide and selenide related traps at the absorber surface. 
The immediate capping of the CIGS absorber with CdS buffer was found to be vital 
to preserve high device efficiencies. 
The annealing of the CIGS/CdS junction in air caused an increase in all PV 
parameters up to 30 min of annealing at 180°C. The most spectacular was the 
increase in VOC, which was attributed to the passivation of interface and GB defects 
such as Se vacancies by oxygen atoms. In addition, oxygen helped to liberate Cu 
atoms from near-surface region and their redistribution in the absorber. The formed 
Cu vacancies near the CdS heterojunction were filled with the Cd2+ ions diffusing 
from the CdS which is thought to be beneficial to restore the interface charge and 
adjust the field profile in the SCR. Positive effects of the interdiffusion resulted in 
higher JSC due to better junction quality, increase in SCR width and improved 
transmission through CdS layer. Too long annealing caused reduction of the doping 
density and creation of deep trap states in the absorber, attributed to the excessive 
Cu diffusion deeper into the bulk. The FF of the device started to collapse due to 
increased series resistance. 
Annealing of the full CIGS device is also beneficial; however prolonged air-annealing 
of the front contact TCO degrades its quality, resulting in an increase in RS and 
decrease in JSC with annealing for longer than 15 min. Consequently, the annealing 
duration of a CIGS/CdS interface is limited by the Cu diffusion deeper to the 
absorber, whereas the annealing duration of a finished CIGS device is limited by the 
stability of the front contact AZO, which is prone to degrade in humid and hot 
ambient conditions. The annealing duration has to be therefore carefully optimised 
as it is strongly dependent on the specific material electronic quality and fabrication 
processes employed. 
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CHAPTER 5 
Development of selenisation 
process and compositional 
variation 
 
 
5.1 Scope 
During selenisation, the precursor layers are converted into the chalcopyrite-
structured Cu(In,Ga)Se2 phase. This is a critical step as it involves high 
temperatures and determines the final morphology of the CIGS absorber. The choice 
of selenisation configuration and conditions has to be carefully optimised to achieve 
the best quality absorber material. The aim of this chapter is to study the effects of 
different selenisation parameters on the morphological, structural and compositional 
properties of CIGS absorber layers and solar cells prepared by spray-coating. The 
copper content was found to have a strong effect on film and finished solar cell 
properties. Film Cu content variation is discussed in the last section of this chapter. 
5.2 Comparison of selenisation configurations using a two-zone 
tube furnace 
In the course of this work, several selenisation configurations and reactor types were 
employed with the aim of identifying the optimum absorber crystallisation conditions. 
CIS and CIGS absorbers with base-line Cu0.8InSe2 and Cu0.9In0.7Ga0.3Se2 
compositions were prepared by spray deposition as described in Chapter 2. Unless 
stated otherwise, SLG substrates were used to provide alkali doping of the 
absorbers. For each selenisation configuration, the sample is compared to a 
reference sample selenised in the tube furnace using a standard process, involving 
the use of a graphite box and a closed reactor vessel. 
5.2.1 Development of a standard selenisation process using graphite box 
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The tube furnace used in this approach allows for independent temperature control 
of two heating zones; although only one zone was used for selenisation of the 
precursor. The as-deposited precursor of 2.5 x 5 cm2 is placed inside a porous 
graphite box. Selenium pellets are placed into holes inside the box surrounding the 
sample. The box is then sealed with a lid and placed in the middle of the left-hand 
heating zone of the tube furnace. The lid has a small - 1 mm diameter - hole in the 
centre allowing for pressure equilibration; hence the box is only partially closed. The 
graphite box is shown in Figure 5.1. The temperature is measured with a 
thermocouple which is placed under the graphite box. The selenisation process 
takes place in a tube sealed at both ends, allowing for higher Se partial pressure. 
The tube is first purged with N2 several times to remove all the oxygen from the 
deposition atmosphere. The starting pressure was set to 450 Torr. Due to the 
temperature increase in the tube, the working pressure increased during selenisation 
and typically reached around 750 Torr at the end of the process. The nominal 
selenisation temperature was 540°C with a ramping rate of approximately 35°C/min, 
but the actual temperature read by the thermocouple was typically only 525°C. The 
relatively high starting pressure delays the selenium evaporation. This is important in 
order to avoid evaporation of all of the selenium too early in the process such as 
during the ramping stage, which lasts for about 15 minutes. The temperature and 
pressure profiles are displayed in Figure 5.1 b). Depending on the back contact 
design (whether or not a Mo-N diffusion barrier is included) selenisation took 50-90 
minutes including ramping. 
 
Figure 5.1 Snapshot of the selenisation graphite box (a) and temperature/pressure 
profiles as a function of selenisation duration (b). 
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Typical film morphology after selenisation using this configuration and parameter set 
is shown in Figure 5.2. CIS films exhibit slightly larger grains than CIGS even after a 
shorter selenisation time. It was observed that CIGS absorbers are more difficult to 
recrystallise due to their more complex chemical structure involving an additional 
element. However CIGS solar cells benefit from improved electrical properties as the 
material absorption curve is slightly better tailored to AM1.5G spectrum and the 
possibility of optional bandgap grading. Both CIS and CIGS absorbers have a bilayer 
morphology consisting of large grains at the surface and smaller grains underneath. 
Similar bilayer absorber morphologies have previously been obtained from solution-
processing of CIGS and CZTS absorbers [59][181]. The CIGS grains do not extend 
through the entire depth of the film; however the fine-grained layer provides 
adequate electrical contacting allowing the device to function. The bilayer 
morphology has often been attributed to the presence of impurities introduced from 
the starting materials, a large carbon and oxygen content, insufficient Se partial 
pressure during selenisation or incomplete selenisation leaving unreacted cations 
behind [86][181][182][183]. The existence of the underlying fine-grained layer has 
previously been explained as a result of material rejection from the growing film as 
cations diffuse to the reaction front [181].  
 
Figure 5.2 SEM cross-section of CIS absorber on bare Mo selenised for 50 min (a) and 
CIGS absorber on Mo/Mo-N/Mo selenised for 90 min (b). 
The device efficiency is largely dependent on the thickness of the large-grain layer 
[182]. In the work presented here, the use of metal chalcogenides minimises the 
impurities introduced from the precursors, and any carbon in the films comes from 
the coating solvents. The presence of oxygen is a consequence of the deposition 
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being carried out in air; however this is something that cannot be avoided using the 
process described in this work. Moreover, oxygen atoms are displaced by selenium 
during selenisation [184]. Consequently, in the following sub-sections, the 
selenisation configuration and conditions were modified in order to achieve an 
improved crystal growth. 
5.2.2 Two-zone selenisation approach 
Selenium plays a crucial role in the growth of CIGS films and the film quality 
depends on the selenisation technique, Se compounds and overall reaction kinetics. 
When elemental selenium is thermally evaporated, the selenium molecules are 
arranged into large molecular chains, typically Sex with x > 5. These have low 
chemical activity resulting in low selenium incorporation into the film [185]. Moreover, 
the physisorption of large Se molecules leads to increases in point defects resulting 
in three-dimensional growth with rough surfaces and small grain sizes [186]. In2Se 
and Ga2Se gaseous phases form locally, creating non-uniformity in the film 
stoichiometry and causing crystal structure deterioration within the film [187]. Using 
more reactive H2Se vapours instead of Se vapours would increase the level of Se 
incorporation into the sample resulting in superior morphological features and in-
depth compositional uniformity [188].  However H2Se is the most toxic selenium 
compound making this selenisation technique very hazardous. Several groups report 
using thermal cracking of selenium to decompose selenium clusters into smaller and 
more highly reactive molecules [185][186][187]. The selenium cracking was achieved 
using an RF plasma discharge chamber or by thermal cracking using a high 
temperature cracking unit [186][187]. Cracked selenium used for selenisation of 
CIGS films was shown to result in smooth and dense films containing large grains 
[186]. 
Following the ideology of the selenium cracking and its beneficial effects on the 
crystallisation and compositional uniformity of the absorber, the two zones of the 
selenisation furnace were used to decouple the selenium source from the substrate. 
The two zones were heated separately, the sample at 540°C and the crucible 
containing Se pellets at 800°C to attempt selenium thermal cracking. The selenium 
source heating was delayed for 20 min allowing for the substrate to reach the dwell 
temperature first. The selenisation was 80 min long, including both ramping up 
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(~35°C/min) and the delay time. The heating profiles as set by the controller for both 
heating zones are shown in Figure 5.3.  
 
Figure 5.3 Heating profiles of the two zones set by the furnace temperature controller.  
The tube was purged with nitrogen and then sealed at both ends so as to prevent 
any gas flow within the system. The selenium flux was transported towards the 
substrate solely by thermal convection due to the temperature gradient across the 
tube. Figure 5.4 shows a diagram comparing this selenisation configuration with the 
standard selenisation where samples contained together with selenium pellets are 
heated in one zone of the furnace. 
 
Figure 5.4 Selenisation configurations: base-line selenisation using graphite box (a) and 
two-zone selenisation (b). 
The CIS precursor films were selenised at three different starting pressures, 50, 150 
and 300 Torr. At the end of the process, the pressure inside the tube was raised to 
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240, 360 and 780 Torr respectively. 600 mg of Se in the form of pellets was placed 
inside the quartz crucible at the right-hand side of the heating zone (Zone B). At the 
end of the process no remaining selenium was present in the crucible.  
Figure 5.5 shows SEM cross-section images of the selenised absorbers. The 
absorber morphologies are very different from those selenised using the graphite 
box (Figure 5.2), having larger grains near the back contact with decreasing 
pressures. Despite the large grains present, especially for the sample selenised at 
50 Torr, the absorbers seem to contain secondary phases in addition to the 
chalcopyrite-structured CIS phase. 
 
Figure 5.5 Raman spectra and SEM cross-sections of CIS films selenised by two-zone 
approach at three different starting pressures. 
Raman analysis (Figure 5.5) confirms the formation of a CuInSe2 phase (Raman A1 
peak identified at 172 cm-1) for all samples. The small peak at ~ 210 cm-1 seen in the 
150 and 300 Torr samples corresponds to the B2/E signal of the CuInSe2 phase. 
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Raman spectra of the sample selenised at 150 Torr also contain a peak at 260 cm-1 
corresponding to the CuxSe secondary phase. The absorber selenised at 50 Torr 
with the largest grains has a very different Raman spectrum, with two dominant 
peaks at ~ 121 and 225 cm-1. These might be a result of In-Se phases being present 
in the film [189].  
None of the absorber layers presented above gave a working solar cell, probably 
due to the presence of secondary phases. As the tube is relatively long (more than 
1m) and with a volume of approximately 4.3 L, the selenium partial pressure over the 
sample is likely to be much lower than inside a closed graphite box. Subsequently, 
significantly more selenium (2g) was added into the crucible. The absorber layer 
morphology after selenisation at a starting pressure of 100 Torr is shown in Figure 
5.6 as compared with two absorbers selenised using a graphite box.  
 
Figure 5.6 XRD patterns and SEM cross-section of CuIn(S,Se)2 devices selenised by 
two-zone approach and using the graphite box with and without Mo-N barrier layer at 
the back contact. MoSe2 layer is highlighted in red. 
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The SEM images in Figure 5.6 show the cross-section through the full CIGS device 
with AZO as a front contact. These are prepared on bare Mo and on a modified 
Mo/Mo-N/Mo back contact, and as a consequence contain a thick and thin MoSe2 
layer respectively. The absorber selenised using the two-zone approach was 
prepared on bare Mo. Its morphology is similar to the absorber morphology of the 
samples selenised in the graphite box. However despite not using the Mo-N barrier 
layer at the back contact, only a thin MoSe2 layer was formed. The XRD patterns in 
Figure 5.6 show peaks corresponding to the chalcopyrite structure of the tetragonal 
CuIn(S,Se)2 phase (JCPDS 31-1311). Table 5.1 summarises the FWHM of the CIS 
(112) dominant peak at ~ 27° and the Mo(110)/MoSe2(100) peak intensity ratio 
extracted from the XRD scans. 
Table 5.1 FWHM of the dominant (112) CIS peak and the Mo (110)/MoSe2 (110) peak 
intensity ratio 
 FWHM CuInSe2 (112) 
(°) 
Mo (110)/MoSe2 (100) intensity ratio 
Two-zone 0.228 22.57 
Mo-N barrier 0.207 30.12 
No barrier 0.164 5.11 
 
The intensity of the most pronounced MoSe2 (100) peak at 2θ ≈ 32° as compared to 
the main Mo (110) peak at 2θ ≈ 41° was substantially reduced when the two-zone 
selenisation was employed and was almost non-existent when the barrier layer was 
present. The FWHM of the dominant (112) peak of the CuInSSe phase gives an 
indication of the crystal quality of the absorber. The FWHM is lowest for the “no 
barrier” sample, 0.164° as compared to 0.207° and 0.228° for the ‘Mo-N barrier’ and 
‘Two-zone’ samples respectively.  This is indicative of a slightly better crystal quality 
for the absorber selenised using the graphite box. This may be attributable to the 
lack of large-grained layer typically formed at the absorber surface during the two-
zone selenisation. Improved absorber quality in the device without the Mo-N barrier 
relative to the device with a Mo-N layer is contradictory to what was demonstrated in 
Chapter 3 regarding the positive role of Mo-N not only in preventing excessive 
MoSe2 formation but also in enabling improved absorber crystallisation. In this case, 
the inferior absorber quality of the ‘Mo-N barrier’ sample as suggested by the XRD 
might be caused by an increased absorber thickness, with a 75% thicker fine-grained 
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layer. From the SEM cross-sections, the large-grained/fine-grained absorber bilayer 
structure is clearly seen in the devices selenised using the graphite box. Although 
the size of the large grains on the surface of the absorber is approximately the same 
(~500 nm) in both cases, the poorly crystallised layer varies in thickness due to the 
manual nature of the deposition technique. The large grains are not observed on the 
absorber surface after the two-zone selenisation, hence the FWHM is highest for the 
sample selenised using this process. Figure 5.7 shows J-V curves for these three 
samples. Table 5.2 summarises the PV performance parameters for each of the 
curves.  
 
Figure 5.7 Light and dark J-V curves for the representative cell of the three devices: 
‘Two-zone’, ‘Mo-N barrier’ and ’no barrier’. The inset shows the box plot of the FF 
from 6 cells for each device. 
Table 5.2 PV performance parameters for curves in Figure 5.7 
 VOC 
(V) 
JSC 
(mA/cm2) 
FF 
(%) 
PCE 
(%) 
Two-zone 0.398 27.5 46.7 5.12 
Mo-N barrier 0.386 30.7 42.7 5.07 
No barrier 0.436 30.6 38.5 5.13 
 
All three devices yielded very similar performance with efficiencies of approximately 
5%. It should be noted that these were CIS devices prepared at the very early stages 
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of this work. CIS devices generally have inferior efficiencies due to lower, less 
optimum bandgaps than CIGS, which result in a lower VOC. The sample with the Mo-
N barrier layer was one of the first samples containing this modified back contact and 
its deposition process had not been fully optimised. The samples do not contain Ag 
grids and were not subjected to any junction annealing treatments. The JSC of the 
samples selenised using the graphite box is ~3 mA/cm2 greater than that of the 
sample selenised using the two-zone approach. This is consistent with the inferior 
structural features of the two-zone selenised absorber such as the absence of the 
large-grained surface layer. VOC is highest for the ‘no barrier’ device, and is ~50 mV 
higher than the identically selenised device containing the Mo-N barrier. This last 
sample had a much thicker fine-grained layer and hence a larger density of grain 
boundaries. These act as recombination centres and are probably responsible for 
the lower VOC in the sample with substantially thicker absorber layer. 
Finally, the FF (inset of Figure 5.7) improved with the implementation of the Mo-N 
barrier layer at the back contact, and was highest for the ‘two-zone’ device. The 
improved FF can be attributed to the reduction of MoSe2 formation through either 
implementation of the Mo-N barrier or through using the two-zone selenisation 
process. MoSe2 is very resistive and causes increased RS of the back contact. The 
improvement of the FF using the two-zone selenisation may also be the result of 
different absorber grain growth. In this approach, the large-grained/fine-grained 
morphology is not present, and instead grains of an intermediate size are observed 
throughout the entire absorber layer thickness. This might result in lower RS due to 
the absence of the resistive fine-grained layer near the back contact. 
Smaller MoSe2 layer formation and inferior absorber layer quality without large 
grains at the surface suggest either that in the two-zone selenisation approach 
selenium failed to become more reactive or its supply towards the sample was 
insufficient to recrystallise the absorber. The selenisation tube is over 1 m long with 
exposed (cold) ends. Selenium vapour spreads in the whole tube and it is likely that 
Se partial pressure over the sample is lower than when the sample is enclosed in a 
graphite box. For the formation of large grains during selenisation, the smallest 
possible reaction vessels, such as ampoules have typically been shown to be the 
most efficient [190]. In addition, it was observed that selenisation was significantly 
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affected by the tube aging and few results could be reliably reproduced. 
Consequently, the two-zone selenisation approach was not studied further and it was 
concluded that the use of graphite box for selenisation was necessary to achieve 
high selenium partial pressures and consequently better absorber crystallinity. 
5.2.3 Multiple and longer selenisation using graphite box 
Multiple selenisation has been suggested as a means to improve overall absorber 
quality and device reproducibility [191]. The concept consists of depositing thinner 
precursor layers followed by their selenisation and repeating the 
deposition/selenisation process steps several times until sufficient absorber 
thickness is achieved. As a result, a more compact absorber morphology without 
presence of holes, cracks and multilayer structures was achieved [191]. In this work, 
a double selenisation was performed using the sprayed amine/thiol-based CIGS 
precursors. Instead of spraying the absorber in 6 layers, a thinner film (3 layers) was 
deposited and subsequently selenised. This spraying/selenising step was then 
repeated. Both selenisations were 50 min long including the temperature ramping 
time. As the total duration of this selenisation is 100 min, the device performance 
and absorber morphology were compared to devices selenised for different durations. 
It is important to highlight that longer or multiple selenisations were possible owing to 
the application of the Mo-N diffusion barrier layer against selenium at the back 
contact. Without the use of the barrier layer, the MoSe2 resulting from selenisation 
durations above 50 min was too thick, causing films to delaminate and drastically 
reducing device performance. The SEM cross-section and surface images of the 
CIGS absorbers for selenisation times ranging between 50 and 90 min as well as of 
the double-selenised absorber are shown in Figure 5.8.  
From the SEM images it is clear that the grain size in the top crystallised absorber 
layer increased progressively with longer selenisation times, from 50 to 90 min. 
However in all of these the fine-grained layer is still present, meaning that the 
precursor was not fully converted into large CIGS grains. The surface grains in the 
double (50 + 50 min) selenised absorber were actually smaller, similar to the single-
selenised top layer after 50 min. Larger grains, similar in size to the surface grains, 
are present in the bulk of the double-selenised sample. A small gap separating the 
two sprayed/selenised stacks can be observed in the middle of the absorber. 
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Figure 5.8 SEM images for different selenisation durations of CIGS absorbers. 
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XRD patterns of these films are presented in Figure 5.9. Distinct peaks 
corresponding to the chalcopyrite structure of CuIn0.5Ga0.5(S,Se)2 (JCPDS 40-1488) 
are identified along with the reflections of Mo and MoSe2 at the back contact. The 
intensity of the MoSe2 (100) peak at 2θ ~32° is very small confirming that the Mo-N 
barrier effectively reduced MoSe2 formation. The extracted FWHM of the dominant 
(112) CIGS peak gives an indication of the crystal growth during selenisation. The 
values for all selenisation conditions are summarised in Table 5.3. The FWHM 
decreased by almost half from 0.254° to 0.134° with increased selenisation time from 
50 to 90 min. This confirms the observations from the SEM images regarding 
increased crystal sizes resulting from longer selenisations. The FWHM value for the 
double-selenised sample is 0.162°, implying a relative crystal quality between those 
of the 70 and 90 min selenised absorbers. This can be attributed to the larger grains 
present not only at the absorber surface, but also near the back contact.  
 
Figure 5.9 XRD patterns of Mo/CIGS layers selenised for different durations. 
Table 5.3 FWHM and intensity of the dominant CIGS (112) peak giving an indication of 
the absorber crystal quality 
 FWHM CIGS (112) 
(°) 
Intensity 
(arb. units) 
50 min 0.254 2137 
70 min 0.193 3198 
90 min 0.134 4705 
50 + 50 min 0.162 3659 
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The box plots of PV parameters and light and dark J-V characteristics of the 
champion cell for each selenisation process are displayed in Figure 5.10. The key 
performance indicators corresponding to each of the J-V curves are summarised in 
Table 5.4. As suggested from SEM and XRD analysis, the best performing device 
consists of the CIGS absorber selenised for 90 min. From the box plots, the 90 min 
selenised device has the highest JSC (an average of 33 mA/cm
2), which is on 
average 4 mA/cm2 higher than the sample with the second highest JSC after 70 min 
of absorber selenisation. The JSC follows the same trend as the absorber surface 
crystal size. The JSC is surprisingly low in the double-selenised sample (~25 mA/cm
2 
on average), which might be due to the presence of the gap between the two large-
grained layers, and consequent reduced carrier transport between the individual 
grains.  
Figure 5.10 Box plots formed of 6 devices for each selenisation duration and J-V curves 
of a representative CIGS cell with PV parameters summarised in Table 5.4. 
The increase in FF for the double-selenised sample is most likely associated with the 
improved crystallisation in the bulk of the absorber. This sample has the lowest RS 
as a consequence of the lack of the porous fine-grained layer seen in the other 
samples. The champion device (90 min selenisation time) does not exhibit the best 
values for the parasitic resistances RS and RSH, but it does have the smallest ideality 
factor (n) and dark saturation current density (J0) and highest FF (Table 5.4). The 
unintentional thickness variation due to the manual deposition method can also 
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affect the relative solar cell performances and consequently the scatter of the J-V 
parameter data (Figure 5.10). The poorest performance was achieved for the CIGS 
cell selenised for only 50 min, having the highest values for n and J0, as well as 
highest RS. The absorber in this device had the lowest degree of crystallinity, largely 
reflected in the device performance, especially in the JSC and RS values. 
Table 5.4 PV performance indicators of the representative cell for each selenisation 
duration 
 PCE 
(%) 
FF 
(%) 
VOC 
(V) 
JSC 
(mA/cm2) 
RS 
(Ω/cm2) 
RSH 
(Ω/cm2) 
n J0 
(mA/cm2) 
50 min 8.2 59.9 0.551 24.9 1.554 502.4 2.48 4.56x10-3 
70 min 9.3 59.2 0.574 27.5 1.007 161.3 2.17 8.92x10-4 
90 min 12.2 65.6 0.573 32.4 1.206 419.9 1.78 1.19x10-4 
50 + 50 min 9.4 62.9 0.575 25.9 0.942 227.5 1.91 2.12x10-4 
 
The results presented here underline the necessity of long selenisations for these 
amine/thiol and metal chalcogenide-based precursors in order to achieve better 
absorber crystallinity and consequent device performance. Further electrical 
characterisation was performed on these devices, especially on the champion 12.2% 
efficient cell in order to identify their performance losses. Figure 5.11 b) shows the 
extracted doping profiles from the C-V measurements at 300 K. The doping densities 
were estimated from the minima of these curves. The net doping density is the 
lowest for the 50 min selenised device. This sample has a typical U-shape profile. 
The doping profiles of all other samples have an unusual shape presenting a local 
maximum and two minima. It seems reasonable to assume that the unusual doping 
density profile is connected to the large-grained/small-grained structure of the 
devices. It could represent either a genuine doping profile or an artefact caused by 
the roughness and incomplete coverage of the large crystal layer. The SEM cross-
sections (Figure 5.8) indicate that the devices which display this double dip 
characteristic have a much larger top crystal region (~500nm) compared to the 50 
min selenised device (< 200 nm). This can be interpreted as the large crystal region 
being fully depleted in the devices with short selenisation times, whereas for the long 
and double selenisations the depletion width crosses the interface between the large 
and small layers during the voltage sweep. This is not consistent with the measured 
profile depth <x> as this measure is strongly affected by deep defects and interface 
states, which could have artificially lowered its value [111]. 
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The EQE spectra of these devices are shown in Figure 5.11 a). The 90 min 
selenised device has a much higher EQE signal at all wavelengths. The carrier 
collection is mostly improved in longer wavelengths, where the gradual decay of the 
EQE is less severe than for the other devices. The small decay below 530 nm is due 
to the absorption in the CdS layer. The inset of Figure 5.11 a) shows the extracted 
bandgaps (Eg) from the band edge of the EQE curves. The bandgap values as well 
as the absorber net doping densities (NC-V) for each sample are summarised in 
Table 5.5.  
 
Figure 5.11 EQE curves (a) and doping profile extracted from C-V measurement at RT. 
Table 5.5 Bandgap and doping density NC-V from C-V performed at RT. The NC-V values 
were obtained from the minima of the doping density profiles 
 Eg 
(eV) 
NC-V 
(cm-3) 
50 min 1.2 1.58 x 1016 
70 min 1.19 3.10 x 1016 
90 min 1.16 5.63 x 1016 
50 + 50 min 1.19 2.30 x 1016 
 
The small apparent reduction in bandgap with increasing selenisation duration is 
most likely related to low-level Ga loss from the absorber during annealing. To 
evaluate whether the Ga loss from the film occurs, EDX analysis was performed and 
the calculated CGI and GGI ratios are summarised in Table 5.6. The EDX 
compositional analysis confirms that there is a small loss in Ga and Cu from the film 
subjected to 90 min long selenisation as compared to the other films. 
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Table 5.6 CGI and GGI ratios of the different CIGS films calculated from the 
compositional analysis of the absorber films using EDX 
 Targeted 50 min 70 min 90 min 50 + 50 min 
CGI 0.9 0.87 0.84 0.8 0.84 
GGI 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.27 0.29 
 
Temperature dependent current density – voltage (J-V-T) measurements are useful 
for determining the dominant recombination path of the CIGS solar cell. By plotting 
VOC vs. temperature (Figure 5.12 a)), the activation energy for recombination (EA) 
can be extracted through linear extrapolation of the plot to T = 0 K. The activation 
energy was found to be 1.12 eV and 1.18 eV for the 90 and 50 min selenised 
devices respectively. Activation energy equal to the bandgap would indicate that the 
major recombination mechanism is the Schottky-Read–Hall (SRH) recombination in 
the bulk, which is the usual mechanism in high-performance CIGS cells [172]. 
However in this case, the EA is lower than the bandgap for both devices which 
indicates interface recombination is taking place. Therefore further improvement of 
the CIGS/CdS junction as outlined in Chapter 4 might be beneficial for further 
improvement of device performance. 
To investigate the absorption properties of both 50 and 90 min selenised devices in 
greater depth, a multi wavelength-laser-beam induced current (LBIC) measurement 
was performed on a cell of each sample type. Six independent lasers covering the 
wavelength range from 405 to 1060 nm were swept across the cell. The output in the 
form of the absorber’s EQE signal at each wavelength of the light sources was 
collected from the whole cell area with a resolution of greater than 2200 pt/mm2. The 
EQE maps for the two studied absorbers are displayed in Figure 5.12 b). The lowest 
wavelength laser at 405 nm shows the absorption in the CdS layer. At 532 nm, 
absorption occurs in the CIGS absorber in the near-surface region. The absorption at 
this wavelength is highest for both devices and corresponds to absorption in the 
large-grained layer. At higher wavelengths the absorption falls off, especially for the 
50 min selenised sample. This is caused by the presence of the underlying lower 
quality fine-grained layer. In the 90 min selenised absorber, attenuation of the LBIC 
signal is much slower. The 530 nm and 690 nm lasers gave similar output, showing 
that the large-grained layer extended much deeper into the absorber. 980 nm laser 
excitation gives an indication of the EQE near the back contact of the absorber. 1060 
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nm laser excitation is close to or slightly above absorber bandgap and consequently 
there is limited absorption at this wavelength.  
 
Figure 5.12 VOC vs. T obtained from J-V-T measurement (a), EQE maps extracted from 
LBIC measurement across the cell using 6 lasers of different wavelengths (b) for 50 and 
90 min selenised CIGS and EL image of the 90 min cell under current load of ~JSC and 
acquisition time of 10 min (c). The EL and LBIC maps have arbitrary units. 
An EL image of the 12.2% efficient cell, selenised for 90 min, is displayed in Figure 
5.12 c). This shows a spatial inhomogeneity of the cell voltage output under an 
injected current of ~JSC. To find out the origin of this disparity, a TEM cross-section 
was performed at two different points on the cell shown in Figure 5.13 a). Image A 
corresponds to point A on the EL map (Figure 5.12 c)) with a high EL signal, and 
image B corresponds to point B with a much lower EL signal. Both TEM cross-
sections show significant voids through the absorber depth, which limits the 
performance. Image A shows slightly larger grains and smaller voids than Image B, 
which can explain the better EL signal from this area. 
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Figure 5.13 TEM cross-sections in 2 points of the 12% CIGS cell selenised for 90 min 
with high (A) and low (B) EL signal (a) and EDS mapping and line scan (b). The yellow 
arrow indicates the direction of the EDX line scan starting in the TCO and ending in 
the back contact. 
An EDX line scan and elemental maps were performed through the absorber depth 
as shown in Figure 5.13 b), area B. Due to the presence of extensive voids, the CdS 
grown by chemical bath deposition envelops each grain separately and therefore is 
present in the bulk of the absorber rather than just on the surface. Ga also 
sometimes segregates into points of higher concentration located at grain 
boundaries. Ga was previously reported to react with oxygen to form gallium oxide 
which would not participate in the formation of the CIGS phase [58]. The relatively 
high oxygen concentration observed in the EDX line scan may be a consequence of 
storage of the FIB cross-section in air between its preparation and the TEM analysis. 
Therefore this value is unlikely to represent the actual content of oxygen in the CIGS 
absorber. The composition of the CIGS absorber through its depth is relatively 
constant, with overall CGI and GGI ratios of approximately 0.8 and 0.27 respectively. 
The observed CGI ratio in the film is lower than the intended CGI of 0.9 from the 
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solution, even though Cu is no longer migrating into the back contact. Cu is a fast 
migrating element and its high concentration is crucial for a well crystallised CIGS 
absorber [192]. Consequently an investigation of the origin of the Cu deficiency in 
the absorber and careful adjustment of the CGI ratio is still necessary.  
5.3 Graphite box choice 
The graphite box plays an important role during the selenisation and has a 
pronounced effect on the film crystallisation. The semi-closed box forms a contained 
environment for the selenium evaporation, creating a higher selenium partial 
pressure than if the sample was simply placed in the tube as in the two-zone 
selenisation approach. The graphite is however a porous material and selenium 
sinks into the box (Figure 5.14 a)). Additionally impurities such as Na can become 
intercalated by the graphite and consequently delivered to a sample during 
subsequent selenisations in an uncontrolled manner. Cleaning of the box was 
performed by heating to high temperature and evaporating the stored selenium; 
however after cleaning subsequent devices suffered from poorer absorber 
crystallisation and reduced performances. In order to induce better absorber 
crystallisation and reproducibility of the selenisation step, other graphite box designs 
were proposed. Photographs of the graphite boxes are displayed in Figure 5.14. 
 
Figure 5.14 Graphite box designs: porous graphite box, same as in Figure 5.1 (a), silicon 
carbide coated box (b) and porous ‘upside-down’ graphite box (c). 
5.3.1 ‘Upside down’ graphite box design 
The graphite box in Figure 5.14 b) was coated in SiC, preventing the graphite from 
intercalating selenium and other elements and redelivering them to another sample 
in a following run. This is supposed to provide improved control to the selenisation 
process. Otherwise the design was the same as for the simple graphite box used 
previously, with space for two 2.5 x 2.5 cm2 samples facing up and 6 holes for 
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selenium pellets. Unlike the original uncoated box, the SiC-coated box lid was now 
redesigned to be fully closed in order to maintain even higher selenium partial 
pressures. The graphite box shown in Figure 5.14 c) is uncoated and has a different 
design. The holes for selenium pellets are located under the sample, with the film 
facing the pellets. This design was meant to deliver more Se to the sample as the 
vapours would be in direct contact with the precursor film prior escaping out of the 
box. In addition, the smaller distance between the film and Se source would 
potentially result in even higher Se partial pressure in the immediate film proximity. 
Figure 5.15 shows a photograph and SEM surface and cross-section images of the 
absorber films after selenisation for 50 min using the ‘upside down’ graphite box 
design. 
 
Figure 5.15 Photograph and SEM images of the selenised CIS absorbers using the 
‘upside down’ graphite box 
After selenisation, the absorber is unevenly covered with a layer identified by EDX as 
elemental selenium. Selenium condensed on the absorber surface forming a layer of 
thickness up to 1 µm. The selenium layer was present even after selenisations of 
more than 50 min long and using fewer Se pellets. As shown in the SEM cross-
section, the absorber layer underneath consists of a large/fine-grained bilayer, 
similar to absorbers typically obtained after selenisation using the initial graphite box 
design (Figure 5.1 a)). The suggested improvement of absorber crystallisation did 
not appear to take place and the Se surface layer has to be removed with an 
additional annealing step. The distance between the film and Se source was 
ultimately too small to be beneficial. The selenium layer was evaporated from the 
surface of the absorber by an annealing step in the tube furnace. The best 
performing CIS device achieved using this graphite box design was 3.9% efficient. 
Its SEM cross-section and J-V characteristics are shown in Figure 5.16. 
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Figure 5.16 SEM cross-section and light and dark J-V curves of a CIS device after 
absorber selenisation in the ‘upside down’ graphite box for 50 min and evaporation of 
the selenium surface layer for 30 min. 
The absorber consists of large grains at the top and bottom, near the CdS and 
MoSe2 interface respectively. The fine-grained layer is still present, sandwiched in 
between the two more crystallised layers. However, the degree of absorber 
crystallinity was also variable across the entire sample area. The device has a lower 
JSC and VOC compared to the ‘no barrier’ CIS device selenised in the original graphite 
box and whose characteristics were shown in Table 5.2. Due to the poor selenisation 
uniformity, the necessity of an additional processing step (Se layer evaporation) and 
low performance, this graphite box was not used any further. 
5.3.2 SiC-coated graphite box 
This section focuses on the comparison of the uncoated graphite box and SiC-
coated graphite box. The role of the SiC coating consists in preventing intercalation 
of Se and other impurities into the porous graphite. This would not only enable 
higher Se partial pressure inside the box but also improve the selenisation 
reproducibility as the amount of Se is much more controllable. It would also reduce 
the presence of additional impurities such as Na. The electrical and morphological 
characterisation of devices selenised in each box was used to identify and discuss 
the differences between the two methods.  
Figure 5.17 a) shows the SEM absorber cross-section and surface images. Both 
CIGS absorbers present similar morphological features through their depth; however 
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the absorber selenised in the SiC-coated box has slightly larger surface grains. This 
is also reflected in a lower FWHM of its dominant (112) XRD peak (Figure 17 b)). 
 
Figure 5.17 SEM cross-section and surface images of CIGS absorbers selenised using 
the uncoated and SiC-coated graphite box (a) and XRD spectra of the two films with a 
table summarising the FWHM of the dominant (112) peak corresponding to the CIGS 
phase (b).  
The VOC, FF, JSC and efficiency are presented in the form of box plots consisting of 
the data from 12 cells for each sample (Figure 5.18 a)). All the PV parameters of the 
CIGS sample selenised in the uncoated box are higher, with the best device showing 
9.3% efficiency (Figure 5.18 b)). This is in direct contradiction to the improved 
absorber morphology of the samples selenised using the SiC-coated box, which 
yielded a maximum device efficiency of 5.0%. The reason for the improved 
performances of solar cells selenised in the uncoated box can be related to different 
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sodium doping levels of the absorber. The uncoated graphite box is soaked with 
selenium, as seen in Figure 5.14 a). Sodium coming from the SLG substrate reacts 
with Se to form volatile Na-Se phases and is thought to be intercalated together with 
Se in the porous uncoated graphite box. At elevated temperatures small quantities of 
Na can therefore be redelivered to the absorber in the following annealing run. As 
little as 0.1 at% of Na can significantly improve the absorber VOC and FF, which was 
also observed here. The box plots of PV parameters for the coated box present a 
much narrower distribution, which confirms the improvement of process uniformity. 
Consequently the coated box approach is very promising in order to achieve precise 
control over the process and composition. The selenisation parameters when using 
the coated box however need to be re-optimised and perhaps a different and 
controllable approach for absorber sodium doping could be employed in order to 
achieve sufficient doping and higher efficiencies. 
 
Figure 5.18 Box plots containing 12 cells for each sample (a) and J-V curves of the best 
cell of each sample selenised using coated and uncoated graphite box (b). 
5.4 RTP selenisation 
In the following section, the RTP was used in combination with the SiC-coated 
graphite box. The coated box allows for control of the Se amount and reduces the 
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risk of accidental doping or impurity incorporation into the film. The RTP has an 
advantage over the tube furnace as the heating rate of the furnace is extremely quick. 
In several seconds it can get to the dwell temperature of 550ºC. It doesn’t have 
exposed ends and consequently higher Se quantities are available for selenisation. 
The combination of the RTP and the coated box is thought to improve CIGS 
absorber crystallisation and process reproducibility as well as allowing for intentional 
absorber doping.  
5.4.1 Study of the intermediate selenisation dwell 
This section examines the influence of the selenisation temperature profile. Initially, a 
profile with an intermediate dwell at 300°C was employed prior to rapid ramping to 
the final selenisation temperature of 550°C. The ramp rates in this profile are very 
fast, at 5°C/s to the first and 4.2°C/s to the second temperature dwell point. The 
reasons for the use of the intermediate lower temperature annealing stage are 
attributed to the beneficial effects of the formation of secondary CuxSe phases (x<2) 
acting as fluxing agents during absorber sintering and consequently promoting grain 
growth [193]. The importance of the intermediate stage was studied by comparing 
the morphological and structural characteristics of the solution-processed CIGS 
absorbers selenised with and without the intermediate annealing step. Figure 5.19 
shows the CIGS absorber morphology, when selenisation was interrupted during the 
intermediate dwell at 300ºC after various times.  
 
Figure 5.19 SEM images of the CIGS absorbers when the intermediate dwell at 300ºC 
was interrupted at different durations. 
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The SEM images show the presence of CuxSe hexagonal sheets sticking out of the 
CIGS absorber surface for all annealing durations. The distribution of the CuxSe 
grains on the absorber surface is however very irregular and a large variation of the 
grain sizes can be observed even after 45 min dwell time. The grain size of the 
underlying Cu(In,Ga)(S,Se)2 film doesn’t seem to be affected at this stage. The 
influence of this intermediate dwell on the final absorber morphology was studied by 
comparison of the SEM surface images with a reference sample selenised at 550°C 
which was not subjected to the intermediate dwell at 300°C. Figure 5.20 presents the 
SEM surface images of the absorbers at the end of the selenisation (50 min at 550°C) 
including various intermediate dwell times. 
 
Figure 5.20 SEM images of the CIGS absorbers after selenisation for 50 min at 550°C 
with varied duration of the intermediate dwell at 300ºC. 
The CIGS absorbers were formed of the typical coarse/fine-grained morphology. The 
size of the surface grains is very similar regardless the intermediate dwell duration. 
Slightly better grain growth is observed for the absorber selenised using the 30 min 
long intermediate dwell step. The SEM images however only show ~ 15 x 11 µm2 of 
the sample area, therefore XRD was performed to confirm the crystal quality of the 
absorbers. XRD patterns corresponding to the four films are presented in Figure 5.21. 
The extracted FWHM of the dominant CIGS (112) XRD peak (Figure 5.21) is very 
similar for all the films with values between 0.20-0.24°. The lowest FWHM value was 
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found for the 30 min intermediate dwell time confirming the slightly larger grain 
growth of this film implied by the SEM images. 
 
Figure 5.21 XRD spectra of the films selenised with intermediate dwell at 300°C for 
various durations. The table summarises the FWHM of the dominant (112) CIGS peak.  
 
Figure 5.22 RTP temperature profiles: with fast temperature ramping rate (~4°C/s): (1) 
including an intermediate dwell at 300°C and (2) omitting the intermediate dwell and 
ramping straight to the selenisation temperature of 550°C; and slow ramping rate 
(12.5°C/min): (3) including intermediate dwell at 300°C. The circles represent points 
where the process was interrupted to analyse the absorber morphology after cooling 
down of the sample. 
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Figure 5.22 shows three selenisation profiles combining the presence of a 30 min 
intermediate dwell step with fast and slow ramping rates. The influence of the 
selenisation profiles (1) and (2) - with and without including the intermediate 
temperature dwell step - on the absorber morphology is compared by interrupting the 
process at different times from the start of the final temperature dwell stage at 550°C: 
30 s, 5 min, 15 min, 30 min, 50 min and 70 min. Morphologies of the resulting films 
are displayed in Figure 5.23. The starting pressure was set to 200 Torr and ~ 600 mg 
of Se was placed in the SiC-coated box together with the sample.  
The sample subjected to the intermediate dwell step at 300°C underwent a phase 
where CuxSe crystals were formed (Figure 5.19). These are still present after 30 sec 
from the ramp to 550ºC, but they disappeared after as little as 5 min of annealing at 
the final temperature. The sample that was ramped straight from 20ºC to 550ºC did 
not appear to exhibit any CuxSe phase formation at the surface after 30 sec of the 
dwell step, however some non-identified surface features were nevertheless present 
at the absorber surface after 5 min of selenisation. These subsequently disappeared 
after 15 min. The CuxSe phase formation at the absorber surface believed to be 
responsible for CIGS grain growth was either circumvented by the rapid ramp rate or 
was very short-lived (< 5 min) for this profile. Despite the different initial growth of the 
samples subjected to different RTP temperature profiles, the absorber morphology at 
times of ≥ 15 min are very similar, with no evident grain size enlargement in the 
absorbers subjected to the CuxSe-rich intermediate stage. However longer 
selenisation time increases the grain size of the top CIGS layer for both profiles, up 
to 50 min selenisation. At this duration, the 600 mg of Se were completely consumed 
from the graphite box, and additional heating of the sample without the presence of a 
chalcogen atmosphere was no longer beneficial for crystal growth. Moreover the 
insufficient supply of Se towards the end of the process can lead to selenium surface 
depletion [194].  
XRD spectra of the absorbers subjected to selenisation profile (1) with various 
selenisation durations are displayed in Figure 5.24. The lowest FWHM was found for 
the sample selenised for 50 min, which also exhibited the largest grains under SEM 
(Figure 5.23). 
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Figure 5.23 SEM images of the CIGS absorbers after various selenisation durations at 
550ºC.  The absorbers on the left were ramped straight to 550ºC, whereas on the right 
the absorbers were subjected to a preliminary dwell at 300ºC for 30 min. 
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Figure 5.24 XRD spectra of CIGS films selenised for various durations following an 
intermediate dwell at 300°C for 30 min. The table shows the FWHM of the dominant 
(112) XRD reflection giving an indication of the absorber crystal quality. 
Finally, two conclusions can be drawn from these morphological and structural 
studies. The amount of selenium in the box might have a key influence and could 
allow for even longer than 50 min selenisation times, thereby further improving the 
absorber crystal growth. Secondly, in selenisation profile (1), whilst the formation of 
secondary CuxSe phases occurred, the melting point of this phase may not have 
been reached at this temperature. Meanwhile the high ramping rate to 550°C may 
have meant that it was consumed very rapidly, without being able to participate in 
the CIGS grain growth mechanism [195]. This would explain the similarity of the final 
absorber morphologies after following both selenisation profiles (1) and (2). 
Consequently slower ramping rates such as in profile (3) would allow for CuxSe 
melting and its progressive consumption. Coarse CIGS grains are expected to grow 
from the liquid CuxSe phase wetting the CIGS surface. This was previously observed 
to happen at temperatures below 500°C and was strongly affected by the amount of 
Na present in the absorber [193]. 
5.4.2 Influence of selenium quantity 
In the following section, the amount of Se required to replace sulphur in the 
precursor and supply a sufficient Se partial pressure to recrystallise the absorber 
was studied experimentally. A series of selenisations were performed varying the 
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number of Se pellets introduced into the coated graphite box. The morphology of the 
absorber layers obtained from selenisation with increasing Se are shown in Figure 
5.25. 
 
Figure 5.25 SEM cross-section and top view images of the samples with 300, 600 and 
900 mg of Se introduced in the graphite box for 50 min long (top three) and 70 min long 
(bottom) selenisation.  
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CIGS grains, especially at the absorber surface, increased in size and prominence 
with increasing Se. Laterally some grains reached up to 2 µm when the greatest 
amount of Se was used, but the coarse-grained layer is only ~700 nm thick. Longer 
selenisation times (70 min instead of 50 min) did not result in significantly different 
grain sizes, however the large-grained surface layer is denser. Larger amounts of Se 
also affected the MoSe2 formation. With 900 mg of Se, the Mo-N barrier layer was 
not able to resist the high Se pressure and consequently the underlying Mo was 
converted into a substantial ~2 µm thick MoSe2 layer. XRD spectra (Figure 5.26) 
show Mo and CIGS peaks corresponding to the four samples. From the table in 
Figure 5.26 it is clear that the crystal quality of the CIGS absorber improves with 
addition of Se, as the FWHM decreases, but the back contact deteriorates with a 
decreasing Mo/MoSe2 peak intensity ratio. Consequently a compromise between 
absorber and back contact quality has to be made and 900 mg of Se is therefore 
considered as excessive. It is also likely to have a negative impact on the device RS 
and FF. 
 
Figure 5.26 XRD spectra of CIGS absorbers selenised for 50 min with 300, 600 and 900 
mg of Se and selenised for 70 min with 900 mg Se. The table summarises extracted 
values for FWHM of the dominant CIGS (112) peak and intensity ratio of the most 
pronounced Mo (110) to MoSe2 (110) peaks. 
5.4.3 Influence of the temperature ramping rate 
Selenisation profile (3) in Figure 5.22 was employed with three different ramp rates 
(250°C/min, 25°C/min and 12.5°C/min) and final selenisation dwell step at 550°C for 
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50 min. The SEM cross-section and top view images of the three absorber 
morphologies are shown in Figure 5.27.  
 
Figure 5.27 SEM cross-section and top view images of CIGS absorbers selenised 
varying the ramping rate from 300 to 550°C.  
A slower ramping rate results in denser large-grained material at the absorber 
surface. The slowest ramping rate (20 min from 300 to 550°C) also resulted in 
increased MoSe2 formation. The porous fine-grained layer is present for all 
conditions tested. XRD patterns corresponding to the three films are shown in Figure 
5.28. The extracted FWHM of the CIGS (112) peak confirms that the crystallinity was 
barely affected when decreasing the ramp rate from 300 to 550°C. The increased 
consumption of Mo to form MoSe2 with slower ramp is reflected in reduced 
Mo/MoSe2 peak intensity ratio. Considering the similar bilayer absorber 
morphologies for all conditions, one may speculate that the selenisation conditions 
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used, particularly the relatively high working pressure, are producing limited or no 
CuxSe phase melting which results in limited grain growth.  
 
Figure 5.28 XRD spectra of CIGS absorbers selenised using different temperature 
ramping rates when passing from 300 to 550°C. The table summarises extracted values 
for FWHM of the dominant CIGS (112) peak and intensity ratio of the most 
pronounced Mo (110) to MoSe2 (110) peaks. 
5.4.4 Optimisation of RTP selenisation: conclusions 
In summary, it was shown that the RTP selenisation in combination with the coated 
graphite box is a more reliable alternative to the tube furnace selenisation using the 
uncoated graphite box. Selenisation in the RTP provides a more controllable process 
with lower losses of Se due to non-exposed tube ends and tunable heating profile. 
The coated box in addition eliminates the unintentional absorber contamination with 
impurities intercalated in the box material from previous selenisation runs and allows 
for precise control over the Se quantity. The selenisation using the coated box 
needed to be reoptimised in order to achieve the best absorber morphology and 
crystal quality possible whilst maintaining an unaffected back contact. It was shown 
that the Se amount and selenisation duration are the factors that affect the 
crystallisation the most, while temperature ramp rate and intermediate dwell seemed 
to have less effect. Changing the process parameters failed to result in elimination of 
the fine-grained layer in the absorber. After optimisation, a CIGS solar cell on a SLG 
substrate with an efficiency of 9.1% was achieved using this selenisation approach. 
The J-V curve of this device is displayed in Figure 2.29, and corresponds to 
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selenisation profile (1) in Figure 5.22 with 30 min intermediate dwell step at 300°C 
and a ramping rate of 250°C/min to 550°C followed by a dwell time at this 
temperature of 70 min in the presence of 900 mg of Se.  
 
Figure 5.29 J-V (a) and EQE (b) curves of the champion device resulting from the 
RTP/SiC-coated graphite box selenisation optimisation. The absorber of this cell was 
selenised with the following profile: intermediate dwell at 300°C for 30 min followed by 
ramping to 550°C at 250°C/min and finally selenisation at 550°C for 70 min with 900 
mg of Se initially introduced into the graphite box.  
Despite the excessive MoSe2 formation at the back contact of the device, these 
selenisation conditions resulted in best device performance. The performance is still 
slightly behind the performances obtained using the selenisation tube furnace and 
uncoated graphite box. However as discussed above, this is thought to be a 
consequence of unintentional doping of the absorber from release of Na intercalated 
in the box material. An investigation into the intentional absorber doping will be 
shown in the following chapter and the coated box was essential for performing this 
study with controllable addition of alkaline impurities. 
5.5 Copper composition variation 
Following the minor improvement in absorber morphology resulting from selenisation 
optimisation, the effects of absorber composition were investigated. Changing the 
absorber composition away from the nominal stoichiometry introduces native defects 
into the absorber that will have an effect on the electrical behaviour of the material. 
Moreover, it was shown that the amount of Cu in the absorber material strongly 
influences the morphology and structure of the absorber film [196]. It was found that 
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the presence of CuxSe (x<2) has a crucial role in the recrystallisation mechanism 
and quality of the final absorber material. Films grown under Cu-rich conditions 
exhibit much larger grain sizes (2-5 µm) as opposed to films grown under Cu-poor 
conditions (1-2 µm) [196]. However Cu-rich films typically suffer from segregation of 
secondary CuxSe phases, preferentially at film surfaces and grain boundaries. CuxSe 
are degenerate p-type semiconductors with bulk resistivities of ~10-3 Ω.cm and 
absorption greater than 104 cm-1, therefore dominating the surface and opto-
electronic properties of the device [196]. Secondary phases can be removed from 
the surface by etching with KCN to restore the film photovoltaic activity. However the 
use of such material for photovoltaic applications might be limited due to high doping 
densities of the Cu-rich material (1018 cm-3) [159]. 
The secondary copper-chalcogenide phases are of particular importance during the 
growth of the absorber and this is typically taken advantage of in the multistage co-
evaporation process. The success of the early-stage BOEING recipe was based on 
the recognition that single-layer absorbers do not result in optimum cell 
performances. In this approach a bilayer deposition process was implemented, 
consisting of a Cu-poor layer deposited on top of a Cu-rich layer, but with an overall 
Cu-poor composition [197]. This implies that the top layer inherits the preferred 
orientation and will also grow in the form of large crystallites. Moreover a 
compositional equilibrium reaction takes place during the process and results in 
removal of the secondary phases from the bottom layer. The growth model proposed 
by Klenk et al. suggests the presence of a low temperature liquid Cu-Se phase 
aiding the growth of the CIGS grains by the means of a vapour-liquid-solid 
mechanism (VLS) [195]. In this mechanism the vapour species condense at the 
surface of the liquid binary phase covering the grains. They are then transferred to 
the interface between the binary/CIGS phases where the crystallites are growing. 
To follow the success of the BOEING bilayer approach, subsequently implemented 
by several other groups, single-layer and bilayer solution-processed CIGS absorbers 
of various Cu compositions were prepared and studied. Figure 5.30 presents CIGS 
single-layer absorber morphologies with CGI ratios from 0.9 to 1.05. As expected, 
absorbers with stoichiometric or slightly Cu-rich compositions show much larger 
crystallites at the surface, however there are hexagonal CuxSe inclusions sticking out 
from the GBs and film surface. The absorber is not fully crystalline for any of the 
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studied Cu compositions. The CIGS grains appear to grow laterally rather than 
through the film depth, reaching up to 4.5 µm in length for a CGI ≥ 1.0, as opposed 
to only approximately 1 µm for Cu poor compositions. The large grains go only 
approximately 0.5 µm down into the absorber. The single-layer CIGS approach is 
therefore not compatible with obtaining a large-grained CIGS morphology as the 
presence of CuxSe phases would result in shunting of the devices. 
 
Figure 5.30 SEM images of CIGS films with varied CGI ratio from 0.9 to 1.05. 
 
Figure 5.31 SEM images of CIGS films formed of double-layers with different CGI ratio 
for the top and bottom layers (Cu-rich back and Cu-poor top). 
Figure 5.31 shows the SEM absorber morphologies when the absorber was 
deposited in the form of a Cu-rich/Cu-poor bilayer. Various compositions for the top 
and bottom layer were compared. The surface images show that the CIGS grains 
are laterally largest when the bottom layer had the composition of CGI = 1.05, with 
grains larger than for a single-layer of this composition. In addition, no CuxSe phases 
are present at the surface of any of these bilayer absorbers. As for the single-layers, 
the porous fine-grain bottom layer wasn’t eliminated and was approximately of the 
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same thickness for all compared compositions. Therefore full absorber 
recrystallisation was not achieved by varying the Cu composition throughout the 
absorber. On the other hand, the absorber surface is very flat providing good 
coverage and likely be beneficial for junction formation. 
 
Figure 5.32 Box plots containing 13 cells for each sample (a), J-V (b) and EQE curves (c) 
of the best cell from the double CGI layer (1.05/0.9) and single CGI layer (0.9).  
The device performance of the single-layer and bilayer absorbers was compared by 
performing J-V and EQE measurements. Here the single-layer absorber had CGI 
ratio of 0.9 and the bilayer a ratio of 1.05/0.9. The bilayer absorber was prepared by 
spraying two times three layers of solutions with different Cu compositions. Both 
absorbers were selenised identically, using selenisation profile (3) in Figure 5.22 with 
a 30 min intermediate dwell step at 300°C before ramping to 550°C at 25°C/min and 
50 min selenisation in the presence of 600 mg of Se. This profile gave the second 
best performance during the RTP optimisation and didn’t compromise the back 
contact quality by excessive MoSe2 formation. Figure 5.32 a-b) shows the box plots 
of PV parameters and J-V curves of a representative device for both compositions. 
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Despite the promising absorber morphology from the bilayer approach, the 
performance is drastically lower than that of the single-layer. The presence of larger 
CIGS grains and resulting better absorber crystal quality did not lead to the expected 
improvement in device JSC; rather the JSC reduced on average by 6 mA/cm
2. 
Similarly the VOC is lower by 100 mV on average. Figure 5.32 c) shows a lower EQE 
signal at all wavelengths. The extracted bandgap from a plot of [ln(1-EQE)*E]2 in the 
inset shows a bandgap shift in the two samples. The single-layer CIGS solar cell with 
CGI of 0.9 has a bandgap of 1.165 eV, whereas the bandgap of the double-layer 
absorber with CGI 1.05/0.9 is lower, at 1.155 eV. The reason for the small bandgap 
shift is not known, but may be related to compositional changes in the absorber. 
The relatively low double-layer device performance is probably a consequence of the 
modified absorber composition rather than crystal quality. The CIGS process window 
with respect to Cu composition is astonishingly large, especially if the samples 
contain sodium. The presence of Na in the absorber widens the range over which 
the chalcopyrite α phase can exist towards more Cu-poor compositions [41]. CGI 
ratios in the range of 0.56-0.92 can be tolerated under these conditions [159]. The 
compositional analysis of the samples was performed using EDX at a low 
acceleration voltage (5 keV) to minimise the interaction volume. Elemental 
quantification was performed by mapping two rectangular areas on the SEM cross-
section corresponding to the fine-grained layer at the bottom and coarse-grained 
layer at absorber surface. The elemental composition of these layers as well as of 
the entire absorber are summarised in Table 5.7. 
Table 5.7 Compositional analysis of the double- and single-layer absorbers through 
their cross-sections using EDX 
 Double-layer 
Intended CGI = 1.05/0.9 
Single-layer 
Intended CGI = 0.9 
 Fine-grain Large-grain Whole Fine-grain Large-grain Whole 
Se 50.7 43.2 52.3 48.2 39.5 48.4 
In 18.6 26.3 19.2 22.9 30.8 24.4 
Cu 25.0 25.5 23.9 23.4 24.5 22.1 
Ga 5.7 5.0 4.6 5.5 5.2 5.1 
CGI 1.02 0.817 1.0 0.824 0.68 0.748 
GGI 0.235 0.16 0.194 0.193 0.144 0.174 
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For both single- and double-layer absorbers it can be observed that the large-
grained surface layer is largely indium rich and selenium poor relative to the 
absorber as a whole. The same trend is also observed for both absorbers in terms of 
Cu and Ga compositions, accounting for the slightly Cu-rich and Ga-poor large-
grained layer. This compositional variation through the depth of the absorbers results 
in CGI and GGI grading with overall lower CGI and GGI near the absorber surface. 
The GGI ratio is overall substantially below the intended 0.3 however. As explained 
previously, Ga loss from the absorber is possible through the formation of Ga oxides. 
Quantification by EDX in SEM also has to be regarded critically and used mostly as 
a comparative tool between samples. Despite the Cu-poor surface, the overall 
composition of the double-layer absorber is stoichiometric which is probably the 
cause of the electrical losses, most likely due to a high doping density [159]. High 
absorber doping density results in a narrow depletion width, which negatively affects 
device JSC and VOC. The double-layer absorber processing is a promising path; 
however it requires adjustment of the Cu and Ga quantities in the two layers to 
obtain an acceptable compositional profile. 
5.6 Conclusions 
In this chapter, the selenisation process for solution-based CIGS absorbers was 
developed and optimised. Various selenisation approaches were compared using a 
two-zone tube furnace. A 12% efficient CIGS solar cell was achieved by selenisation 
of the amine/thiol-processed absorbers in one zone of the tube furnace inside an 
uncoated partially closed graphite box. Due to low repeatability of the process, this 
selenisation approach was substituted with RTP selenisation using a SiC-coated 
graphite box. This approach provides better process uniformity due to the 
controllability of the amount of Se and elimination of impurities introduced into the 
film. Moreover the RTP, having smaller volume with no exposed tube ends, results in 
higher Se partial pressures during the process. Despite the careful optimisation of 
the selenisation in the RTP, the device performances are lagging behind those 
obtained previously using the tube furnace. It is thought that unintentional alkali 
doping of the absorber might be responsible for better performances achieved 
previously. Highly volatile Na-Se has most likely accumulated in the uncoated box 
through intercalation in the graphite over a period of time and has been re-
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evaporated in the following runs. This would explain the improved electronic 
properties whilst having a lower crystal quality absorber material.  
Finally, the absorber composition was evaluated after an intentional Cu variation was 
introduced through the absorber depth. It was found that a Cu-rich/Cu-poor bilayer 
results in improved absorber morphologies without the presence of secondary 
phases as compared to single-layer absorbers. Despite the large lateral grain growth 
and smooth, dense surfaces, the performance of devices constructed using the 
bilayer absorbers was substantially lower than that of single-layer cells, with losses 
in both VOC and JSC. The limited performances of these bilayer cells were attributed 
to a high Cu content relative to In and Ga, as the film was found to be stoichiometric 
rather than Cu-poor. The coarse-grained and fine-grained layers presented very 
different compositions in both types of samples according to the EDX. Understanding 
the compositional grading in the final absorber can help in further adjustment of the 
precursor compositions in order to achieve device performance improvement. 
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CHAPTER 6 
Alkaline doping of CIGS absorbers 
from a NaCl source 
 
 
6.1 Scope 
Poor crystallinity, rough surfaces and the presence of voids are the main drawbacks 
of solution processed CIGS absorbers [32]. A large number of grain boundaries 
acting as recombination centres are responsible for low VOC. Therefore, control of 
grain growth is key to further improve solar cell efficiencies. Enhanced grain growth 
can be achieved through optimisation of selenisation conditions, or by creating liquid 
copper-rich selenide phases acting as fluxing agents [75][195][198]. An alternative 
option is to use impurity elements such as Na, Sb, K, Li, Cs and Rb to promote 
crystallisation [153][199][200][201]. The presence of alkaline elements, especially 
sodium, is generally recognised as indispensable for high efficiency CIGS solar cells. 
Sodium is the most commonly studied alkaline element due to its presence in SLG, a 
common substrate for CIGS, from which it diffuses into the CIGS absorber layer 
during growth [117]. Sodium was found to have beneficial effects on the opto-
electronic properties of CIGS devices. It can also substantially improve the reactive 
selenisation of solution-based absorbers, resulting in improved grain growth [154]. 
However, precise control of the sodium quantity in the absorber is necessary in order 
to achieve the optimum doping level for enhanced device performance.  
This chapter studies possible approaches of Na incorporation into the solution-based 
CIGS absorber. The motivation of experimental work detailed in this chapter was to 
achieve a controlled grain growth of the solution-processed CIGS absorber, leading 
to further efficiency improvements. 
6.2 Effects of alkali metals on CIGS material and electrical 
properties 
6.2.1 Na effects 
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In 1993, Hedstrom et al. were the first to notice the importance of Na on electrical 
properties and absorber morphology of CIGS solar cells by comparing devices 
constructed on SLG and borosilicate glass [194].  Holz et al. demonstrated that Na 
can be supplied not only from the substrates but also externally, and that the 
concentration of Na atoms in the absorber is crucial [202]. The typical optimum 
concentration of Na in CIGS is believed to be only ~0.1 at% [203]. It is widely 
accepted that the beneficial effects of sodium include: 
 enlargement of grain size [121][204][205] , 
 a strong dominant (112) crystal orientation [121][194][202][205][206], 
 increased free carrier concentration and p-type conductivity  
[207][208][209][210], 
 hindering of In/Ga elemental intermixing [43][205][206]. 
Sometimes contradictory findings are reported, especially regarding the absorber 
morphology and preferentially oriented growth [115]. The Na effects are strongly 
dependent on the CIGS growth process and method of Na incorporation. CIGS is a 
largely intrinsically doped material and the material growth method itself greatly 
influences the electrical and morphological properties of the absorber [115]. The 
exact physical mechanism of how sodium increases the p-type conductivity of the 
absorber is still highly debated [211]. Sodium is often found to accumulate at 
surfaces and grain boundaries [153][212]. However, atom-probe tomography 
measurements have revealed a small amount of Na present in CIGS grain interiors 
as well [213]. Even a dilute Na concentration in the bulk may modify the overall 
electronic properties of the material, since improved p-type doping was also reported 
from single-crystal epitaxial CIGS films doped with Na [207].  Finally, the influence of 
Na on MoSe2 formation and its affinity with oxidised compounds have also been 
reported [73][118][153][214][215][216]. The detrimental effects caused by excess Na 
have been less extensively explored than the beneficial effects. Speculation includes 
the elimination of VCu acceptor states, the formation of competing phases, and the 
creation of additional recombination centres leading to overall degradation of device 
performance [160][217]. 
6.2.2 Possible mechanism of Na action 
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The mechanism of how Na affects CIGS p-type conductivity through various point 
defects has been a subject of intense discussion with no clear consensus. A variety 
of scenarios have been presented with the conclusion that Na influences the material 
in multiple ways [159]. Na behaviour in the bulk should be understood before 
studying its effect on the more complicated GBs. The incorporation of Na into the 
CIGS lattice creates point defects which can either be substitutional or interstitial. Na 
was found to go preferentially onto vacant copper sites (VCu), since NaCu has the 
lowest formation energy among the considered point defects. Substituting Cu with a 
single Na atom does not change the valency of the site; however, NaCu is charge-
neutral and electrically passive, hence does not change the doping of the material 
[211][217]. Na can enter various sites in the chalcopyrite lattice as interstitial Nai; 
however, this has a much higher formation energy than NaCu. Therefore under 
copper poor conditions, Nai would be transferred to a vacant copper site. In any case, 
neither of these sites create deep states in the bandgap [211]. 
It has been suggested that Na could populate not only vacant Cu sites, but also 
those occupied by In [217]. Replacing donor-type InCu antisites with electrically 
passive NaCu defects would decrease charge compensation. However, this is not 
favourable due to InCu stability and formation kinetics, therefore their overall 
concentration in the material is unlikely to be affected by Na [218]. Na occupying the 
In (or Ga) sites, creating an acceptor-type defect has also been suggested [203]; 
however, NaIn is not among the energetically preferred defects according to density 
functional theory (DFT). Therefore its concentration would also remain negligible 
[211]. 
As there is no direct evidence of how Na-related point defects change the p-type 
conductivity of the CIGS material, Oikkonen et al. suggest a mechanism, where Na 
influences the doping in a more indirect way: by modifying the point defect mobility. 
Charge neutral and electrically passive NaCu defects can capture copper vacancies 
to form NaCu-VCu complex and consequently hinder the Cu migration in the material. 
The reduced amount of available VCu will in turn also affect the defect cluster 
formation and distribution in the material, such as InCu-2VCu and VSe-VCu [211]. 
It has been suggested that the majority of Na resides at grain boundaries, with Na 
passivating GB defects [219]. It was found by numerical modelling that potential 
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barriers at grain boundaries decreased with addition of Na resulting in an increase of 
hole concentration. It was attributed to the removal of donor interface states located 
at GBs. The resulting degree of change in hole concentration however depends on 
the interface state density, energy position, net acceptor concentration in the bulk 
and the grain size [220]. If the GBs are in addition positively charged, the downward 
band bending attracts electrons to the GB and these then recombine. Neutralising 
these traps by Na can improve the cell efficiency significantly [219]. The primary 
electrically active defect at GBs is the selenium vacancy (VSe). A model was 
proposed by Kronik et al., where Na catalyses the oxygenation of this defect to form 
electrically neutral OSe. [221]. However, the Na incorporation reversibility observed 
by Forest et al. disagrees with this hypothesis, suggesting that removing O from GBs 
to reform VSe is thermodynamically unfavourable as O forms a very stable bond with 
In and Ga. Instead, they favour a mechanism involving the formation of NaCu by 
replacing InCu defects. The high solubility of Na compounds would allow for 
reversibility of this mechanism [222]. 
The mechanism of sodium action on the CIGS grain growth was also studied in the 
literature. Sodium is believed to influence the CIGS grain growth by its interaction 
with Se during the selenisation process due to high affinity between these two 
elements [153]. Sutter-Fella et al. proposed a Na2Sex mediated mechanism to 
explain the massive grain growth in the presence of sodium they observed in CZTS 
devices with an evaporated layer of NaF. This starts with chemisorption of Se 
vapours at the surface of the NaF layer, followed by the formation of liquid 
polyselenide phases at the precursor surface and finally crystallisation of the 
absorber by reaction of the reactive Se supplied by Na2Sex with the metal containing 
precursor [154]. Na2Sex has a higher sticking coefficient than Sex, therefore making 
Se more reactive during the selenisation process [153]. Hergert et al. and Braunger 
et al. also consider the formation of sodium polyselenide phases exhibiting a surface 
and GBs intermediary catalytic behaviour during selenisation [153][223]. 
Gas-phase alkali doping is also possible, but so far is very little understood about the 
mechanism involved. It was concluded that alkali gas-phase transport occurs via a 
number of routes and can be responsible for accidental alkali metal doping during 
the growth of the semiconductor. The phenomenon of gas-phase doping was first 
observed by Wieting et al. during reactive batch annealing of CIGSe at Shell Solar. 
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They observed performance improvement of the batch where the CIGS active layer 
was facing the SLG substrate of another batch. The performance improvement was 
attributed to increased content of Na in the CIGS layer achieved by formation of 
Na2Se after reaction with H2Se [224]. Colombara et al. have shown that alkali-phase 
doping influences the opto-electronic properties of the CIGS in the same way as 
other solid-state doping routes. The mechanism proposed originates from the direct 
alkali source evaporation, alkali monochalcogenide formation and consequent 
evaporation and releasing of neutral alkali atoms. Alternatively, the 
monochalcogenide can react with excess chalcogen to form more volatile 
polychalcogenides [43]. 
6.2.3 Na incorporation methods 
 
Figure 6.1 Schematic representation of different Na incorporation methods into CIGS 
absorber: diffusion from SLG substrate (a), diffusion from a Na-doped Mo layer (b), 
post-deposition diffusion from thermally evaporated NaCl layer (c), absorber soaking in 
NaCl aqueous solution (d), introduction of NaCl in the gas-phase by mixing NaCl and 
elemental Se in the selenisation graphite box (e) and addition of NaCl into the precursor 
solution (f). 
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Sodium can be supplied before, during or after CIGS growth. Various Na doping 
approaches are illustrated in Figure 6.1. The most common method of Na 
incorporation into the CIGS absorber is by out-diffusion from the SLG substrate 
during a high-temperature annealing [117]. The control over the amount of Na 
diffusing is difficult: the substrates are never identical; it’s strongly dependent on the 
Mo properties; and it would require exact reproducibility of the substrate temperature 
during the selenisation step [115][119][225]. Despite this fact, most of the world 
record CIGS devices were achieved using SLG as a substrate. In order to achieve 
better control over Na diffusion, an alternative approach involves incorporating Na 
directly into the Mo layer (MoNa). It was most commonly achieved by sputtering from 
a Na doped Mo target. These targets are prepared by mixing sodium molybdate 
(Na2MoOx) with Mo powder with typical Na concentration of 2-15 at% [115]. The 
advantage of this method is that it doesn’t require an additional processing step, or 
extra costs other than any price difference between the Mo and MoNa targets. 
Mansfield et al. demonstrated 16.6% CIGS devices using a 10 at% MoNa target; 
however, this was still worse than using SLG [226]. The main limitation of this 
approach was the difficulty of releasing the correct amount of Na to the CIGS layer, 
as it is strongly influenced by the microstructure of the MoNa layers [227]. 
The most widely used method of external Na incorporation is by means of thermal 
evaporation. In this approach, Na can be introduced from various sources including 
elemental Na, Na2Se, Na2S, NaF, NaCl; before, during or after CIGS absorber 
growth [206][228][229][230][231]. The choice of the Na precursor to be evaporated 
requires consideration of its toxicity, vapour pressure, the temperature necessary for 
evaporation and side effects of elements other than Na introduced into CIGS [115]. 
NaF is the most common choice due to its lower toxicity than Na2S and Na2Se, and 
its higher stability than elemental Na. Another advantage is that it evaporates 
congruently allowing for better control over the amount of Na, and there is no 
evidence of negative effects from the fluorine, making this method capable of 
competing with the well-established SLG route [232]. It was found that evaporation of 
as little as 10-20 nm of NaF onto the Mo typically provided a sufficient amount of Na 
for the CIGS absorber [121][233]. Alternatively, Na can also be incorporated after the 
CIGS growth, through a post-deposition treatment (PDT). This method consists of 
NaF evaporation after the 3-stage growth of CIGS. This was developed by EMPA for 
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their low temperature process on polyimide foils [234]. In this approach, a 20-40 nm 
NaF layer is evaporated onto the finished CIGS absorber at less than 100°C, after 
which the substrate is heated to 400°C and held there for several minutes to allow 
the Na to diffuse. The PDT doesn’t modify the microstructural properties of the 
absorber, it only enhances the electrical performance of the devices [235]. 
These Na incorporation strategies are typically employed in combination with 
vacuum-based CIGS absorbers [206][226][233]. Sutter-Fella et al. have employed 
NaF evaporation on the top of the solution-processed CZTS absorbers right before 
the selenisation step [154]. In the same publication, they prove the concept of the 
beneficial effects of Na on CZTS device properties by spin-coating NaCl on the top 
of the precursor. Spin-coating of NaCl yielded device performance not far below the 
device with the optimum NaF thickness. NaCl has been used as precursor for 
solution-processed CIGS and CZTS solar cells due to its low cost, low-toxicity and 
high solubility in a number of common solvents including water. Berner et al. 
compared the effects of three different Na salts: NaCl, NaHCO2 and NaSCN on the 
solution-processed CIGS absorber morphology and cell performance. These Na 
salts were incorporated directly into the precursor solutions. The devices formed 
from these solutions performed similarly except for NaHCO2, which was worse. The 
formate anion in NaHCO2 caused Ga oxidisation and consequently lower Ga 
incorporation in the final CIGS absorber. After optimisation, 13.3% CIGSe device 
efficiency was achieved with the addition of 2.5 at% of NaCl [58]. Wang et al. used 
simple dipping of the absorber films into NaCl aqueous solutions for several minutes 
prior to selenisation. This also resulted in enhanced morphological and electronic 
properties of the solution-based CIGS solar cells [236]. The gas-phase alkali doping 
was studied by Colombara et al. where the solution-based CIGS precursors were 
selenised with a mixture of elemental selenium and NaCl [43]. The gas-phase doping 
strategy has an advantage over the solid-state PDT in that it does not require any 
additional processing step. 
In this work, NaCl was chosen as the Na source because of its low cost, benign 
nature, high solubility and ease of thermal evaporation. Different doping strategies 
might result in different effects on absorber morphology and device performance, 
since the nature of the CIGS precursor material plays an equally important role. 
Moreover, the ease of execution of various Na doping strategies might vary 
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depending on the equipment and conditions. Consequently several doping methods 
were applied to improve the properties of the CIGS cells studied in this work. The 
CIGS absorbers and solar cells were characterised by various techniques to find the 
most efficient doping approach. However none of the characterisation techniques 
used in this chapter allowed for any Na quantification in the films. 
6.3 Thermal evaporation of NaCl 
Following the success of the NaF post-deposition evaporation doping strategy in 
vacuum-based as well as solution-based CIGS and CZTS solar cells, the first doping 
approach studied here was by means of thermal evaporation. This doping strategy is 
illustrated in Figure 6.1 c). In this experiment, NaCl was thermally evaporated onto 
the as-deposited CIGS absorber inside the same bell-jar evaporator as used for Ag 
contacts. The evaporation was performed at a base pressure below 3x10-6 Torr, 
applying current of 60 A to a tungsten boat containing NaCl. The substrates were 
placed directly above the source at distance of 15 cm. NaCl layers of different 
thicknesses ranging between 15 and 150 nm were evaporated onto the CIGS 
substrate, as shown in Figure 6.2. Layer thickness during the evaporation was 
controlled using a quartz crystal microbalance. 
 
Figure 6.2 Photograph of the CIGS absorber films with thermally evaporated layer of 
NaCl thick 15-150 nm directly prior the selenisation. The top and bottom parts of each 
slide have not been coated by NaCl as these have been shaded by the sample holder. 
The absorbers were subsequently annealed in a closed SiC-coated graphite box at 
550ºC and 200 Torr for 70 min in a selenium atmosphere (900 mg Se) using the RTP. 
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These conditions were previously found to result in the best absorber crystallisation 
when deposited on SLG (see Chapter 5). To avoid the cumulative effects of external 
Na-doping and Na diffusion from SLG substrate, all the CIGS devices were made on 
alkali-free glass substrate (Corning Eagle XG). In addition, accidental Na-doping 
might occur by gas-phase transfer from the Na-containing Se residuals accumulated 
in the annealing apparatus over multiple runs, as emphasized by Colombara et al. 
To minimise any ‘accidental’ Na-doping, the RTP oven and the graphite box were 
cleaned by high temperature and low pressure annealing under flowing nitrogen and 
mechanical scrubbing of the quartz annealing tube to remove residual selenium 
between each run. CIGS absorbers were prepared with an intended base-line 
composition (Cu0.9In0.7Ga0.3(S,Se)2) by spray-coating in 6 layers, as described in 
Chapter 2.  
6.3.1 Morphology and composition  
Figure 6.3 shows the SEM cross-section and surface images of the CIGS absorbers 
after being selenised in the presence of the evaporated NaCl layer. The enlarging 
effect of the intentional Na-doping on the absorber microstructure is evident. 
Annealing of the CIGS precursor without any NaCl (0 nm NaCl) in the presence of 
elemental Se vapours resulted in a poorly crystallised, highly porous CIGS absorber. 
Slightly larger grains on the surface of the absorber are observed with only 15 nm of 
NaCl being evaporated, however the grain growth improved remarkably with 30 and 
50 nm of NaCl. Here, some grains extend to the full absorber thickness, which had 
never been observed for these absorbers when the Na source was SLG. When 
thicker NaCl layers were evaporated (100 and 150 nm), the absorber grain size 
started to decrease slightly. The NaCl layer is still present at the end of the 
selenisation for these two samples and is clearly visible on the surface SEM of the 
150 nm NaCl absorber. EDX surface mapping was performed and confirms the 
presence of 9.2 at% and 19.4 at% of Cl for 100 nm and 150 nm NaCl-coated 
absorbers respectively, whereas no Cl was detected for any other sample. Table 6.1 
summarises EDX elemental composition of selenised CIGS absorbers and 
calculated final CGI and GGI ratios for all the films. 
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Figure 6.3 SEM surface and cross-section images of the selenised CIGS absorbers 
processed with evaporated NaCl layer with various thicknesses. 
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Table 6.1 EDX elemental composition after selenisation of the CIGS absorbers with 
evaporated NaCl layer with various thicknesses 
At% Cu In Ga Se Cl CGI GGI 
0 nm 22.5 17.5 7.0 53.0 0 0.914 0.284 
15 nm 19.6 19.0 5.9 55.5 0 0.791 0.237 
30 nm 20.5 18.5 6.1 54.9 0 0.831 0.248 
50 nm 20.4 18.6 6.0 55.0 0 0.827 0.243 
100 nm 19.0 17.1 5.7 49.0 9.2 0.836 0.249 
150 nm 16.5 15.8 4.9 43.4 19.4 0.794 0.238 
 
The morphological observations from the SEM images are in agreement with the 
XRD patterns of the films presented in Figure 6.4. The peak found at 2θ ~31.7º in 
100 and 150 nm NaCl samples corresponds to the NaCl (200) XRD reflection. This 
peak is not present in any other film confirming SEM and EDX observations. The 
other visible peaks correspond to the diffraction patterns of Mo, Mo-N and CIGS. 
CIGS has a preferred orientation along the (112) plane of the tetragonal phase and 
there is no change in dominant crystal orientation when varying the NaCl thickness. 
The FWHM of the dominant CIGS (112) peak was obtained using a peak fitting 
routine and is summarised Figure 6.4. 
 
Figure 6.4 XRD patterns of the selenised CIGS + NaCl films and table summarising the 
FWHM of the dominant CIGS (112) peak. 
The FWHM is the highest for the NaCl-free sample and the lowest for the 30 nm 
NaCl-containing sample. A lower FWHM (narrowest peak) is indicative of improved 
crystalline quality and consequently larger grain sizes. The crystalline quality 
decreases slightly when too much NaCl (≥ 50 nm) was added. Hence, the XRD 
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measurement is consistent with the SEM images of the CIGS crystals showing the 
smallest grains for 0 nm NaCl and largest for 30 and 50 nm of NaCl. The presence of 
residual NaCl phases are thought to be responsible for the lower crystallinity of the 
absorber, providing a partial shielding effect to the Se vapours and preventing them 
from coming into contact with the CIGS absorber. However other factors such as 
compositional changes can also be play a part and have yet to be fully investigated. 
Several groups have also previously observed a decrease in grain size upon addition 
of Na [237][81]. Finally, partial delamination was observed for absorbers with 30 and 
50 nm NaCl, the absorbers with the largest grains. The delamination of the absorber 
films with the largest grains was also reported by Sutter-Fella et al. where NaF layers 
of various thickness were evaporated onto CZTS absorbers [154]. 
6.3.2 PV performance 
To study the effect of the NaCl layer on CIGS solar cell performance, the above 
presented absorber films were made into CIGS devices. The PV performance 
indicators are summarised in Figure 6.5. In this study, the optimum NaCl thickness 
for the best device performance was 15 nm. Adding only 15 nm of NaCl substantially 
improved the VOC and FF by on average 100 mV and 11% respectively. The 
increase in VOC and FF are typically observed consequences of Na-doping of the 
CIGS absorbers. Moreover, the optimum thickness of evaporated NaCl of 15 nm is in 
the range of thicknesses typically used for the evaporation of NaF for high efficiency 
vacuum-based CIGS solar cells. The increase in JSC with the addition of 15 nm of 
NaCl from an average of 18 to 26 mA/cm2 can be attributed to the enhanced grain 
growth. However the optimum NaCl thickness for the device performance is below 
the optimum for the CIGS absorber crystallisation at 30 nm. This sample also had 
the highest JSC among the samples, approximately 29 mA/cm
2 on average. This is 
also consistent with the smallest FWHM measured for this sample.  
The samples with the largest grains show FF and VOC degradation and consequently 
do not perform as well as CIGS with only 15 nm of NaCl. These samples also suffer 
from partial delamination, which might be related to the grain size or the high amount 
of Na incorporated. Sudden improvement in device performance was observed for 
the sample with 150 nm NaCl. Here, a visible NaCl layer remained after selenisation 
on the absorber surface, possibly hindering the extensive grain growth (lower JSC, 
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EQE signal and higher FWHM). The VOC and FF values were high, although not as 
high as for the 15 nm NaCl sample. This suggests that the Na doping was more 
beneficial than for the samples with 50 and 100 nm of NaCl. The exact origin of this 
performance improvement and the role of the remaining NaCl layer in the sample 
with the 150 nm thick NaCl layer need further investigation. The remaining NaCl was 
probably washed out during the CdS CBD process. 
 
Figure 6.5 Box plots of PV parameters for devices with evaporated NaCl. 
Figure 6.6 shows the J-V curves and EQE of a representative device for each NaCl 
thickness. PV parameters for each curve are summarised in Table 6.2. The bandgap 
(Eg) was extracted from the peak energy of the derivative of the EQE curves [238]. 
These bandgap values will be discussed and compared with an alternative bandgap 
measurement technique in the following sub-section. The EQE curves show 
improved photocurrent response especially at long wavelengths with the addition of 
NaCl. The long wavelength decay is the smallest for the samples with the largest 
grains (NaCl = 30-100 nm), indicating improved carrier collection efficiency. This 
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might result from reduced GB recombination or longer minority carrier diffusion 
length. The reduction in GBs due to the increased grain size will almost certainly 
result in lower GB recombination. Moreover a compositional grading in the absorber 
created by the lower In/Ga interdiffusion often reported as a consequence of Na 
doping would create a quasi-electric field increasing the diffusion length of the 
carriers and enhancing the carrier transfer [239]. 
 
Figure 6.6 Light and dark J-V (left) and EQE (right) of a representative cell for each 
NaCl layer thickness. 
Table 6.2 PV parameters of each J-V curve presented in Figure 6.6 
NaCl PCE 
(%) 
VOC 
(V) 
JSC 
(mA/cm2) 
FF 
(%) 
RS 
(Ω.cm2) 
RSH 
(Ω.cm2) 
Eg 
(eV) 
0 nm 5.04 0.502 19.6 51.3 1.8 149.3 1.203 
15 nm 10.26 0.601 26.8 63.6 0.93 239.5 1.198 
30 nm 9.20 0.584 29.4 53.6 2.2 147.0 1.170 
50 nm 6.07 0.455 31.2 42.7 1.08 132.0 1.198 
100 nm 8.35 0.564 32.0 46.3 1.1 134.5 1.175 
150 nm 9.13 0.584 25.7 60.7 0.75 156.3 1.198 
 
6.3.3 Carrier density and lifetime 
To better understand the device performance and the role of Na doping, C-V and 
DLCP measurements at room temperature were performed on these devices. The 
net acceptor concentration (NA) was obtained from the minima of the doping profiles 
shown in Figure 6.7. The C-V measurement and the resulting doping profiles depend 
on the amount of Na present in the absorber; however it is also affected by the 
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morphology of the absorbers. The NA is clearly the lowest for 30 nm of NaCl, ~1x10
15 
cm-3. The highest doping density was measured for the 150 mn NaCl, approximately 
one order of magnitude higher. The width of the depletion region (W) at zero bias 
was estimated from the C-V measurement and the values are summarised in Table 
6.3. W at 0 V bias is significantly larger for the 30 nm NaCl sample than for any other 
studied sample. A larger depletion width improves the long wavelength charge 
carrier collection, however lower doping density results in a weaker electric field 
across the SCR. 
 
Figure 6.7 Doping profiles of a representative cells and box plots showing the 
distribution of carrier density from over 10 devices for each NaCl thickness. 
As opposed to C-V, the DLCP method is mostly insensitive to the response from 
interface states. The net acceptor concentrations extracted from these two methods 
are compared in Figure 6.8. For the undoped and 150 nm NaCl samples, the C-V 
and DLCP doping profiles are similar, indicating that these two samples are 
dominated by response from the bulk defect states. For all the other samples DLCP 
doping profiles are shifted to lower values relative to C-V. For these samples, DLCP 
is a better method to quantify the net acceptor concentration in the cell, since these 
cells contain non-negligible interface states [170].  
To explain the apparent doping of these morphologically different samples measured 
using capacitance techniques, some assumptions and speculations must be made. It 
is suggested that high a concentration of Na accumulates along grain boundaries 
[235]. Large crystals as seen in the 30 nm NaCl sample cannot host large quantities 
of Na so it most likely out-diffuses towards the interfaces. Consequently, the sample 
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with the lowest number of GBs (30 nm NaCl) has the lowest carrier concentration. 
With thicker NaCl layers, the grains progressively become smaller and at the same 
time more Na was supplied, hence more Na can be accommodated at the GBs. A 
similar doping density for the undoped sample and the sample with 15 nm of NaCl 
may also result from the reduction of the number of GBs in the doped absorber. 
 
Figure 6.8 Doping profiles extracted from C-V and DLCP measurements at RT. C-V 
and DLCP minima are shifted (left) and at the same level (right) for these samples. 
A study performed by Forest et al. regarding the reversibility of the Na incorporation 
can be used to infer the presence of interface states. In their study, a series of rinse 
and heat cycles were performed on a Na-doped sample, resulting in the progressive 
removal of Na from the grain boundaries. Many Na compounds are soluble in water, 
therefore rinsing the absorber in DI water at 60°C typically removes all the Na salts 
accumulated at the surface. The heat treatment at 200°C allows oxygen to draw Na 
from the GBs to the surface, where it is washed out in the next cycle [222]. Although 
this experiment was not intentionally performed here, the samples are very porous 
and the CdS bath deposition involves immersing the absorbers in an aqueous 
solution at 60°C for several minutes before the CdS growth starts. The consequent 
junction annealing performed in air at 180°C could cause Na to diffuse and create 
interface states detected by the combination of C-V and DLCP measurements. 
Whether the NaCl layer in the 150 nm NaCl sample was playing a role in the 
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protection of the surface or created a smoother and more compact film resulting in 
lower surface recombination and overall higher doping is unclear. 
PL and TRPL measurements were performed and their spectra are displayed in 
Figure 6.9. PL peaks give another indication of the bandgap of the material. The PL 
signal from the Na-free sample was so low that it cannot be distinguished from the 
measurement background noise. PL peaks of all other samples were fitted using a 
bi-gausian peak fit and the peak position values corresponding to the CIGS bandgap 
are summarised and compared with the values measured using EQE in Table 6.3. 
Carrier lifetime was obtained from the TRPL spectra by fitting an exponential decay 
curve. These values are also shown in Table 6.3.  
 
Figure 6.9 Spectrally-resolved PL (left) and TRPL (right) signals of the samples with 
evaporated NaCl of various thicknesses. 
Table 6.3 Summary of the carrier concentration, depletion width, minority carrier 
lifetime and material bandgap 
NaCl Eg 
(EQE) 
(eV) 
Eg (PL) 
(eV) 
𝝉 
(ns) 
NA(C-V) 
(x1015 cm-3) 
NA(DLCP) 
(x1015 cm-3) 
W 
(at 0V) 
(nm) 
0 nm 1.203 - 0.50 5.2 5.6 263 
15 nm 1.198 1.179 3.48 6.6 4.4 270 
30 nm 1.170 1.166 6.04 2.7 2.0 361 
50 nm 1.198 1.154 3.93 7.0 5.5 248 
100 nm 1.175 1.136/1.187 3.58 4.7 3.9 275 
150 nm 1.198 1.139/1.191 3.71 10.0 10.7 266 
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Carrier lifetime (𝜏) gives an indication of how fast the minority carriers recombine. 𝜏 is 
therefore directly related to the VOC of the cells. Carrier lifetime is the highest for the 
30 nm NaCl sample with largest grains but lowest carrier concentration. Its value, ~6 
ns, is almost double the carrier lifetime for the best performing cell from the 15 nm 
NaCl sample (~3.5 ns). This is due to higher material quality with fewer defects and 
GBs. Despite the high carrier lifetime and high carrier collection due to large grains in 
the 30 nm NaCl-doped CIGS, its VOC is lower than that of the 15 nm NaCl sample. 
The VOC loss is not caused by GB recombination, but its origin is otherwise unknown. 
Similarly, the sample with the lowest VOC (50 nm NaCl) has large grains and the 
second highest 𝜏. From the literature, the detrimental effects of an excessive Na 
incorporation have negative impact on device VOC and FF. 
Finally, why the performance of the CIGS solar cells with excessively thick NaCl (> 
100 nm) starts to recover owing to a surprising increase in VOC and FF, has yet to be 
answered. The answer to this question is not evident from any previous 
characterisation technique or from the literature; however an interesting observation 
can be made looking at the PL peaks in Figure 6.9. PL signals for 15-50 nm NaCl 
can be fitted with a single peak, but PL signals corresponding to 100 and 150 nm 
NaCl are both deformed, fitting two distinct peaks, as shown in Figure 6.10. 
 
Figure 6.10 Double-peak fitting for the 100 and 150 nm NaCl samples. 
Both of these samples still had traces (100 nm) or even a clear layer (150 nm) of 
NaCl remaining after selenisation. Looking at the PV performance of these two 
samples, 100 nm NaCl has a large distribution of cell efficiencies ranging from 4.8 to 
8.3% due to a large variation in FF and VOC. Therefore half of the cells are similar in 
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performance to 50 nm NaCl and the other half to 150 nm NaCl. This last sample has 
relatively improved PCEs reaching up to 9%, with the narrowest distribution of VOC 
among the samples, at ~580 mV. The two PL peaks indicate a possibility of a 
compositional gradient in the film, which would involve a bandgap change across the 
absorber, or perhaps the formation of competing phases. Previously Colombara et al. 
observed a PL peak shift attributed to the formation of Ga-deficient absorber with 
intentional addition of sodium [43]. Similarly, Rudmann et al. reported a [Ga]/[In] 
concentration ratio change in the first half of the absorber following NaF treatment 
[206]. In the 100 nm NaCl, sample, the smaller low bandgap peak at ~1.14 eV would 
correspond to a Ga-poor phase whilst the more pronounced high bandgap peak at 
~1.19 eV to a Ga-rich phase. The low Eg peak becomes very small for 150 nm NaCl. 
Generally, the bandgaps measured by PL are smaller than those measured using 
EQE spectra with a particularly big discrepancy in the 50 nm NaCl sample. However 
a general trend of bandgap decreasing from 15 to 50 nm NaCl and then increasing 
from 50 to 150 nm was observed. This indicates that excess Na causes 
compositional changes in the absorber involving In/Ga, but perhaps also affecting Cu 
migration and distribution in the absorber as suggested by Oikkonen et al. [211]. 
6.3.4 Compositional analysis using TEM 
To understand the VOC and FF loss in the device with the largest grains, the 
composition and structure of the device was studied using TEM in combination with 
EDX elemental mapping. A TEM bright field cross-section through the best 
performing cell of the 30 nm NaCl sample is shown in Figure 6.11. Different layers of 
the cell are clearly indicated on the image. The image shows large CIGS grains, 
however the individual grains are separated by extensive voids. The presence of 
voids causes the Mo layer to be uncovered at certain places or covered with only 
small grains. The presence of such extensive voids in the absorber might hinder the 
photo-generated carrier transport between the grains and limit the carrier collection 
at the contacts from the grains isolated by the void. Moreover, the CdS deposited by 
CBD forms not only on the surface of the absorber, but also inside it, which is 
corroborated by the elemental maps of Cd presented in Figure 6.12. The CdS 
enveloping each grain separately creates a local p-n junction, leaving the photo-
generated carriers trapped inside the grain as they cannot be collected at the 
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contacts. This is probably the cause of the deterioration of the FF seen in the 
devices with large grains (30-100 nm NaCl). 
 
Figure 6.11 Bright field TEM cross-section through the best cell of the device with 
evaporated 30 nm of NaCl.  Heterostructure layers are identified and clearly indicated 
in red. The blue rectangles indicate 4 areas which were quantified with EDX and 
summarised in Table 6.4. 
The elemental maps (Figure 6.12) show the distributions of the constituent elements 
of the various layers of the CIGS device. It can be seen that Cd is not only present 
around each CIGS grain, but also in the Mo back contact. Cd is generally known for 
diffusing to the surface of CIGS absorbers during the CBD process [163]. Moreover, 
Cd diffusion into the MoS2 layer was seen by Gherson et al. [119]. Cd diffusion into 
the absorber and towards the back contact is enabled by the presence of voids in the 
absorber. However Cd diffusion into the Mo back contact is not typically observed 
and should not occur in a good quality and dense Mo grain structure. This suggests 
that the Mo back contact might be of poor quality with GBs allowing for accumulation 
of Cd and other impurities. The sheet resistance of 0.4 Ω/sq. for ~1.1 µm thick 
Mo/Mo-N/Mo back contact gives a back contact resistivity of 4.4 x 10-5 Ω.cm, which 
is one order of magnitude higher than a typical Mo resistivity. The Mo-N barrier layer 
has a similar grain morphology to Mo and if there is the presence of even a small 
amount of oxygen during the deposition, as suggested in Chapter 3, the oxygenated 
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columnar GBs would promote MoSe2 formation, which is also accelerated in the 
presence of Na, and consequent delamination [118]. This phenomenon can be 
observed in the Se elemental map, where Se is observed to diffuse in the form of 
channels along GBs into the Mo. 
 
Figure 6.12 TEM-EDX elemental maps of the constituent elements of the CIGS solar 
cell with 30 nm of NaCl. 
Mo and S EDX peaks overlap; therefore there is a combined elemental map for 
these 2 elements. Its signal in the CIGS absorber indicates that not all the sulphur 
from the precursors was replaced by Se during the selenisation and consequently 
the final absorber is not a pure selenide phase but rather a mixed Cu(In,Ga)(S,Se)2 
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material. The Ga elemental map shows a strong Ga signal around the grains, 
indicating Ga segregation and consequently a lower GGI ratio in the bulk CIGS. The 
Na signal is included as well, however Na is a light element and its EDX signal is not 
trustworthy. But according to this map, the Na signal seems to be stronger where the 
Ga signal is strong. EDX map also shows presence of oxygen around the grains and 
its signal is overlapping with the Ga signal. To quantify the device composition, four 
different areas of the device were analysed, inside the grain, at GBs and in the Ga 
segregate. The areas are marked by blue rectangles in Figure 6.11 and the 
composition of each is summarised in Table 6.4. 
Table 6.4 EDX compositional analysis at four areas of the CIGS absorber visualised in 
TEM cross-section of Figure 6.11 
At% Area 1 
Top grain 
Area 2 
Bottom grain 
Area 3 
Under grain 
Area 4 
GB 
Cu 25.0 24.7 0.6 16.7 
In 21.2 21.8 0.3 14.7 
Ga 7.4 7.4 25.2 4.6 
Se 46.4 46.2 1.1 30.6 
O - - 50.3 - 
Si - - 17.1 - 
Al - - 5.5 - 
Cd - - - 16.8 
S - - - 16.5 
CGI 0.874 0.846 0.024 0.865 
GGI 0.259 0.253 0.988 0.238 
 
The EDX compositional analysis reveals lower than intended Ga composition inside 
the CIGS grains (GGI of ~0.25 instead of 0.3). The Ga loss from the bulk is caused 
by the accumulation of Ga underneath the grains. In Area 3, Ga is present in an 
increased quantity, but does not form part of the chalcopyrite phase. Large amounts 
of oxygen are also present in this region, suggesting possible oxidisation of the 
gallium. Partial oxidisation and accumulation of Ga was observed by Berner et al., 
when sodium formate was used as the Na precursor. It is claimed that Ga in the form 
of Ga2O3 is no longer available during selenisation as the oxide is very stable [58]. 
Here, the oxygen can come from the air as the spraying procedure is performed at 
elevated temperatures in ambient conditions. Dirnstorfer et al. observed Ga loss in 
the chalcopyrite phase due to formation of Ga2O3 after annealing the CIGSe 
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precursor in air at 400°C [240]. Na has a strong affinity for oxygen and Na is typically 
found at GBs [222]. This can promote the accumulation of the gallium oxide phases 
around the CIGS grains. 
6.3.5 NaCl evaporation: conclusions  
The evaporation of NaCl onto CIGS absorbers in order to enhance the morphological 
and electrical properties of the devices induced by absorber Na doping was 
successfully achieved. Using NaCl as an evaporation source is a cheap, non-toxic 
and previously unexplored method of CIGS doping. NaF is typically used as the 
evaporation source mostly for high efficiency vacuum-based CIGS solar cells. NaCl 
was also employed as a Na precursor for CIGS, however mostly by direct 
introduction into the precursor solution in solution-based absorbers. It was shown 
that NaCl was relatively easy and fast to evaporate under vacuum and its effects on 
the absorber morphology and performance were similar to those described in the 
literature for NaF evaporation [154]. It was found that a compromise between the 
optimum NaCl thickness for CIGS grain growth and the optimum thickness for the 
improvement of electronic properties of the material had to be made. The large grain 
growth is accompanied by the creation of extensive voids in the absorber, which has 
detrimental effects on the device performance and delamination as well as creating 
shunting paths. The voids are particularly problematic in the successive CdS CBD, 
where CdS forms not only on the absorber surface as for dense films, but also inside 
the absorber, resulting in less efficient carrier collection. The reversibility of Na 
incorporation discussed in the literature suggests that part of the Na incorporated at 
the GBs can effectively be washed out during the CBD, which may also be facilitated 
by the presence of voids [222]. The presence of oxygen can drive Na from the GBs 
to the surface and create surface traps during the post-CBD heat treatments. Finally 
bandgap changes and segregation of Ga possibly forming gallium oxides in the inter-
grain voids were also observed in the presence of various amounts of sodium.  All 
these observations have to be taken into account for the further optimisation of this 
approach of sodium doping. Overall, this method resulted in a device performance of 
twice that of the Na-free CIGS solar cells, from PCE of 5 to 10%. 
6.4 Other incorporation methods 
6.4.1 NaCl added into the graphite box 
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This doping strategy is illustrated in Figure 6.1 e) and was based on the study 
performed by Colombara et al. showing deliberate gas-phase doping of CIGS by 
selenising in the presence of elemental Se and NaCl [43]. To perform a similar 
experiment, NaCl was simply placed in the graphite box together with Se pellets prior 
the selenisation. The absorbers were selenised at 550ºC for 70 min using the RTP. 
The graphite box was filled with ~800 mg of Se and 100 mg of NaCl. The 
selenisation was performed at three different pressures (200 Torr, 50 Torr and 1 Torr) 
with the aim of triggering a partial NaCl evaporation. Lower pressures are necessary 
for the NaCl evaporation due to its very high boiling and melting points (1465°C and 
801°C respectively under atmospheric conditions). However higher pressures are 
necessary to slow down the evaporation of selenium and allow its supply 
progressively, during the whole selenisation process. Since there is not a continuous 
supply of Se vapour during the process, a compromise in terms of working pressure 
had to be made.  
 
Figure 6.13 SEM cross-section and surface images after selenisation in presence of NaCl 
in the graphite box at different working pressures. 
The SEM cross-sections of the three absorbers selenised at different pressures are 
shown in Figure 6.13. The SEM images show a lower degree of crystallinity of the 
absorber at lower working pressures. At the end of each selenisation, all the initially 
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inserted Se in the box was consumed, however ~100 mg of the NaCl remained. 
Therefore it is evident that even at the lowest pressure, the evaporation of NaCl did 
not happen, at least not in any significant quantity. Instead, lower pressures caused 
Se to evaporate too early in the process, resulting in a less crystalline absorber 
material. Colombara et al. stated that at 550°C, the vapour pressures of alkali 
chlorides are of the order of 1 mTorr, which is three orders of magnitude lower than 
the lowest pressure used here [43]. Consequently, the electrical performance of 
these cells is not expected to be an improvement of that of the undoped CIGS 
sample presented in the previous section. J-V curves of representative devices are 
shown in Figure 6.14 and their performance parameters are summarised in Table 
6.5. 
 
Figure 6.14 Light and dark J-V characteristics of the CIGS devices after selenisation in 
presence of NaCl in the graphite box at different working pressures. 
Table 6.5 PV performance indicators of the J-V curves shown in Figure 6.14 
 Working 
pressure 
PCE 
(%) 
VOC 
(V) 
JSC 
(mA/cm2) 
FF 
(%) 
Se + NaCl 1 Torr 0.56 0.238 7.3 32.3 
50 Torr 3.43 0.446 16.1 47.8 
200 Torr 4.99 0.468 23.5 45.2 
Se 200 Torr 5.04 0.502 19.6 51.3 
 
The performance of the device selenised at 200 Torr in presence of NaCl is very 
similar to the control device with no added NaCl. It confirms that the presence of 
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NaCl in the selenisation box did not play any major role since the pressure was too 
high to start its evaporation. Lowering the pressure to 50 Torr caused the efficiency 
to drop, owing to a significant drop in JSC from 23.5 to 16.1 mA/cm
2. This is 
consistent with the lower degree of crystallinity of the absorber observed in the SEM 
images. Lowering the pressure to 1 Torr caused all the PV parameters to decrease 
dramatically resulting in efficiency of only ~0.6%. These results show that a 
simultaneous evaporation of Se and NaCl in the experimental setup used here is not 
achievable and consequently gas-phase alkali doping was not studied any further. 
6.4.2 Dipping the absorber into NaCl solution 
Another strategy explored for sodium doping was done by dipping of the absorber in 
NaCl solution (Figure 6.1 d)). This experiment was based on the work done by Wang 
et al. and Guo et al. where they achieved an efficiency improvement by dipping the 
solution-based absorbers into the NaCl aqueous solution for several minutes prior to 
selenisation [236][52]. Following the methodology used by Wang et al., the as-
deposited CIGS absorbers were dipped into NaCl solutions of various concentrations 
for 20 min. The films were then annealed on a hot plate at 300°C to evaporate the 
excess solvent for 15 min and selenised at 550°C for 70 min. The NaCl solution 
concentration was varied between 0.02 and 0.2 M. A concentration 0.2 M was found 
to produce non-uniform drying of the film, leaving traces of NaCl on the surface. 
Consequently higher concentrations were not tested. The selenisation duration had 
to be reoptimised for each NaCl solution concentration used due to peeling of the 
films from the substrate. It was observed that adding NaCl had a negative effect on 
the absorber and Mo adhesion properties. Figure 6.15 b-c) shows photographs of 
the extensive pinholes formed after selenisation of Na-doped absorbers. The SEM 
cross-section in Figure 6.15 a) depicts the origin of the delamination.  
The SEM proves that the delamination occurs due to excessive local MoSe2 
formation. Adding Na into the absorber prior to selenisation triggers the formation of 
Na-Se phases during selenisation [154]. The Na-Se flux is more reactive than the 
pure Se vapour, enhancing the grain growth of the CIGS absorber. However, more 
reactive Se also has negative effects on the Mo layer, as MoSe2 formation is 
accelerated. The Mo-N acts as a diffusion barrier against Se, however some Se was 
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shown to penetrate to the underlying Mo layer following the Mo/Mo-N GBs as the 
morphology of Mo and Mo-N is similar, with both being columnar. 
 
Figure 6.15 SEM cross-section at the points where the delamination occurs (a) and 
photographs showing the delamination of the thin films from the glass substrate 
observed from the Mo (b) and CIGS (c) side. The pinholes in the coatings occur after 
addition of Na in the films and selenisation. The bottom part of the absorber in (c) was 
not NaCl treated and also does not show any signs of delamination. 
Since the delamination occurs locally, in the form of pinholes and since the cross-
sections through the absorber away from pinholes (Figure 6.16) show formation of 
only a thin MoSe2 layer achieved by the functional Mo-N barrier, it is suggested that 
the pinholes are formed when Se managed to escape through the barrier along the 
columnar GBs. This diffusion of some Se down the Mo GBs in presence of the Mo-N 
can be observed in the TEM/EDX maps shown in Figure 6.12. In the case of severe 
delamination as seen in Figure 6.15, the Se channels reach deeper in the Mo, 
eventually reaching the substrate. The absorbers with no Na doping do not show any 
signs of delamination. Higher concentrations of incorporated Na and longer 
selenisation durations with higher amounts of Se result in increasingly severe Mo 
delamination. 
Longer selenisations are generally better for the solution-processed absorbers 
studied here, as they were found to produce enhanced absorber grain growth. 
However long selenisation durations (such as 70 min) in combination with Na doping 
by dipping into the NaCl aqueous solution resulted in films that were impossible to 
finish into CIGS devices due to extensive delamination such as shown in Figure 5.15. 
Figure 6.16 shows SEM images of the absorber films after longer and shorter 
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selenisation. The Na doping of these films was performed by dipping into the NaCl 
solution of two different concentrations, 0.02 M and 0.1 M. The absorbers were then 
selenised for the standard 70 min as well as for shorter times to reduce the 
delamination effects and ensure a good quality back contact. 
 
Figure 6.16 SEM cross-sections of the Na doped CIGS absorbers by dipping into NaCl 
aqueous solution of concentrations of 0.02 M and 0.1 M after selenisation for various 
durations. 
As expected, longer selenisation times had a clear effect on the absorber 
morphology resulting in larger CIGS grains. Unfortunately the absorber with the 
largest grain morphology could not be finished into a device due to severe 
delamination. In addition, the NaCl solution concentration also has an effect on the 
CIGS grain growth, as larger grains were formed when the absorber was dipped into 
0.1 M solution as opposed to 0.02 M. The J-V characteristics of the remaining three 
CIGS devices are presented in Figure 6.17. This graph contains an additional J-V 
curve of a sample treated with 0.2 M NaCl solution and selenised for 15 min. The 
cross-section of this sample was not included in Figure 6.16 as it looks similar to the 
0.1 M for the same selenisation time. The J-V curve was added to show that the 
NaCl solution concentration and consequently the amount of Na incorporated into 
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the absorber has a key role in determining the device performance. Table 6.6 
summarises the key performance indicators of these devices. 
 
Figure 6.17 Light and dark J-V characteristics of the CIGS devices after dipping in the 
NaCl solution of concentrations in the range of 0.02-0.2 M. The absorbers have been 
subsequently selenised for various durations (15-70 min) in order to protect the back 
contact against delamination accelerated in presence of higher amounts of Na and Se.   
Table 6.6 PV performance indicators from the J-V curves in Figure 6.17 
Dipping NaCl 
solution 
Selenisation 
conditions 
PCE 
(%) 
VOC 
(V) 
JSC 
(mA/cm2) 
FF 
(%) 
N/A 70 min 5.04 0.502 19.6 51.3 
0.02 M 
70 min 5.39 0.453 26.4 45.0 
30 min 7.42 0.551 25.1 53.6 
0.1 M 
15 min 
6.67 0.484 24.1 57.1 
0.2 M 3.12 0.441 19.4 36.4 
 
In this approach, a compromise between the NaCl solution concentration and the 
selenisation length had to be made because of the current limitations of the back 
contact. It was suggested earlier that the Mo is more resistive than a good quality Mo 
should be, perhaps due to the presence of a small amount of oxygen. Longer 
selenisation and higher NaCl solution concentration both improved the grain growth; 
however they also caused more extensive back contact delamination due to local 
formation of MoSe2. As opposed to the NaCl evaporation method which implies Na-
Se phase formation and supply from the absorber surface, this method incorporates 
NaCl into the entire absorber and this is further facilitated due to the porous nature of 
the absorber material. Consequently this approach probably has a more direct effect 
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on the Mo, which was in several studies reported to act as a sink of Na during CIGS 
growth [232]. An improvement from the undoped device efficiency of 5% to 7.4% 
was achieved using this strategy. It is likely that this efficiency could be even higher 
with a better quality Mo back contact, allowing for higher NaCl solution 
concentrations and longer selenisation durations. The solution concentration of 0.2 
M was found to supply an excessive amount of Na resulting in performance 
degradation compared to 0.1 M. 
6.4.3 NaCl added into the precursor solution 
In the last Na doping approach studied in this work, NaCl was added directly into the 
CIGS solution (Figure 6.1 f)). Berner et al. have achieved a 13.3% efficient solution-
processed CIGS solar cell by adding 2.5 at% of Na relative to the copper content of 
the precursor solution [58]. However such a small amount represents adding only 1 
mg of NaCl into the 4.4 mL of the CIGS precursor solution, typically prepared for 
spraying onto two 5 cm x 5 cm substrates. To find the optimum in this case, three 
different amounts of NaCl were added to the base-line precursor solution. NaCl was 
not separately dissolved as a fourth constituent solution, instead it was added in 
solid pieces into the final CIGS precursor solution and left to stir for two hours prior to 
starting the deposition. The three quantities of NaCl used were approximately 1, 2.5 
and 5 mg, corresponding to ~2.5, 6 and 12 at% of Na relative to Cu in the CIGS. 
Visually all the NaCl was dissolved in the solution after 2h from its addition, and 
anything which had not dissolved was removed by filtering. 
Figure 6.18 shows SEM images of the cross-sections through the finished CIGS 
devices and absorber surfaces with different amounts of NaCl directly dissolved in 
the precursor solutions. It appears that there is little, if any, visible change in the 
CIGS absorber morphology with addition of 2.5 at% and minimal change with 6 at% 
of Na. This is surprising as 6 at% is more than double the optimum Na concentration 
found by Berner et al. The absorber containing the highest amount of Na (~12 at%) 
however shows a spectacular change in morphology. The grains are significantly 
larger than in the other three CIGS absorbers. However, there are grain size 
differences and significant voids in between the grains. This absorber layer is not as 
compact and smooth as the absorbers with poorer crystal growth (≤ 6 at% Na), 
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hence the AZO coverage of the film is very different, less uniform and less smooth, 
possibly resulting in shunt paths. 
 
Figure 6.18 SEM cross-section of CIGS devices and SEM surface images of CIGS 
absorbers doped with different amounts of Na relative to Cu introduced as NaCl 
directly into the precursor solution prior spray-coating. The at% stated represent the 
amount of Na intended, not physically present in the film. 
The J-V curves of the four devices with the various intended amounts of Na in the 
absorber are shown in Figure 6.19. Table 6.7 summarises the PV performance 
indicators of these devices. As suspected from the SEM images, the device with 12 
at% of Na added is electrically shunted, probably due to the voids in the absorber 
and non-conformal TCO growth. The AZO most likely has been sputtered through 
the voids and made contact with the back contact. The physical contact of the two 
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conductive electrodes resulted in the formation of a direct shunting path bypassing 
that of the diode. The extensive voids were created by the enhanced but non-uniform 
grain growth of the CIGS absorber. As NaCl was dissolved in the precursor solution, 
it was equally incorporated into the entire absorber. As with the dipping strategy, the 
grain growth mechanism and kinetics were probably different from those of the 
surface evaporation technique. The apparently varied grain nucleation resulted in 
irregular growth without the formation of the coarse large-grained absorber surface 
typically seen in these devices. The device with 2.5 at% added Na generally 
exhibited low performance, even lower than that of the undoped control device. This 
probably does not reflect the Na doping effects but some other problems that might 
have occurred during its fabrication. Nonetheless, this concentration was most 
certainly too low to produce any performance improvement. The device with 6 at% 
Na has a much greater JSC, which is likely caused by the addition of Na improving 
slightly the absorber grain morphology.  
 
Figure 6.19 Light and dark J-V curves of the CIGS devices prepared from precursor 
solutions containing NaCl salts. 
Table 6.7 PV performance indicators from the J-V curves shown in Figure 6.19 
Na concentration 
(at%) 
PCE 
(%) 
VOC 
(V) 
JSC 
(mA/cm2) 
FF 
(%) 
0 5.04 0.502 19.6 51.3 
2.5 3.59 0.434 17.7 46.7 
6 6.07 0.460 26.6 49.7 
12 0.33 0.085 15.1 25.5 
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This Na doping strategy shows another possible way of doping the solution-
processed CIGS absorbers with sodium. Despite only a performance improvement of 
1% with the addition of Na into the solution, this method presents a potentially 
successful method of Na doping with no additional fabrication step. After a further 
and more precise Na amount optimisation and using a better quality Mo back contact, 
devices with enhanced morphological and electronic properties are considered to be 
achievable. It is unlikely that the actual Na content of the absorbers is similar to the 
quantity added to the solution (i.e. 2.5, 6 and 12 at%). Consequently a more efficient 
means of NaCl addition could be used, for example dissolving NaCl in a separate 
solution or forming a single solution containing Cu, In, Ga and Na precursors from 
the beginning. 
6.5 Challenges of Na doping 
The beneficial effects of the alkali elements on CIGS device performance are 
generally known and accepted, however their mechanisms and location of action are 
not yet precisely understood. Therefore many potential challenges of alkali doping 
remain, especially in solution-processed CIGS devices. These are fundamentally 
different in absorber morphology and overall material quality compared to highly 
efficient vacuum-processed CIGS solar cells.  
The first obvious challenge is to select the most appropriate doping strategy taking 
into account the limitations of the precursor material as well as the processing 
equipment. In vacuum-processing, NaF PDT is a well-established approach allowing 
for precise control over Na doping. However in solution-processing, typical Na 
doping of CIGS devices is achieved by out-diffusion from SLG and consequently 
intentional methods of Na incorporation into the material are less explored and not 
unified. Amongst the existing doping strategies, one may be more suitable for a 
given type of solution-based absorber whilst a different one may be better for 
another type. 
Another challenge is identifying the right Na dosage. The amount of Na found to be 
beneficial for device performance is very small, in the order of 0.1 at%. This quantity 
is already too small to be easily detectable with any significant precision. In addition, 
Na is a light element and very few measurement techniques are able to directly 
measure it. Those that can work include expensive and rare characterisation 
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techniques such as atom probe tomography (ATP) and SIMS so long as an 
appropriate reference sample is provided for quantification. Consequently, no 
sodium quantification in the films was performed in this work and all the conclusions 
were based on the relative comparison of the samples and their behaviour. 
Na forms a relatively volatile complex with Se, which can accumulate in the 
selenisation apparatus over several runs. Its re-evaporation can result in background 
alkali contamination and consequently cause accidental alkali doping of the absorber 
affecting device performance. The type of reaction chamber, selenisation setup and 
apparatus cleaning all have a significant impact on accidental absorber doping and 
need to be taken into consideration to avoid any confusing results and trends. In this 
work, the selenisation furnace was regularly cleaned by heating and mechanical 
scrubbing of the accumulated selenium. Moreover a closed-vessel selenisation 
approach using a SiC-coated graphite box was adopted, thought to minimise 
accidental alkali contamination. 
 
Figure 6.20 Photographs showing the effect of Na concentration in the CIGS film on the 
delamination properties of the Mo film after selenisation.  
Finally another challenge was discovered during the experimental work. Na has an 
important effect on the quality of the back contact. In the presence of Na, Se 
becomes more reactive, having a positive impact on the absorber crystallinity, but 
also promoting excessive MoSe2 formation, as explained in sub-section 6.4.2. Figure 
6.20 shows how the increasing amount of Na affects the absorber and the Mo film 
quality. The oxygenated Mo GBs make the delamination even worse than usual 
(Figure 6.21). Na2Sex has strong affinity for O and H2O and therefore promotes Na 
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oxidation [153]. It was concluded that a good quality, low resistivity Mo back contact 
without any oxygen contamination is essential for any further Na doping studies. 
 
Figure 6.21 Photographs showing the effect of Mo oxidisation on the delamination in 
presence of Na after selenisation. The Mo film was artificially oxidised by annealing in 
air. 
6.6 Conclusions 
Several different doping strategies were applied to provide doping of the amine/thiol-
based solution-processed CIGS solar cells studied in this work. The cheap and non-
toxic Na precursor NaCl was employed throughout. It was shown that of the four 
doping methods studied here, different methods are more suitable for particular 
fabrication processes than others. When NaCl was mixed with elemental selenium 
during selenisation, the conditions and setup used were not sufficient to provoke 
NaCl evaporation, or at least not in sufficient quantity to compensate for rapid 
selenium evaporation and loss. Although this gas-phase alkali doping was 
successfully applied by others, for instance producing remarkable performance 
improvement in work published by Colombara et al., small differences in starting 
materials, equipment design and conditions used can result in very different 
outcomes [43]. 
Direct introduction of NaCl into the precursor solution and dipping the absorber into 
NaCl solution produced a noticeable and encouraging change in absorber 
morphology and device performance induced by the action of sodium. However 
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these approaches were found to be less appropriate for the highly porous CIGS 
absorbers. The NaCl introduced by these methods was distributed equally to the 
entire absorber prior selenisation rather than on the surface only. This caused more 
direct action of the Na at the back contact resulting in extensive local delamination. 
Moreover, the probable different grain growth kinetics created voids in the absorber 
causing shorting of the device. The delamination produced by more reactive Na-Se 
fluxes was the primary limiting factor of these devices. The delamination was 
accelerated by the increased amount of Na and presence of O in the Mo. It is 
suspected that more efficient, oxygen-free deposition of the Mo back contact would 
result in more robust devices, where the effects of Na would be easier to separate 
from the interface issues.  
Finally the thermal evaporation of NaCl in this study was found to be a novel and 
effective way of Na doping of the absorber. It is also a very similar approach to the 
most successful intentional alkali doping, evaporation of NaF, but using a more 
benign NaCl precursor. The action of Na in this method occurs through Na-Se 
phases created at the absorber surface, providing more protection to the back 
contact. Surprisingly the device with the best absorber morphology did not have the 
best electrical performance. The significantly larger grains obtained after Na-doping 
resulted in better absorber material quality reaching higher JSC and minority carrier 
lifetimes, however the rough surface and presence of voids is thought to have 
caused interface problems resulting in the reduction of the FF and VOC. 
Consequently compromises have to be made to improve the CIGS absorber while 
keeping the interfaces and contacts stable and of sufficient quality. Forming denser 
CIGS precursor films would most certainly have beneficial effects and allow for more 
straight forward doping optimisation and consequent efficiency improvements. 
Ultimately, NaCl may not be the most suitable Na-precursor material as it introduces 
the unwanted Cl impurity into the absorber. This was initially attempted to be 
circumvented by using metal chalcogenides in the original precursor solution. 
Additionally the presence of Cl- ions can cause Ga loss in the final film. Cl- ions can 
react with Ga3+ and form GaCl3 which has a relatively low boiling point (201°C) and 
can easily leave the film [71]. On the other hand, NaCl is an abundant and non-toxic 
salt, which has previously been employed for the purposes of CIGS absorber doping 
with no reported side effects of Cl.  
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CHAPTER 7 
Conclusions and outlook 
 
 
CIGS solar cells have achieved the highest laboratory efficiencies among all of the 
thin film technologies. However the market share of this technology is still very 
limited despite the advantageous material properties of CIGS absorbers. The 
fabrication processes are not unified and there are many absorber deposition 
techniques, involving both vacuum and non-vacuum equipment as well as numerous 
different precursor materials. Consequently there is a very large spectrum of 
reported CIGS solar cell efficiencies. The highest efficiency deposition methods are 
currently based on expensive vacuum techniques such as co-evaporation and co-
sputtering. Their substitution with atmospheric large-scale deposition methods such 
as spray-coating or other printing methods could potentially lead to significant cost 
savings. Before these gains can be realised however, a non-toxic, highly uniform and 
reproducible non-vacuum absorber deposition method capable of reaching 
efficiencies close to those achieved by vacuum-based methods must be developed. 
In this thesis CIGS absorbers were prepared by spray-coating and high temperature 
selenisation of a molecular solution formed from an alkahest amine-thiol solvent 
mixture and metal chalcogenides. The 1,2-ethylenediamine and 1,2-ethanedithiol 
containing solvent system is able to break the strong covalent bonds of metal 
chalcogenides, which are impurity-free precursor materials. The relatively 
environmentally-friendly nature of these solvents in combination with the 
atmospheric deposition approach employed in this thesis represents a safer and 
more scalable alternative to the most successful solution-based approach to date, 
which uses hydrazine as a solvent. 
In terms of material quality, solution-processed CIGS absorbers are inferior when 
compared to those resulting from vacuum-based fabrication. Absorber porosity, non-
uniformity, the large number of grain boundaries and presence of impurities are the 
most common limiting factors. These lead to significant reduction of the device 
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performance. A number of these negative material properties were observed in the 
solution-based absorbers prepared in this work, significantly complicating further 
device efficiency improvement. Moreover, CIGS solar cells are heterojunction 
devices composed of a number of layers each equally important for the optimum 
functioning of the cell. Better understanding of the different processing steps, 
parameters and quantities used and their effects on the device morphological, 
compositional and electrical properties was a key strategy of this thesis to achieve a 
more efficient and reproducible deposition process. 
The influence of the substrate and back contact on the CIGS devices was studied 
first. The elemental composition and thermal expansion of the glass substrate was 
confirmed to have a strong effect on the final absorber morphology and doping as 
well as the adhesion properties of the Mo and CIGS layers after high temperature 
selenisation. Due to the porous nature of the sprayed absorber, the underlying Mo 
has little protection from the selenium vapour during the selenisation process. When 
bare Mo was used as a back contact, the Se vapour converted most of the 
underlying Mo into MoSe2. MoSe2 is not only very resistive, but also less cohesive 
due to weak van der Waals forces binding the molecule. A thick MoSe2 layer caused 
high series resistance and physical delamination. Moreover MoSe2 was found to act 
as a sink of mobile elements such as Cu, reducing its quantity in the absorber. A thin 
MoSe2 ohmic contact between Mo and CIGS was achieved by deposition of a Mo-
N/Mo bilayer on the top of the original bare Mo. Mo-N acts as a diffusion barrier 
against Se, whilst the thin top Mo layer is sacrificial and is converted into MoSe2. As 
a consequence of application of the Mo/Mo-N/Mo modified back contact, CIGS solar 
cells with increased efficiencies were achieved owing to lower RS and improved 
absorber recrystallisation. 
The heterojunction formed by CIGS and CdS is prone to interface recombination 
which also negatively affects device performance. It was demonstrated that the 
junction has to be formed as quickly as possible after absorber selenisation because 
the CIGS surface degrades quickly on exposure to air. CIGS/CdS is stable even 
after several weeks, but the role of CdS was found solely to protect the CIGS 
absorber surface rather than to passivate it. The passivation of the CIGS/CdS 
interface was attributed to the effects of air-annealing. The air-annealing of the 
junction up to a given time and temperature was found to have beneficial effects on 
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all PV performance parameters, but particularly on the VOC. This was attributed to 
the passivation of Se vacancies located at the absorber surface and grain 
boundaries by oxygen atoms. Cd and Cu diffusion in the near-interface and deep 
absorber regions respectively were also thought to occur during annealing. This 
resulted in modification of the junction electric field and absorber doping profile. The 
heat treatment of the full device is limited by the degradation of AZO in the presence 
of atmospheric species and humidity. 
Identifying and minimising the emitter and back contact limiting factors allowed for 
greater focus on the main layer of interest: the CIGS absorber. Post-selenisation, 
CIGS absorbers prepared from metal chalcogenides dissolved in EDA/EDT solvents 
exhibit a poorly-crystalline morphology typical of solution-processed absorbers. This 
consists of a number of small grains near the back contact, many GBs and voids, 
and occurs despite the expected small impurity content. Various approaches were 
adopted with the aim of improving the absorber crystallisation, which is closely 
related to device performance. The impact of the selenisation reactor design and 
conditions used were investigated initially. An improvement in absorber morphology 
with improved surface grain size was achieved after the optimisation of the 
selenisation process using a tube furnace. Full absorber crystallisation was however 
not attained and poor repeatability of the process was often an issue, which was 
attributed to the graphite box. RTP selenisation in combination with a SiC-coated 
graphite box was suggested to produce better quality absorbers in a more 
reproducible manner. This method benefits from the more rapid heating profile of the 
RTP as well as the smaller volume and non-exposed tube ends. The use of a coated 
graphite box brings to the process the aspect of controllability of the amount of Se 
and impurities such as Na introduced into the absorber. 
The implemented 2-stage selenisation profile promoted the formation of the CuxSe 
crystals at the absorber surface during the intermediate annealing stage at 300°C. It 
was suggested in the literature that the presence of Cu-Se phases assists the 
absorber crystallisation via a vapour-liquid-solid mechanism at the absorber surface. 
However neither the presence of the intermediate dwell nor slower temperature ramp 
enabled to promote the liquid Cu-Se phase formation that would result in significant 
enhancement of absorber crystallinity. More essential for improved CIGS grain 
growth were the Se quantity and selenisation duration.  
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The copper content in the final film and during the absorber growth has a strong 
effect on the film and solar cell properties. CIGS absorbers formed from a single-
composition precursor solution often resulted in a lower than intended CGI ratio. To 
adjust the CGI ratio of the absorber, Cu-rich/Cu-poor bilayer absorbers were 
prepared by spraying from two separate precursor solutions. This approach 
promoted CIGS grain growth while keeping the absorber free of undesired 
secondary phases. EDX compositional analysis of the absorber cross-sections 
revealed that overall CGI of the bilayer film was 1.0 which is outside of the allowed 
Cu composition processing window. This resulted in lower PV performance of the 
devices with a significant drop in VOC and JSC due to likely high absorber doping 
density. Ga absorber grading was not explicitly studied in this thesis, however a 
natural Ga grading and also Ga loss were observed during selenisation. 
Understanding the unintentional compositional profiles formed in the absorber after 
selenisation can allow for compositional adjustment leading to improved device 
performance. 
Despite the efforts to fully crystallise the solution-based absorber by optimising the 
selenisation conditions and adjusting the CGI ratio of the absorber, the final 
morphology was still in the form of a bilayer with large surface grains and a fine-grain 
underlying layer. Lastly, the effects of alkali treatment on the grain growth and 
absorber electronic properties were investigated. A strategy to externally introduce 
sodium in the absorber was developed by thermal evaporation of a thin layer of NaCl 
onto the absorber directly prior to selenisation. It was found that Na not only 
influences the grain growth by making Se more reactive during selenisation, but also 
modifies the electronic properties of CIGS absorbers. The optimum amount of Na, 
adjusted by varying the NaCl layer thickness was found to be different for optimum 
grain growth and ideal device performance. The highest efficiency of 10.4% was 
achieved with 15 nm of NaCl. This efficiency was more than twice that of a sodium-
free control device. This sample did not have a fully crystalline absorber layer 
however, nor did it exhibit larger grains than when SLG substrates were used. The 
sample with 30 nm of NaCl on the other hand had several grains extending to the full 
absorber thickness. Despite the improved minority carrier lifetime, JSC and EQE 
signal at all wavelengths, the efficiency of this cell was lower (9.7%) probably due to 
large voids and rougher surfaces creating interface problems, reflected in a lower 
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device FF and VOC. The beneficial effects of Na were attributed to the passivation of 
defects and recombination states at the CIGS surface, GBs and grain interiors. The 
limitations can be related to the detrimental recombination at the CIGS/CdS interface, 
shunting paths due to the presence of extensive voids and back contact 
delamination due to poor Mo quality and sodium’s affinity for oxygen. Other Na 
incorporation strategies such as dipping the absorber into NaCl solution or NaCl 
addition into the precursor solutions were also explored; however none of them was 
as successful as the evaporation approach, which can be partly attributed to the 
inadequate back contact quality. 
The results and conclusions obtained in this thesis can provide some 
recommendations for further research. First of all, a good quality Mo back contact is 
necessary for further optimisation of the CIGS absorber. An effective means of 
MoSe2 control was developed and presented in this thesis; however good adhesive, 
morphological and electrical properties of the bulk Mo are equally important. The 
relatively high resistivity of the as-deposited Mo relative to the commercial Mo 
supplied by M-Solv Ltd., delamination of the Mo from the glass with addition of Na 
into the samples and XPS analysis through the as-deposited Mo showing that only 
95% of the layer corresponds to metallic Mo strongly suggest that a small amount of 
oxygen might be present in the bulk Mo layer. The sputtering system used to prepare 
Mo is very old and consists of a large sputtering chamber not equipped with a load 
lock. The entire chamber is vented each time the samples are to be loaded. This 
frequent venting can allow water vapour and other atmospheric species to 
contaminate the chamber walls and serve as oxygen sources during sputtering. 
Additionally a leak in the mass-flow controller or insufficient pumping capacity can 
contribute to the incorporation of oxygen into the Mo layer. High quality Mo is 
therefore crucial, not only to form a conductive back contact to the CIGS absorber 
but also to prevent delamination, element segregation and to allow for better Na 
doping control. 
Secondly, CIGS solar cells in this thesis were prepared by manual spraying of the 
precursor solution using glass chromatography atomisers with air as the carrier gas. 
This deposition has the advantage of being simple, material efficient and clean 
(glass atomising nozzles are thoroughly cleaned by soaking in aqueous solution 
containing sodium hypochlorite and sonicating for several hours). On the other hand, 
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the manual nature of this technique introduces a considerable thickness variation 
from sample to sample and even within each sample. Furthermore, using air as the 
carrier gas introduces more oxygen into the film. Oxidation of Ga was shown to be 
particularly detrimental as gallium oxides formed would not participate in the CIGS 
phase formation reactions during selenisation, resulting in Ga loss in the final film 
[58]. The introduction of an inert carrier gas such as nitrogen may also result in a 
less porous absorber microstructure. An automated spraying stage equipped with a 
SonoTek ultrasonic spraying nozzle using nitrogen as the carrier gas is being 
currently implemented and optimised for the deposition of amine/thiol-based CIGS 
precursor solutions. Ultrasonic spray pyrolysis has a narrower droplet size 
distribution and the automated stage will allow for more precise thickness control 
over the spraying area, ensuring improved film uniformity. These changes are likely 
to give more reproducible films as well as improving the solar cell electronic 
properties. For absorber selenisation, a setup involving a constant supply of Se 
vapours would allow for lower selenisation pressures. This may be beneficial for the 
CIGS grain growth assisted by liquid CuxSe phases. 
The primary drawback of the CIGS absorbers prepared using this method is the 
porosity. It was shown that the implemented modifications in the selenisation, 
absorber composition and doping do not significantly reduce the degree of porosity 
either before or after selenisation. Instead, small voids in the as-deposited absorbers 
agglomerate and result in large voids in the selenised absorbers even when 
improved grain growth is exhibited. The voids create interface problems and 
compensate for the beneficial effects achieved by an improved grain growth. 
Methods of porosity reduction could be further investigated, for example through 
implementation of a soaking step in a cation precursor solution as suggested by 
Zhao et al. or spin-coating of the precursor solution onto the as-deposited absorber 
with the aim of filling in the voids [71]. 
Finally, the sodium doping studied in this thesis showed that controlled Na 
incorporation into the absorber is desirable. However the study presented here only 
provides a starting point for this research and needs a further optimisation. Various 
Na sources, doping methods and conditions could be explored. NaCl was used as 
the sodium source in all the intentional doping strategies tested in this work due to its 
low toxicity and ready availability. However other precursors such as Na2Se and 
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Na2S may be more suitable for certain doping strategies due to their different melting 
points and avoidance of the introduction of undesired impurities such as Cl into the 
absorber. In addition, selenisation and junction annealing conditions, CdS and i-ZnO 
thicknesses may have to be reoptimised for different absorber morphologies as a 
result of Na doping of the absorber. It is equally important to obtain a deeper 
understanding of the action of Na on the electronic properties of the absorber. To 
achieve this, various quantitative and defect measurements would be very valuable 
when studying Na effects on solution-processed absorbers.  
The suggestions for future work presented above are focusing on research 
challenges specific for devices fabricated in this work and them similar. In a broader 
context, CIGS thin film technology developments and industrialisation have greatly 
advanced in recent years. Although there are still many challenges lying ahead with 
the ultimate aim of the technology to achieve a balance between high material 
qualities for high power output keeping manufacturing costs low. The current 
challenges include precise control over absorber stoichiometry, uniformity and 
doping over large area and interface optimisation to reduce recombination. New 
device, material and process designs for CIGS solar cells have been under close 
examination to overcome these challenges and potentially lead to more robust next 
generation solar cells. 
The largest manufacturer of CIGS thin film modules, Solar Frontier, developed a 
process creating a double graded band profile introducing S at the surface of CIGS 
and Ga at the backside. The band bending created by the absorber grading resulted 
in reduced back and front surface recombination [241]. In terms of back surface 
passivation, Ga grading creating a back surface field might not be sufficient 
especially if the thickness of the absorber is reduced. In fully depleted ultrathin 
absorbers this would cause weaker electric field in the SCR. As a result, rear surface 
passivation layers using dielectric-based materials such as Al2O3, but also less 
extensively used SiO2 or TiO2 with point contact openings are being used in high 
efficiency CIGS. In combination with light management techniques such as Ag NP 
metallic mirrors at the back contact and AR coatings allowing for increased amount 
and optical path length of the light in the absorber, they result in improved device 
VOC and carrier collection even for significantly reduced absorber thicknesses [242]. 
As for the rear surface, similar concept of front surface passivation using HfOx or 
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GaOx with point contact openings were found promising [243][244]. Despite sodium 
being the most effective alkali element, other alkali elements were also found to have 
beneficial, yet different effects on CIGS solar cell performance. Additional 
performance gains with better diode quality were shown to be achievable using 
heavier alkali elements such as Rb and Cs [67]. Full optimisation of these 
innovations and their application in large area vacuum-free processing is a promising 
research path for CIGS thin film technology. 
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